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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the

relationship between stereotypical attitudes about sex role

Jehaviors and judgments of implicit consent to intercourse

in situations depicting interactions between males and

females (i.e., the men make advances and the women respond

in varying degrees of encouragement). In order to explore

3pecific hypotheses related to such judgments, two prelim

inary studies were conducted which had the following goals:

(a) To determine how the dimension of sexual/physical int~

macy related to judgments of consent, male advances were

scaled on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy.

insure that the women's responses to the male advances ~ere

representative and meaningful for undergraduate students,

such responses were obtained empirically. This was accom

plished by asking female undergraduates to write dOwn what

they would say and do in response to each advance if they

were definitely interested in becoming (more) sexually/

physically intimate with their date, definitely not interested,

and not sure. Males were asked to write down what they

thought a woman would feel, say, and do in such instances.

(c) To be certain that women's responses to men's advances

constituted high, medium, and low levels of implicit con-

sent to intercourse (i.e., varied systematically in terms
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of encouraging and discouraging further advances), all

female responses to male advances were scaled on the

dimension of implicit consent to intercourse. Subse

quently, only scaled responses with low, medium, and high

values were chosen as stimuli for the judgment study.

(d) To assess attitudinal predispositions, statements indi

cating stereotypical values and beliefs about male/female

role behaviors which were hypothesized in the literature

to relate to sexual aggression were selected. In order

to eliminate poor items all statements were scaled on the

dimension of sexism.

The judgment study consisted of two experiments which

were designed according to the requirements of Norman's

differential information paradigm (i.e., a design within

information integration theory which allows for the esti

mation of both subjective scale values and nonarbitrary

weights). In both experiments, undergraduate males and

females judged women's overall implicit consent to inter

course on the basis of two pieces of information about the

women's responses to their dates' advances during an evening.

All subjects judged the same information in the context of

a rape trial and a dating situation. Experiment I pre

sented information about the women's responses to advances

which were relatively low on the dimension of sexual/physical

intimacy; whereas, experiment 2 presented information about

the couples' interactions which occurred at relatively
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higher levels of sexual/physical intimacy.- In order to

evaluate the effects of attitudes on judgments, subjects

we~e classified into groups high and low on two factors

assessing stereotypical values and beliefs about male/female

role behaviors. 30th experiments showed the following

res111ts: (a) Constant weight averaging models adequately

described the data which permitted the estimation of rela

~ive ~eights and values of the information presented.

(b) Subjects with more stereotypical attitudes (higher scores

on either a Macho Belief or a Virgin Ideal Factor) generally

judged the women's behaviors to the men's advances as imply

ing relatively higher degrees of implicit consent to inter

course in the rape as well as the nonrape condition.

(c) For all subjects (irrespective of attitudinal predispo

sition), the women's behaviors to the advance highest on

sexual/physical intimacy were of significantly greater impor

tance for overall judgments than their behaviors to the

advances at relatively lower levels of sexual/physical

intimacy. Cd) Judgments of implicit consent to intercourse

were not differentially affected by the context of the rape

trial. The present work used information integration theory

and demonstrated its applicability and utility to understand

judgments of consent in a dating context.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

~~l A§§~ylt in th~ ~Q£ial ~Q~1ext

Theo~etical analyses of the phenomenon of ~ape (e.g.,

Brownmil1e~, 1975: cIa rx r, Lewis, 1977; Connell s Wilson,

1974: Findlay, 1974: LeG~and, 1973: MacDonald, 1971:

MacKellar, 1975: Medea s Thompson, 1974: Russell, 1975:

Wood, 1973) have postulated complex ~elationships between

existing ~ape laws, sexist attitudes, and the victimization

of women. While some of thei~ mo~e speculative theoLetical

accounts have been cLiticized (e.g., Howa~d, 1978; Shorter,

1977: Vinsel, lQ77), there seems to be some agreement on the

validity and usefulness of the following asse~tions (which

will be elaborated below): Ca) Most existing rape laws are

besed on tLaditional attitudes about social roles and sexual

nOLms. When these laws are enforced they do not function to

orotect women against Lape but rather work to the

1isadvantage of women. They hinder the prosecution of

rapists and reinfoLce tLaditional attitudes about

male/female r e La t Lon sh Lps; (b) Rape should be seen in a

broader perspective at the extLeme end of a continuum of

male-agqressive/female-passive patterns of interaction that

aLe based on sociallv prescribed Lole behavioLs.
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Why are rape laws biased? According to various authors

(e.g., Bohmer, 1974; Bohmer & Blumberg, 1975; Clark & Lewis,

1975; Connell & Wilson, 1974; LeGrand, 1973), major problems

are that Ca) rape is treated as a primarily sexual event

defined by lack of consent of the woman, (b) lack of consent

must be proven by the prosecution, (c) overly harsh

penalties are associated with a rape conviction, and Cd)

;urors are frequen~ly instructed to examine a victim's

testimony carefully because a rape charge is easily made and

difficult to defend against, if and when the person accused

is innocent. As a result of such features, the woman is on

trial rather than the assailant. She has to prove that she

jid not consent, or if she consented, that she was forced

into submission by threats of violence or actual violence.

ttos t laws l!nfortu.!l~t.ely £lQ !lot 2~g£if'y clgg,rly ~.!!~1

~Qn§1it\lte§ £Q.!l2gnt. Q£ !lQn£Qn2~i. Even in relatively clear

cases, failure to resist or lack of evidence for resistance

mav be misconstrued as consent. E~en more difficult in

terms of prior nonconsent are situations where the woman

enters the apartment of the offender voluntarily. How can

she establish nonconsent when the man admits to intercourse

but maintains that the marks on her body were inflicted "in

the heat of passion?"

The concept of victim precipitated forcible rape (Amir,

1971) has been attacked by feminist writers (e.g., Connell &

- 2 -



iilson, 1974; LeGrand, 1973; Wood, '973)~ It makes the

woman responsible for miscommunicating sexual availability

while at the same time excusing men of sexually aggressive

behaviors. A woman who goes drinking with a man, dresses

provocatively, takes a ride, hitchhikes or allows minor

sexual intimacies takes the risk of being misperceived. The

danger is that through legal procedures which endorse the

concept of victim precipitation aggressive sexual advances

are made socially acceptable and the fact is overlooked that

both parties have the responsibility of communicating their

intentions clearly. Another troublesome aspect is the fact

that the defense is permitted to cite evidence (not

necessarily relevant to the situation) which will diminish

the victim's credibility and cast doubt on her claim of

nonconsent. such evidence has included an examination of

the woman's sexual history, her relationship with the

offender prior to the incident, whether the victim engaged

in a criminal occupation, had a criminal record for

prostitution, had a history of prior complaints of sexual

assaults, etc.

The main thesis of feminists is that the older rape laws

reinforce stereotypical values and beliefs about male

sexuality, female sexuality, issues related to rape, and

sex-role behaviors. No clear conceptual framework is

presented ~hich explains the interrelationship betveen such

- 3 -



beliefs and values. However there is some consensus as to

the type of beliefs and values involved~ Some of the ones

most frequently mentioned are: good girls don't qet raped,

good women are not sexually liberated, women provoke rape by

their behaviors or appearance, women who tease get what they

deserve since men once aroused are victims of uncontrolled

and uncontrollable passion, rape is a sex crime, a woman

must resist to the utmost, rape is one of the worst crimes

that can be committed, most rape charges are unfounded, a

woman who is sexually liberated is fair game, etc.

The goal of the feminist movement (Rose, 1977) is to

change such beliefs and values by changing rape laws and

=reating an awareness of the pervasiveness of such attitudes

and how they prevent women from beinq treated fairly. Model

rape laws have been drawn up (e.g., BenDor, 1976; Connell &

~ilson, 1974; Herman, 1977; LeGrand, 1973; Rose, 1977).

suggested major areas of change usually deal with the

f ollowinq issues: (a) the elimina tion of sex bias by

insuring that the victim as well as the offender can be male

or female, (b) classifying rape as sexual assault of various

degrees, (c) eliminating the need for utmost resistance as

proof of nonconsent by specifying more preciselY what

constitutes coercion, (d) restricting the occasions when

evidence of the victim's prior sexual activities is

admissible (definitely restricted with regard to men other

- 4 -



than the defendant,

the defendant),

corroboration, and

spouses.

possibly also restricted with regari to

(e) eliminating the requirement of

(f} extendinq sexual assault to include

The issues involved in such changes are rather complex

and have led to controversies (for a review see Rose, 1977).

However, the success of such efforts has been remarkable.

Several states have revised their laws sUbstantiallyw For

example, the New Michigan Law of Criminal Conduct (which

went into effect April 1, 1975) no longer requires the proof

of nonconsent of the victim. "Consent might still be an

affirmative defense as in any criminal case (a defendant

charged with theft asserts, 'they gave me that TV!'), hut

the curden of the proof that the victim invited the act is

very much on the defendant, assuming that the prosecution

has met its own statutory burdens: force, the nature of the

act, the identity of the offender, personal iniury where

relevant, age of victim where relevant" (BenDor, 1976, p.

156). Resistance is not required and coercive situations

which imply the use of force are more clearly defined.

Furthermore, sentences ranging from 6 months to life

imprisonment can be given dependinq on the deqree of sexual

assault (for further details see BenDor, 1976). !t is hoped

that bv shifting the focus of the trial toward the violent

aspects of the crime (a) more rape cases will qet into the
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criminal justice system (especially cases where the victim

was not injured, knew the assailant, or did not strenuously

resist) and (b) that as a result of changing the laws,

stereotypical attitudes (such as those listed previously)

will change. Empirical research is needed to investigate

both outcomes.

The second issue, intimately linked with the first is the

notion (e.g., Brownmiller, 1975; MacKellar, 1975; Medea &

Thompson, 1974) that rape goes far beyond the legal

definition. Rape in this context is not seen as an isolated

act which deviates from the norms of sexual and social

behavior, but is simply at the end of the stereotypical

continuum of male-aggressive/female-passive patterns of

interactions. It is suggested that patterns of

socialization into traditional sex roles prepare women to be

potential victims and men to be potential offenders. ~ithin

this context the American dating system has been identified

as a major contributor to the occurrence of rape (e.g., ~eis

& Borges, 1975; MacKellar, 1975). Again a clear conceptual

analysis is lacking. Instead somewhat speculative accounts

are provided as to how socialization patterns prepare men

~nd women to be potential rapists and victims. One

possibility is that various assumptions bias men toward

misinterpreting women's behaviors. A man may think that it

is expecten of him to make sexual advances. Furthermore, he

- 6 -



assumes that women feel ambivalent about sex. He thus

expects a particular woman to resist his advances in order

to ~i~e the impression of being a "qood" woman although she

basically wants to have sex. He interprets her resistance

as some sort of game and feels it is his responsibility to

o~ercome her inhibitions and in the process help her save

face. By implication, such a man will assume that a certain

amount of coercion is normal. If a woman acts in accordance

with traditional role behaviors, she may first resist the

man's advances but then give up--especially when she

realizes that she does not gain control of the situation by

doing so. She is socialized to be passive, gentle, and

sweet and it is easier for her to give in than to assert

herself. Not taking control of the situation throuqh

assertion can be due to many factors: a woman does not know

how to be assertive, she may be afraid of losing the

relationship, be afraid of physical harm, etc.

Unfortunately, by choosing to be passive she rewards the

mants aqgressive behavior and perpetuates the occurrence of

male-aggressive/female-passive patterns of interactions.

Neither party has a chance to learn new ways of relating and

possibly discovering that such interactions are unrewarding

to both. In this context, Gross (1978, p, 89) cites a

letter of a 16-year-old boy who' revealed why boys in his

crowd were sexually aggressive 'lith girls: "t Most of us try
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because we think it's expected. Bnt it's a relief when the

answer is no. Then we don't have to prove anything.'"

The foregoing analysis is important for a theory of rape.

It suggests that failure to interpret behaviors from the

opposite sex correctly can account for the occurrence of

cer~ain types of sexual assault. In such instances,

malicious intent of the assailant would not be present and

if a case should come to trial, evidence would have to be

established that the defendant's mistaken belief that the

woman wanted (or consented toj intercourse was reasonable

(Herman, 1977). Research is needed to establish whether and

how frequently such types of sexual assault occur.

From an analysis of male-aggressive/female-passive

patterns of interaction another type of sexual assault

suggests itself. By behaving in line with stereotypical

expectations, women become prime targets for male

manipulation. If a man is interested in a sexually

exploitative relationship, he can manipulate the woman into

compromising situations. If she expects men to be

trustworthy, strong, dependable, and protective (especially

those with status and power), a man can present himself in a

manner consistent .ith such a stereotype and gain her

trust/admiration quickly. As a result, she may consent to

entering situations which make her vulnerable to
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exploitation. She may accept an invitation for a drink with

her boss or go to lunch with one of her professors and be

surprised if the interaction ends in unwanted intimacies in

his car. MacKellar (1975) suggests that if behaviors are

requlated by stereotypical expectations (e.g., she feels

flattered that an important man considers her worthy of his

time and pays attention to her) rather than an accurate

perception and evaluation of the situation (e.q., knowing

that she is attractive and he may want to spend some time

with her so that he can become intimate), women become

targets for beinq exploited. Weis and Borges (1975) point

out that sex role expectations based on an exchange system

have similar effects. iithin an exchange framework men

provide women with money and/or prestiqe, and women in

return provide men with sex and beauty_ Such beliefs can

perpetuate male-aggressive/female-passive interactions if a

woman feels "obligated" to have sex with a man after he has

spent money on her.

From this analysis another type of sexual assault

suggests itself, i.e., that men intentionally manipulate

situations and use a woman's naivety to their advantage.

Again, research is needed to establish whether such types of

sexual assault occur and, if so, how frequentlv_
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Values and beliefs about male/female role behaviors which

are postulated to perpetuate stereotypical

male-aggressive/female-passive patterns of behavior are as

follows: it is important for a woman to be feminine and not

aggressive, men know best what turns women on, women say no

when they mean yes, women need men to tell them what to do"

a woman should not let a man spend a lot of money on her

unless she will have sex with him, a lot of women lik~ to be

treated roughly, a woman should be flattered if a man pays

attention to her, the initiative in dating should come from

the man, women are supposed to be passive, women's sex

jesires are not as strong as men's, etc.

R~££h ~viQ~~

Some of the phenomena hypothesized in the rape literature

have been the sUbject of social psychological and

sociological research. Experimental investigations within

the framework of social attribution theory have found

(sometimes conflicting) evidence for the existence of biased

;udgments of rape victims (and offenders), especially in

males. Characteristics such as the woman's respectability

(e.g., prostitute, virgin, divorcee), having been raped

before, physical attractiveness, clothing, amount of

resistance, acquaintance with the rapist, amount of force

used bV the offender, and the rapist's character have been
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found to influence judgments such as the victim's

responsibility for the occurrence of the rape, quilt of the

rapist, penalties for the rapist, justification for a

retaliatory act, etc. (Barnett & Fei11, 1978; Calhoun,

Selby, & Warring, 1976; Calhoun, Selby, Cano, & Keller,

1978; Feldman-Summers & Lindner, 1976; Kahn et al., 1977;

Scroqgs, 1976; Selby, Calhoun, & Brock, 1977; Seligman,

Brickman, & Koulack, 1977; Smith et a L, , 1976; Thornton,

1977; Towson & Zanna, Note 7).

These researches, although establishing evidence for the

existence of biased judgments toward rape victims, have not

advanced our understanding of the judqment processes

involved. No coherent framework is qiven which specifies

systematic relationships between attitudinal dimensions and

i udqments o r between the complex judgment of vic tim

responsibility and othel:' judgments such as attractiveness or

pcovoc a tiona

shol:'tcomings:

Scroggs (1976, p_ 366) is aware of such

The failure to find a significant main effect for
provocation may alternately be interpreted as
meaning that subjects feel that despite
provocative dress by women, it is a man's
responsibility to contl:'ol his sexual appetites.
Perhaps the val:'iable we are looking for here is
not provocation in the sense of female behavior
that arouses men sexually, but rather something
like legitimacy or implicit consent.

Simi La r I y Towson and Za nna (1979, p; 15) note:

These speculations
variables mediating

(attemptinq to identify
jud gmen ts) pose in terestinq
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theoretical questions for the psycholoqy of moral
judgment as well as important practical problems
for the legal system. Do people make moral
judgments only after carefully considerinq all the
information available, including probable
motivations for the act under scrutiny? Or do
people make 'snap' moral judqments, based on their
own preconceptions, background characteristics,
bedrock beliefs, and sUbseguen~ly peruse the
evidence only in order to justify their judqments?
Perhaps the choice of a deliberative or snap
judgment strategy depends on the interaction
between judge and judgment situa~ion. In any
case, an accurate model of human judgmental
processes must deal with these issues.

Unfortunately, as long as the search for a "just world

hypothesis" goes on and independent variables are chosen

almost at random (because no clear theoretical framework

exists) researchers examining attributions are far away from

achieving such a goal.

Krulewitz and Payne (1978), however, take a first step in

such a direction by (a) examininq judgments of rape as a

function of the assailant's use of force, which relates more

directly to judicial judqments in rape and (b) examining the

relationship between sex-role attitudes {as measured by the

~ttitudes Toward Feminism scale (Smith et al., 1975) ) and

judqments of rape. The results showed that increasing force

led to stronger attributions of rape on the part of

traditional women, whereas liberal women tended to see the

incident as rape at all force Ie vels. A similar

relationship was not found for the males (possibly because

of a restricted range of attitudes).

- 12 -
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nonfeminists) tended to see the incident as rape at all

force levels. Contrary to expectations, pro- and

nonfeminists were not found to differ with regard to the

degree of blame attributed to the victim or assailant.

Additional data indicated that profeminist women attributed

greater respectability to the victim than nonfeminist women

and profeminist males perceived the victim as less helpless

than nonfeminist males. Althouqh the study provides

important evidence for the hypothesis that atti tudi nal

variables mediate judgments, it was not clear how degrees of

force and the victim's resistance (and by implication

presence of consent) mediated judgments of rape. Since

definitions of rape are not clear (older rape laws stress

the fact that intercourse has to occur without consent,

newer laws that coercion and threat have to be present), it

wonld have been important to assess subjects' rape

:lefini tions.

Evidence from other sources exists on the prevalence of

stereotypical attitudes and beliefs related to rape and rape

v ictims.. Barnet t & Feild (1977) developed a 25-i tem

questionnaire, the ~ttitudes Toward Rape Questionnaire

(ATR). !tems were selected for inclusion which had been

identified to reflect stereotypical beliefs and values about

rape/rape victims. When the ques~ionnaire was administered

to underqraduate students, it was found that males endorsed
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more stereotypical items than females. For instance, males

felt to a greater extent than females that sex is the

motivation for rape, while women felt it was power rather

than sex. ~en endorsed to a greater extent the beliefs that

women's resistance should be a major factor in determining

the occurrence of rape, that it was difficult to prove rape,

and that it would do some women good to get raped.

Feild (1978) designed a similar 32-item instrument for

assessing stereotypes surrounding rape in order to examine

the relationship between such attitudes and a rape knowledge

test, the short form of the Attitude Toward Women Scale

(Spence & Helmreich, 1972), and demographic characteristics.

The relationships were studied in samples of male and female

=itizens, patrol officers, committed rapists, and female

rape crisis counselors. Eight factors were found, i.e.,

women's responsibility in rape prevention, sex as motivation

for rape, severe punishment for rape, victim precipitation

of rape, normality of rapists, power as a motivation for

rape, favorable percp.ption of a woman after rape, and

resistance as woman's role during rape. Correlational data

showed that for the citizen sample support was found for the

hvpothesis that attitudes toward women and perceptions of

rape were significantly related to all dimensions except

victim precipitation. People with traditional views about

women thus had more stp.reotypical notions, e.g., were more
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likely to see rape as being the woman's fault, rape as being

motivated by sex, etc. Also men tended to show more

stereotypical views about rape than women. Liberal views of

women's roles were associated with beliefs that the

motivation for rape is not sex and that a woman is a

desirable person following rape. When groups were compared,

citi~ens tended to be more similar to rapists and the police

in their perceptions of rape than they were to the

counselors {who consisted of feminist women}. Rapists in

comparison to counselors (the most extreme sample) were more

likely to endorse stereotypical views, such as rape

prevention is primarily the woman's responsibility, rape is

motivated bV sex, etc. Feild's (1978) study is valuable in

that it presents evidence for the directionality of

hypothesized relationships between traditional views of

women and stereotypes about rape.

Riger and Gordon (1979) investiqated the dimensionality

of rape prevention beliefs on a sample of 1600 adults. They

found evidence for the existence of two factors, (a) beliefs

about measures calling for restrictions in women's behaviors

(e.g., refuse to talk to strangers, dressinq more modestly),

and (b) beliefs about measures involving changes in the

f!nvironment or assertive actions by women (e. g., rape

victims fighting back aqainst their attackers, newspapers

Dublicizing names and pictures of known rapists). It was
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found that white males, white females, and black males rated

assertive measures as more effective. However, black

females rated restrictive measures as more effective. Since

no attitudinal measures were given, the relationship between

stereotypical values and attitudes about males/females and

rape prevention beliefs could not be ascertained. Further

evidence for the existence of stereotypical views about rape

victims was found in a study by ~hitacker (Note 8). Police

personnel (including police chiefs, police officers and

cadets) believed that rape victims should be questioned

about their sexual life, failed to see any need for

counseling families of rape victims, and did not agree that

crisis workers were needed in assisting emergency room

personnel in dealing with rape victims. Hospital personnel

(including physicians, supervisors, social workers, nurses

in emergency rooms, and intake social workers), on the other

hand, felt that the penalty imposed on rapists was too

severe and that the government should provide psychiatric

care for rapists.

Klemmack and Klemmack (1976) examined the relationship

between women's sex-role stereotypes and their iudgments of

vignettes as constituting rape. Each vignette involved a

situation in which a male had intercourse with a female

without her consent. The authors found that the likelihood

of a given situation being classified as rape varied
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inversely as a function of the degree of interpersonal

relationship between attacker and victim. In situations

where the assailant was a stranger, at least 90r. of the

respondents felt that rape had possibly occurred. !n the

t~o situations involving dating, only 20% were certain that

rape had occurred. Respondents with nontraditional

attitudes about a woman's role defined a larger number of

situations as rape. ~ttitudes about premarital sexual

behaviors were also related to judgments. Those who were

more tolerant of sex before marriage were more likely to

define situations as rape than those less tolerant.

Klemmack and Kle~mack's (1976) study is unique in that it

examines judgments of rape across a wider range of

situations (especially dating situations) depicting

male-aggressive behaviors. This allows for the examination

of some of the feminist writers' hypotheses about the

acceptance of male-aggressive patterns of behaviors as

"normal". Within this context, other evidence

(Vogelmann-Sine, Ervin, Christensen, Warmsun, & Ullmann,

1979) suggests that indeed, men may assume to a qreater

extent than women that sexual aggressiveness is "normal".

In the study, males and females were presented with

vignettes involving varying degrees of coercion and sexual

advances, and were asked to empathize with the women's

feelings in the vignettes and rate on'7 bipolar semantic

jifferential scales how they thought she felt. The results
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showed that males as compared to females attributed

significantly less intense feelings of aversiveness and

threat to women in two scenes in which a man acts in a

sexually aggressive manner (i.e., the man disreqards a

woman's statements that she does not want to be intimate and

proceeds to engage in intercourse).

with regard to the issue of sexual aggression in dating

situations very little systematic research (other than

snrveys) has been done. Schultz and DeSavage (1975)

~onducted a survey to explore various dimensions of sexual

aggression in dating situations. When they examined the

issue of consent and rape they found that 53% of the females

(as compared to onlv 30% of the males) felt that a legal

rape did not take place when consent was given in word or

deed, and then withdrawn (after which nonvoluntary coitus

followed). Questioning of sUbjects indicated that females

felt it was their duty to stop sexual foreplay at the

"danger point". Additional support for the same belief was

found when 27% of the nonraped and 47% of the raped females

felt that lack of female resistance to increasing degrees of

intimacy was a clear sign to the male that the woman would

tolerate or want intercourse. !nterestinqly, only 25% of

the males shared this perception. It was evident from the

results that little mutual agreement existed as to how

~learlv consent is communicated between the sexes. Whereas
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30~ of the males believed that a woman's fondling of the

male's genital area communicated consent t.o intercourse,

only 7% of the nonraped and 26% of the raped females

endorsed such a view. Most nonraped females (40%) thonght

that giving clear ~£Qal £Q~1 was the best indicator,

whereas most raped females (47~) felt that offering no

resistance to increasing degrees of sexual intimacy was the

best sign. Only 25% of the males felt that offering no

resistance and giving clear verbal consent communicated

agreement to voluntary coitus.

Schultz and DeSavaqe (1975) found evidence for the

existence of sex differences with regard to perceptions of

consent communication methods. However, it is not clear how

attitudes mediate perceptions of consent and when

misinterpretation of signals leads to sexual aggression.

Research by Kanin (1957, 1967, 1970, 1975) and Kirkpatrick

and Kanin (1957) shows that sexual aggression in dating

relationships is very common. Kirkpatrick and Kanin (1957)

found that 55.7% of the girls reported themselves offended

"at least once during the academic year at some level of

intimacy" (p. 49). ~anin (1957) indicated that 62% of the

women reported having experienced aggressive episodes during

the year prior to college entrance. Furthermore, 25.5% of

the undergraduate unmarried males (Kanin, 1975) admitte1 to

sexually aggressive episodes since entering college. Kanin
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(1957) reports that there was an association between the

dating relationship and the type of agqression. Aggressions

at more advanced levels of "erotic intimacy" were more

likely in involved relationships such as regular dating,

"pinned", and engaged. seventy-five percent of the episodes

"beyond the level of necking were preceded by some erotic

activity in which the female voluntarily engaged" (p. 201).

Thus only 25~ of the episodes were abrupt sexual aggression

not preceded by consent to sex olav. The distribution of

types of abrupt sexual aggression was as follows~ 33%

petting above waist, 13.3% petting below the waist, 16.9~

attempted intercourse, and 31.2% attempted intercourse with

violence. Kirkpatrick and Kanin (1957) replicated the

finding that offensive episodes at a milder level (i.e.,

necking and petting above the waist) were more likely to

occur with non-involved couples, whereas offensive episodes

at higher levels of sexual intimacy (attempted intercourse

with or without violence) occurred more frequentlY in

involved couples (regular or steady dating). When examining

a male sample, Kanin (1975) found that aggressive attempts

for intercourse were preceded by some level of erotic

intimacy. The maximum level of erotic intimacy preceding

aggression was as follows: 7~ were preceded by kissing, 23%

by fondling of breasts, and 70% by genital petting. Thus

the majority of aggressive episodes were preceded by rather
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advanced "consented sex play". Open-ended responses

suggested that stereotypical views about male/female

interactions may have mediated the aqgressive episodes,

since sexual aggression was frequently viewed as a form of

punishment. If the man thought that the woman's manner of

dress, her make-up, and the wav she talked and behaved

signalled that she was available and found out later that he

was wrong, he was most likely to show aggressive behaviors.

Re felt he had been "led on", she was a "teaser" and thus

should qet "what she deserves" (Kanin, 1975).

On the other hand, evidence exists that many couples

agree to stop at advanced sexual fore~lay and refrain from

intercourse if this behavior is in line with their beliefs

about love, intimacy, and religion and if such beliefs are

communicated and accepted (Peplau, Bubin, SHill, 1977).

Interestingly, there is consensus among researchers that

1espite generally permissive and egalitarian attitudes

traditional sexual role playing persists in which the man

exerts positve control by playing the role of the initiator

with regard to sexual intercourse while women exert negative

=ontrol by limiting the couple's sexual intimacy (for a

review see Gross, 1978; Peplau, Rubin, SHill, 1977).

Further evidence for the existence of stereotypical

initiation patterns comes from laboratory research. Davis

(1978) found that in an acquaintance exercise dealing with
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the negotiation of intimacy males were responsible for the

rate at which intimacy increased (through the choice of

conversation topics). A degree of consensus could be

achieved by females accepting the pace proposed. However, it

was found that females consistently fell somewhat below of

actually matching the males' level of intimacy. Davis'

(1978) findings are consistent with Kendon's (1975) study

(cited by Davis, 1918) who examined the sequential

organization of behavior in a kissinq bout and found that

the general pattern of organization was one of female

response to male initiatives.

~ritiQY~ Qf lhg Lilg~t~

Taken together, what can be concluded from the research

examined above? Although evidence exists that (a) people

have biased views of rape victims, (b) traditional views of

women's roles in society influence judgments surrounding the

phenomenon of rape, and (c) males and females may have

1ifferent views as to how consent to intercourse is

communicated, no direct examination bas been made of how

stereotypical atti.tudes about sex roles relate to ~~~m~n!§

Q£ £Qrr2ent tQ in!~££Q~£2g. More specifically, no systematic

attempt has been made to examine women's responses to men's

advances which vary with regard to encouraging/discouraging

the advances and SUbsequent judgments of implicit consent to
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intercourse. A systematic investigation of how

stereotypical sex-role beliefs and value~ relate to such

;udgments of consent is needed to investigate some of the

hypotheses about consent communication (e.g., Kanin, 1957,

1967, 1975; Kirkpat.rick s Kanin, 1957; MacKellar~ 1975;

Medea & Thompson, 1974; Weis & Borges, 1975).

Qoal of !hg Present RQ£~

Systematic data on how attitudinal variables relate to

judgments of consent of women's responses to men's advances

can onlv be obtained if one has (a) a theoretical model of

iudgment processes and (b) an adequate methodological

framework for investigating iudgments. Since the

information integration paradigm (e.g., Anderson, 1974a,

1974b, 1977; Norman, 1976a, 1976b, 1976c, 1977) offers such

possibilities, it was decided to utilize it's methodology

for examining such judgment processes.

~rief Qyg£Yi~ of ~nfQ~rnatiQ~ Tntegration Th~QfY

Information integration theory assumes that a judgment is

made by combining different pieces of information. The

logic of its functional measurement paradigm {Anderson,

1977, p , 201) is as follows: " .... Physical stimuli, S,

impinge on the organism to be processed by the Y~111at1Qll

function, V, into psychological stimuli, S. These
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psychological stimuli are combined by the int~g~t1Qn

function, I, into a covert response, r. This covert

response is transformed by the response function, M, into

the overt response, R." Judgments are studied

experimentally by presenting different pieces of information

within a complete factorial design. For example, judgments

about the quality {on a scale ranging from good to bad} of

hypothetical job applicants can be investigated (Norman,

1976c) by constructing a 3x3x3 factorial design consisting

of three levels of three variables (i.e., factors of the

design) commonly used to evaluate applicants, such as work

experience {with levels none, 6 months, 2 years}, test score

{lower, middle, upper distribution} and ratings of a

personal interview (below average, average, above average),

each subject will judge 27 stimulus combinations (each

combination representing a cell of the design). It is

assumed that each piece of information {i.e., the level of a

particular factor} consists of two theoretical parameters,

i.e., a sUbjective value and a weight. The subjective value

indicates the interval position of the information on the

;udgment dimension (e.g., good--bad), the weight indicates

the 1~~lancg of the information for the judgment. One of

the greatest strengths of functional measurement is that it

permits an examination of various integration rules, e.g.,

various types of linear or nonlinear rules. ~ith regard to
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the issue of parameter estimation,

points oui::

Norman (Note 4, p, 2)

Although the ideas behind functional
measurement and information integration theory are
straightforward, the practical application of
these ideas has been hampered in all but the very
simplest cases. The reason is that functional
measurement depends on fitting an ini:egration
model to observed data and estimati ng parame ters.
This is not always as simple as it sounds. There
has been no general procedure for parameter
estimation that applies across all possible
models ..

Furtherm0re, the validity of the distinction between scale

values and weiqhts has been questioned by Schouemann,

Cafferty, and Rotton (1973). Norman (1976a, p, 81) however

finds an ingenious solution to such problems by proposing

the method of differential information. He provides a

mathematical proof (Norman 1976a) for the fact that weights

can be identified clearly in a linear averaging model if the

method of differential information is used. T his met hod

requires a change in the usual desiqn. In order to explore

the effects of relative weighting, it is necessary to vary

systematically the type of information factors presented, as

well as the levels of each factor. For example, if one has

Factors A, B, and E, three two-way factorial sUbdesigns can

be constructed, i.e., AxB, AxE, and BxE. Norman (1976a)

states " ••• when the three subdesiqns are considered jointly,

the system of simultaneous equations allows for a solution

of w~iqhts ••• (and) ••• for statistical purposes a solution
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for the parameters••• should be obtained by the method of

least squares or the method of maximum likelihood."

Information integration theory is ideally suited to

examine the effects of attitudes on judgments. By obtaining

attitudinal measures and classifying sUbjects into groups

high or low on stereotypical attitudes, one can investigate

how subjects' predispositions affect judgments (e.g., Kaplan

& Kemmerick, 197~; ostrom, Werner, S Saks, 1978).

Theoretically, it is assumen that (within a linear averaging

model) subjects' final judgment responses are a weighted

average of the weight and value of the initial impression

(i.e., his attitudes) and the weights and values of the

stimulus factors. Within Norman's (1976a) differential

information paradigm the weight and value of the initial

impression can be estimated if the number of pieces of

information in the set is varied as well as their type. The

~eiqh~ of the initial impression indicates the importance of

the initial impression relative to the information

presented, the Y~lyg of the initial impresson the

predisposition to make a iudgment high or low on the

judgment dimension. Attitudinal effects can be investigated

in Norman's (Note 4) program by specifying attitudinal

predisposition as a block factor and examining differences

in judgment parameters across the block. This procedure is

extremely useful since it permits an examination of various
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hypo~heses. It is possible for instance to investigate

differences between groups with regard to estimated weights

and scale values for the stimulus factors without

considering the weight and value of the initial impression.

~esiqn Qi thg Di~2g£~giiQn

The goal of the dissertation was to examine ;udgments of

=onsent in situations depicting interactions between males

and females (i.e., the men make advances and the women

respond in varying degrees of encouragement). In order to

explore specific hypotheses related to such judgments

various tasks had to be completed: Ca) In order to make

statements of how the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy

relates to judgment processes, advances made by men were

scaled on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy. (b)!n

order to insure that the women's responses to the men's

advances were representative and meaningful for

undergraduate students, such responses were obtained

empirically. This was accomplished by asking female

undergraduates to write down what they would say and do in

response to each advance if they were definitely interested

in becoming (more) sexually/physically intimate with the

man, definitely not interested, and not sure. Males were

asked to write down what they thought a woman would say and

do in such situations. (c) In order to insure that women's
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responses to men's advances constituted high, medium~ and

low levels of implicit consent (i.e., varied systematically

in terms of encouraging/discouraging further advances), all

female responses to male advances were scaled on the

dimension of implicit consent to intercourse. Subsequently

only scaled responses with low, medium, and high values were

chosen as stimuli for the judgment study. Cd) In order to

assess attitudinal predispostions, statements indicating

stereotypical values and beliefs about male/female role

behaviors which were hypothesized in the literature to

relate to sexual aggression were selected. In order to

eliminate poor items, the statements were prescaled on the

dimension of sexism. It was assumed that items were sexist

if males judged them as implyinq less sexist bias than

females. (e) In order to investigate how iudqments of

consent are related to male/female interactions at varying

deqrees of sexual/physical intimacy, 1~Q jy~gm~n~

~xperimgn12 were conducted. In the first experiment

sub;ects were required to make judgments of women's overall

consent based on information about her behaviors to advances

at relatively lower levels of sexual/physical intimacy. !n

the second experiment SUbjects were asked to make judgments

of overall consent based on information about her behaviors

to advances at relatively hiqher levels of sexual/physical

intimacy.
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Qrganization Qi thg Dis§ertatioa

In the following sections three studies are presented.

(a) study 1 describes in detail the results of the

experiment aimed at scaling various male advances on the

dimension of sexual/physical intimacy and obtaining

1escriptions of female responses to male advances varying in

terms of. encouraging/discouraging the advances. (b) Study 2

describes the results of the experiment aimed at scaling

female responses to male advances on the dimension of

implicit consent to intercourse, scaling statements

reflecting stereotypical values and beliefs about

male/female role behaviors on the dimension of sexism, and

constructing the information factors for the ;udqment

experiments. (c) Study 3 describes the results of the two

;udqment experiments.

Since each study represents a separate investigation,

specific hypotheses and results are discussed within the

context of each study.
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CHAPTER rI. STUDY 1: SCALING MALE ADVANCES IN DATING
SITUAT!ONS ON THE DIMENSIONS OF SRXUAL/PHYSIClL INT!MACY

This study had several goals: (a) Scaling seven

different advances made by men in dating situations on the

dimension of sexual/physical intimacy using a 21-point

rating scale in order to obtain empirical estimates of their

relative distances. (b) Obtaining examples of female

responses to the male advances scaled in (a). This was

acccomplished by asking all sUbjects to indicate how a woman

would respond to snch advances if she was definitely

interested in becoming more sexually/physically intimate

with her date, definitely not interested, and uncertain.

This method of collecting open-ended responsp.s was chosen to

ensure meaningfulness and representativeness of the items

for the final judgment study. (c) Including a second

scaling procedure for the male advances, i.e., a magnitUde

estimation task. This procedure was included to collect

data for a later studv aimed at exploring the mathematical

relationship between ratio and category partition scales

(Eisler, 1962a, 1962b, 1963; Galanter & Messick 6 1961 ;

Hamblin, 1974; Hudson, Note 1; Shinn, 1974; Stevens, 1957a,

1957 b) • As this topic is intended for a future study it

will not be further addressed in this dissertation.
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The items depicting the advances were constructed such as

to progress on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy,

i.e., ranging from the man suggesting to a woman that they

have a drink to suggesting to her that they have intercourse

(see Table 1).

TABLE 1

Advances in Dating Situations

1. A man suggests to a woman that they have a arink
(in his apartment)

2. A man holds a woman's hand and hugs her
his or her apartment)

{not in

3. A man kisses a woman passionately on her mouth
(not in his or her apartment)

4. A man kisses a woman passionately on her mouth (in
his apartment)

5. A man kisses a woman and fondles her breasts (in
his apartment)

6. A man places his hand on a woman's covered crotch
(in his apartment)

7. A man suggests to a woman that
intercourse (in his apartment)

they have

!tems were chosen consistent with the rationale presented

earlier in the introduction. The critical considerations

de~ermining the selection of these particular types of

advances were as follows: Ca) The male was always placed in

the role of making the advance which is consistent with
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research on initiation patterns in mixed-sex encounters

(e.q., Davis, 197A; Gross, 1978; Peplau et a L, , 1977). (b)

Almost all items (i.e., two through seven) consisted of

advances made at various levels of sexual/physical intimacy.

This is consistent with evidence that male aggression in

datinq relationships can occur at any level of intimacy

(Kanin, 1957, 1965,. 1967, 1970, 1975; Kirkpatrick s Kanin,

1957). (c) !tem one, in which a man sugqests to a woman

that they have a drink in his apartment, was included based

on the controversial status of such situations (e.g., when a

woman accepts such an invitation) in the rape literature

(Amir, 1971; Clark s Lewis, 1977; Klemmack & Klemmack, 1976;

leGrand, 1973; MacKellar, 1975; Rose, 1977; Weis & Borges,

1975). The goal was to find out what relative degree of

sexual/physical intimacy is attributed to such a situation.

To further elaborate, interest in such situations stems

from the concept of victim-precipitated forcible rape (Amir,

1971), which suggests that the woman is· partially

responsible for the occurrence of the rape if she made

herself "vulnerable" by entering certain situations such as

accepting a ride, going to a man's apartment, or having a

drin k with him. hddi tionall y, man y 0 f the existi no J: ape

laws place the burden OJ: proof of nonconsent on the

prosecution (BenDor, 1976; Clark & lewis, 1977) facilitating

the defence's claim that the suspect construed her behavior

as an invitation to sexual/physical intimacy. Although the
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concept of victim-precipitated rape has been sharply

c ri tici zed (Clark & Lewis, 1977; Connell & 'tI ilson, 1974;

MacKellar, 1975; Wood, 1975) because it makes women

responsible for miscommunicating sexual availability while

at the same time excusing ~en's sexually aggressive

behaviors, one fact still remains: A woman takes the risk

of not being in control when she enters such situations.

She might assess a man's intentions inaccurately, be unaware

of beinq manipulated into accepting such invitations and

later be surprised if forced into unwanted intimacies. The

basic issue is that the advance depicted in item one is

ambiquous. In an actual situation a woman au st; decide

whether the man really j1lst wants a drink or whether he

wants to go to a secluded place where he can become more

physically intimate with her.

!n this questionnaire, an attempt was made to sensitize

subiects to such ambiguities inherent in advances so that a

rating on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy (i.e.,

implied sexual/physical intimacy) could be obtained (See

Appendix A, the introductory part of the questionnaire). It

was hypothesized that most people would take such situations

at face value. Consequently this advance should have

received the lowest mean score and the relative order of the

mean scores was expected to correspond to the order of the

items as listed in Table 1.
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~ubiect§

A total of 153 completed usable questionnaires were

obtained (eight questionnaires had to be discarded because

too manv items were missing or ratings showed no

variability). The final sample consisted of 97 females and

56 males who were enrolled in various undergraduate social

science courses at the University of Hawaii. All students

participated in exchange for bonus points. Names of

students were kept to prevent repeated participation.

~onstructiQll Qi thg QllgstiQnlls1£~

A computer program was written to qenerate the seven

advances in different random orders for each task and each

sUb;ect. Since untrained subjects were used detailed

instructions for each rating task with a relevant example

wer~ provided (See Appendix A).

In particular, the sUbjects were instructed to read all

sev~n advances before rating each one in order to sensitize

them to the range of "intimacy" covered by the items. The

respondents were also cautioned to rate onlv situations the

same if they truly implied the same degree of

sexual/physical intimacy. Ratings were made on a 21-point

scale represented by dots. The end points, numbered "on and

"20" were labeled "least intimate" and "most intimate".
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Several intermediate points were numbered (5, 10 and 15) but

not labeled.

In the introduction, sUbjects were sensitized to the

issue of implied sexual/physical intimacy. In particular,

it was stated that advances made by a man in a dating

situation may be ambiguous because it is difficult to know a

person's intentions without additional information. For

instance, if a man suggests to a woman to go for a walk on

the beach at 11 p.m. the woman may not know for sure whether

the man just wants to go for an innocent walk, or whether he

wants to go to a secluded place in order to become more

physically intimate with her. The respondents were informed

that the purpose of the questionnaire was to find out how

much sexual/physical intimacy is actually or potentially

present in male advances. In order to perform the ratings,

subiects were to imagine experiencing the situations and

identify with the person of the same sex. It was emphasized

that each subject should rate the degree of sexual/physical

intimacy according to his/her own personal opinion.

The order of the tasks was the same for all subjects.

First, personal information with regard to demoqraphic

chara~teristics ~as requested. Next, the rating task ~as to

be completed and then followed by the magnitude estimation

task. The final part consisted of the subjects providing

examples of women's responses to the seven male advances.
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The inst~uctions for this pa~t diffe~ed depending on the sex

of the subject. Fo~ example, for the first item, a female

subject was told that a man (her date) suqgested to her to

have a drink (in his apa~tment). Then she had to write down

what she would feel, say, and do if (a) she was definitely

interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically intimate

him, (b) definitely not inte~ested in becoming (mo~e)

sexually/physically intimate with him, and (c) not sure

whethe~ she wanted to become more sexually/physically

intimate with him (Appendix A contains a copy of the

questionnaire for females).

A male subject was told that he made all the advances

(i.e., You suggest to a woman-your date-to have a drink in

your apartment). His task was to w~ite down what be thought

his date would feel, say, and do if she was (a) definitely

interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically intimate

with him, (b) definitely not interested in becominq (more)

sexuallv/physically intimate with him, and (c) not sure

whether she wanted to become (more) sexually/physically

intimate with him. All subjects were instructed to provide

such responses to all seven advances.

SUbjects were asked to write down feelings only because

it was hoped that it would facilitate sUbjects- task

involvement. 'Otherwise the feelings were of no further
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importance since item selection was based only on ~he

content of the verbal and nonverbal behaviors.

Admini~tr~tion of th~ Qy~tionnaire

Questionnaires were administered by the author to groups

of subjects. When sUbjects were seated the tasks were

explained in detail via examples on the blackboard.

Subjects were told to read instructions in the questionnaire

carefully and ask questions any time they were not sure what

to do. These instructions seemed effective since a number

of students at each session requested help.

Descriotion of the ~~mQl~

The sample consisted of 153 subieets of which 63% were

females and 37% males. Most respondents were American of

Japanese ancestry (42%) with fewer beinq of caucasian (23~)

and Chinese extraction (16~) • The remaininq 19%, in

1ecreasing order of representation, were of Hawaiian or part

Hawaiian, Filipino, mixed, Korean, and portuguese oriqin.

Seventy-one percent of the s t ud e n t.s were between 17 and 20

years old with the mode being 18 (34%). Fifteen percent

~ere between 21 and 24 years old, and the remaining 14% had

ages ranqing from 25 to 42 years.
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With regard to relationship status it was found that 5%

had never dated anyone, 17% had dated a few times casually,

12% dated different people casually, 19% dated one person

seriously and others casually, 13% dated only one person,

32% went beyond the dating stage and were seriously involved

with one person (e.g., living toqether, enqaged, married),

and 2% were seriously involved with more than one person.

The students were heterogeneous with regard to academic

maiors. When classified into various areas based on

declared field of interest the fcllowing distribution

resulted: 18% were from business, 14~ health sciences

(including nursing), 14% social sciences other than

psychology, 12% psychology, 7% education, 7% art (e.g~,

drama, music), 5% science, and 10% from other areas such as

languaqes, information science, philosophy and religion.

Pour percent could not be classified since information given

was too general (e.g., arts and sciences),

missinq values.

and 9% had

Ratin~ rl~l~ Aflll!l~~ Q!l the DimensiQn. .Qf 5.gZyg1a.h'ysi~al

!ntimacy

Mean ratings obtained for the entire sample and

separately for males and females are provided in Table 2.

In addition, the respective standard deviations and the

results of t-tests between the male and female means for

each item are displayed. The rank-order correlation between
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TABLE 2

Means, Standard Deviations, and T-Tests for Advances Rated
on Sexual/Physical Intimacy

Male Advances
in Dating Overall Females Males

Situations Mean SO Mean SO Mean SO ! ~------------------------------------------------------------
1 7.7 4.4 7.6 4.6 7 .. 8 4.1 -.23 .82
2 7.3 3.7 6.6 3.4 8.6 4.0 -3.18 .002**
3 11.5 3.8 11.0 3 ..6 12.2 4.0 -1..83 .07
4 13.3 3 .. 6 13.2 3.. 7 13.3 3.4 -.17 .87
5 16.7 2.3 16.8 2.2 16.5 2.4 .76 .45
6 17.4 2.7 17.5 2.7 17.2 2.7 .75 .46
7 17.. 6 3.4 18 ..2 3.1 16.7 3.6 2.53 .01 **

------------------------------------------------------------
The number of cases for females was 97, for males 56.
The probabilities are based on two-tailed tests.
See Table 1 for the content of the items~

** 12<·01

the predicted order of the means and the means of the males

was!:s (5) = .96, E = .001 (1-tailed) and between the

oredicted order of the means and the means of the females

was !:s (5) = .. 96, E = .001 (1-tailed). The rank-order

correlation between the means of the males and of the

females was .£5 (5) = .93, E= .001 (1-tailed).

With regard to the controversial advance (item 1) in

which a man sugggests to a woman that they have a drink in

his apartment, it was found that only males rated it as the

item lowest on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy in

line with the prediction. Females on the other hand rated
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this advance higher than the advance where a man holds the

woman's hand and hugs her (item 2). For females the mean

difference between these two items approached significance,

!(96) = -1.92, £ = .058 (2-tailed). For males the

iifference was in the opposite direction althouqh not

significant, j:(55) = 1.41, .E = .16 (2-tailed).

Interestinqly, the difference between the means of the males

a nd females (7. 6 and 7.8 respecti ve Ly) for item one was not

significant (j:(151) = -.23, .E = .82), implying that both

sexes agreed on the absolute level of implied

sexual/physical intimacy. Differences betwen males and

females occurred for the situation in which the man holds

the woman's hand and hugs her not in his or her apartment

(item 2). ~ales rated this advance significantly higher

(8.6 and 6.6 respectively) than females (1(151) = -3.18,12 =

.002).

The prediction that advance seven (a man suqgests to a

woman that they have intercourse) should be rated as the

item hiqhest on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy

was upheld onlv for the females. For males item six (a man

places his hand on the woman's covere~ crotch) received the

hiqhest mean ratinq~ When examininq the means it was found

that for females and males the difference between item six

and seven was not significant (1(96) = -1.77, ~ = .08

(2-tailed) and 1(55) = .93, .l2 = .36 (2-tailed),
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respectively). Males and females agreed on the absolute

level of sexual/physical intimacy implied when the man

places his hand on her covered crotch (1(151)=.75, ~=.46)

but differed significantly when the man suggests intercourse

(1(151)= 2.53, Q = .01). Females rated the item

significantly higher than males (18.2 and 16.7,

respectively).

The results also show that both sexes rated the item

where he kisses her passionately on the mouth higher when it

occurred in the apartment than in a location other than the

apartment, confirming the prediction that location plays an

important role in the attribution of sexual/physical

intimacy. Por females and males the difference between

these two items was significant, !(96) = -6.66, ~ < .001

(2-tailed) and 1(55) = -2.47, ~ < .02 (2-tailed),

respectively.

!nformal questioning of a few male and female SUbjects

sugqests possible explanations for these findinqs. Some of

the men indicated that holding a woman's hand and hugging

her outside of an apartment is a public display of affection

and imolies more commitment and intimacy than suggesting a

drinK in the apartment. Women on the other hand felt that

going to the apartment was more intimate because of what

miqht happen there. Suggesting intercourse meant to some
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men less intimacy relative to placing one's hand on her

covered crotch because "suggesting it does not mean doing

it." Women did not make such a distinction. Clearly, such

explanations are preliminary and need to be explored more

carefull, in further research.

~~ling rgmgle Rg§EQU~§ ~Q Male !dv~~§

All open-ended responses of female behaviors to the

advances were tabulated. The author then made a first

selection of suitable responses for the next study according

to the following criteria:

1. Responses had to be somewhat ambiquous in order to

yield variability in ratinqs for these responses.

For instance, the response "Yes, I would like to

make love. Then she started to undress." was not

selected because most people would probably feel

that definite consent was given.

2. Only responses conveying essentially the same

message at least twice were chosen to eliminate

uncommon items.

3. Only responses 1ifferentiated enough to fit one of

the three categories (i.e., definitely interested,

definitely not interested, not sure) were

retaine~.
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4. Responses given to the various types of advances

had to differ from one another as much as

possible. This was accomplished by including

responses that showed stylistic variations.

After obtaining a first pool of items based on the above

criteria two undergraduate students were asked to sort the

selected statements for each advance into categories

innicating definite interest, no interest or ambivalence.

Only statements that clearly could be sorted into these

cateqories by both students and the author were retained.

Since this method of selection resulted in unequal numbers

for the three categories (i.e., definitely interested,

definitely not interested, not sure) items were eliminated

to yield an equal number in each category. The final pool

of items to be rated on the dimension of consent to

intercourse consisted of nine responses to each advance

(i.e., three with~n each category). Each sUbiect thus had

to rate a total of 63 responses. All responses are

1isplayed in the guestionnaire in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER III. STUDY 2: SCAL!NG WOMEN'S RESPONSES TO MALE
ADVANCES ON THE DIMENSION OF IMPLICIT CONSENT TO INTERCOURSE

This study had the following goals: Ca) Scaling women's

responses to male advances on the dimension of implicit

~onsent to intercourse on a 21-point scale in order to

obtain for the final study scaled responses which were high,

medium, and low on the dimension of consent. (b) Pretesting

34 belief and attitude statements concerning male/female

interactions in order to examine whether sex differences

existed on these supposedly sexist items. This was

accomplished by scaling the items on the dimension of sexism

using a 21-point scale. (c) Scaling the female responses

using an alternative approach, namely a magnitude estimation

task. This procedure was included to collect data for a

later study aimed at exploring the mathematical relationship

between ratio and category partition scales (Eisler, 1962a,

1962b, 1963; Galanter & Messick, 1961; Hamblin, 1974;

Hudson, Note 1; Shinn, 1974; Stevens, 1957a~ 1957b). Since

this topic is intended for a future study, it will not be

further addressed in this dissertation.

All 63 female responses which were rated on the dimension

of consent to intercourse are presented in the questionnaire

(Appendix B) and in Table 3 for reference purposes.
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TABLE 3

Female Responses to Male Advances

1. Responses of
woman's hand
apartment) :

women when a man on a date
and hugged her (not in

held a
his/het'

1.1 She said: "I don't think we should do this."
Then she made sure that he could not get so close
again. (C26)

1.2 She said: "Please don't." Then she continued
wi th the pre vLou s discussion. (C25)

1.3 She said nothinq and moved away from him.
(C20)

1.4 She said: "You are moving a bit fast." Then
she took his hands off her. (C19)

1.5 She said: "Don't hug me.
self-conscious." Then she continued
hand. (C23)

! feel so
to hold his

1.6 She said nothing and continued with the
conversation. (C 27)

1.7 She said nothing and waited to see what he
would do next. (C24)

1.8 She smi led and let him hold her hand. (C21)

1.9 She did not say anything. Then she held him
tightly. (C22)

2. Responses of women when a man on a date suggested
to them that they go to his apartment and have a
dt'ink:

2~1 She said: "Well, it's gettinq late already."
Then she looked at her watch and moved away from
him. (A09)

2.2 She said: ~Do you think !'m easy?" Then she
moved away and avoided looking at him. (A08)

2.3 She said: "No thank you. I'd rather not. Let's
;ust talk for now. (A05)
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TABLE 3 Continued

Female Responses to Male Advances

2.4 She said: "I don't think I know you well
enough to do that. Let's just go to a coffeehouse
for now." (A03)

2.5 She said: "Let me think about it." Then she
changed the subj ect. (A07)

2.. 6 She said: "Well.... but just for a Li, t t Le
while." Then she went to his apartment ~eeping her
distance (avoiding physical contact). (A06)

2. 7 She said: "I don't know." Then she vai ted for
him to make the next move. (A02)

2.8 She said: "O.K. sounds good." Then she went
wi th hi m to his apartment. (AO 4)

2.9 She said: "Yes I'd love to." Then she held his
hand and went with him to his apartment. (A01)

3. Responses of women when a man
them passionately on the mouth
apartment):

on a date kissed
(not in his or her

3 .. 1 She said:
friends." (F54)

"Please stop. Let's just be

3.2 She said: "Cool it." Then she pulled away.
( F48)

3.3 She said: "~e shouldn't do this." Then she
ignor€d the event. (F50)

3.4 She said nothing and started talking about a
non-sexual topic ~ (F46)

3.5·She said: "I'm not
each other better."
response. (F52)

ready.
Then she

Let's get to know
waited for his

3.6 She said:
she withdrew
(F49)

nPlease don't do it so much.~ Then
and just allowed him to hold her.

3.7 She said: "Not here. There are so many people
around." Then she withdrew slightly from him.
( F53)
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TABLE 3 Continued

Female Responses to Male Advances

3.8 She said not hing and let him kiss her. (F47)

3.9 She said nothing and cuddled up to him. (PS1)

4. Responses of women when a man on a date kissed
them passionately on the mouth (in his apartment):

4.1 She said: "Let's stop that. I just want to be
friends." (G62)

4.2 She said: "Please stop." Then she moved away.
(GS8)

4.3 She said: "We were supposed to only have a
drink. Ask me next time before you touch me." Then
she pushed him away. (G60)

4.4 She said nothing. Then she moved away and
avoided getting too close. (GG1)

4.5 She said: "I'm not sure if this is the right
thing to do." Then she withdrew slightl v: (GS6)

4.6 She said: "Let's have another drink." Then she
got up to get herself one. (GG3)

4.7 She closed her eyes and let him kiss her.
(G59)

4.8 She said nothing and kissed him back. (G57)

4.9 She said nothing and moved her body close to
his. (G 55)

5. Responses of women when a man on a date kissed
them and fondled their breasts (in his apartment):

5.1 She said: "Don't do that." Then she qot up and
switched on t he TV. (E 41)

5_ 2 She said: "I'm not ready for this. Just
because I came to your apartment does not mean!
agreed to do this." Then she distanced herself.
(E43)
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TABLE 3 Continued

Female Responses to Male Advances

5.3 She said: "Excuse me." Then she removed his
hands and moved away from him. (E37)

5.4 She said: "I'm not sure
this." Then she moved away.

whether T

(E42)
want to do

5.5 She said nothing but was careful to keep him
from going any further. {E45}

5.6 She said: lI~hat are you doing?" Then she
waited to see what bis response would be. (E44)

5..7 She said: "Wait." Then she took his hands away
and put them around her waist. (E39)

5.8 She said nothing and touched him a little..
(E38)

5 .. 9 She said nothing and let him do it. (E~O)

6.. Responses of women when a man on a date placed his
hand on their covered crotch (in his apartment):

6.1 She said: "Cool
further away from him.

it honey .."
(D34 )

Then she moved

6.2 She said: "stop that." Then she ignored the
event and started talking about something else..
{D36}

6.3 She said: "I'm not ready for that. Let's talk
about it." Then she took his hand away and got up..
(D33)

6.4 She said nothing and removed his hand. (DJ2)

6.5 She said: "Please don't. let's just kiss for
now." (D30)

6 .. 6 She said:
get a drink.

IV Not
(D35)

now.1f Then she turned away to

6.7 She said: "I'm not sure I want that." Then she
waited to see what he would d.o next. (D28)

6.8 She said nothing and allowed him to leave his
hand there. (D29)
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TABLE 3 Continued

Female Responses to Male Advances

6.9 She said nothing and touched him gently. (D31)

7. Responses of women when a man on a date suggested
to them that they have intercourse (at his
apartment) :

7. 1 She said: "No 'rlay. Who do 10U think! am?fI
Then she moved a way from hi m. (B 17)

7.2 She said: "No, not yet. ! don't know you well
enough. Let's listen to some music." (B18)

7.3 She said: "No, I think that would
appropriate." Then she continued to hug
was careful not to get too close. (B14)

not be
him but

7.4 She said: "! don r t know.
kno'rl you better." Then she
around. (B12)

!'va got to get to
got up and walked

7.5 She said: "~ell, let's wait for a while." Then
she carried on with the previous conversation and
dropped the issue. (B16)

7.6 She said: "I guess so." Then she waited for
him to say something. (B11)

7.7 She said nothing. Then she started touching
his body. (B15)

7.8 She said: "Let's." Then she moved close to him
and gave him a kiss. (B13)

7.9 She said: "O.K. that sounds fine." Then she
went wi th him in to the bedroom. (B10)

In order to be able to rate the responses on the dimension

of "implicit consent to intercourse", respondents ~ere

instructed in the introduction of the questionnaire that all

responses only ralated indirectly to sexual intercourse.
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Nowhere did the woman come right out and say whether she did

or did not want intercourse. The task was to rate implicit

consent, i.e., the degree to which her behavior gave the man

the message: "It is O.K. with me if we beccme more sexually

intimate. T don't mind if you pursue me further. ! might

even go all the way and have sex with you later." !t was

emphasized that in an actual situation a woman could switch

to explicit nonconsent at any stage and tell the man that

she did not want to go any further. It was hoped that these

instructions would be successful in eliciting respondents'

biases in terms of perceived consent in the items.

The value and belief statements which were rated are

presented in Table 4. Items 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

and 29 were extracted from a chauvinism scale (Ullmann et

al., Note 2), items 17, 19, and 20 from the Attitude Toward

Women Scale (Spence & Helmreich, 1972), and items 3, 12, 13,

14, and 15 from an Attitudes toward Rape Questionnaire

(Barnett & Feild, 1977). The remaining fifteen statements

~ere constructed by the author based on a review of the

literature on forced intercourse/rape (e.g., Clark & Lewis,

1977; Connell s Wilson, 1974; Ka.nin, 1957, 1965, 1970;

Schultz, 1975; 'iialker & Brodsky, 1976) • These items were

desiqned to reflect stereotypical values and beliefs about

male/female interactions (role behaviors) which were

hypothesized in the literature to relate to sexual

a qqression.
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TABLE 4

Beliefs and Values Concerning Male/Female Interactions

1. Very often a man has to be forceful to help a
woman over her inhibitions.

2. A woman shouldn't let a man spend a lot of money
on her unless she will have sex with him.

3. Most women secretly d~sire to be raped.

4. Women can turn their sex desire on and off, but
once started, a man can't s~op.

5. Good girls never show too much.

6. A woman who goes out alone at night is hoping to
find a man.

7. Women often say no when they mean yes.

8. A lot of vomen like to be treated roughly.

9. Women enjoy teasing men sexually.

10. A man can't rape a woman who really doesn't want
to have intercourse.

11. If a woman leads a man on, what happens is her
fault.

12. If a woman is going to be raped she might as well
relax and enjoy it.

13. In most cases when a woman was raped she was
asking for it.

14. Rape of a woman by a man she knows can be defined
as a "woman who changed her mind afterward."

15. The degree of a woman's resistance should be the
most important factor in determining if a rape has
occurred.

16. !t is all right for men to have casual sex but not
for women.

17. The initiative in dating should come from the man.

18. ~omen should be encouraged not to become sexually
intimate with anyone before marriage.
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TABLE 4 Continued

Belief and Values Concerning Male/Female
Interactions

19. Women should take a passive role in courtship.

20. There should be no greater barrier to an unmarried
woman havinq sex with a casual acquaintance than
having dinner with him.

21. A woman should be flattered
attention to her.

if a man pays

22. It is important for a woman to be feminine and not
too aggressive.

23. A woman who flirts wants sex.

24. A woman who wants a successful career has to sleep
her way to the top.

25. A woman who teases a man and gets raped gets what
she deserves.

26. If a woman wants to be attractive to men she
should not stand up too much for her riqhts.

27. Men know best what turns women on sexually.

2A. If a woman does not want to have intercourse she
has to be careful not to let things qet out of
hand.

29. Women don't need men to tell them what to do.

30. If a woman gets raped she should never qive in but
resist to the utmost.

31. Women don't have a strong sex desire.

32. A woman who goes out to a bar to have a drink with
a man wants sex.

33. Rape for a woman is a fate ~orse than death.

34. Women should not take the pill because it makes
them promiscuous.
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Subjects

A total of 267 completed usable questionnaires were

obtained (fifteen questionnaires had to be discarded because

too manv items were missing or ratings were done

incorrectly). The final sample consisted of 158 females and

109 males who were enrolled in various undergraduate social

science courses at the University of Hawaii and participated

in exchange for bonus points. Names of students were kept

to prevent repeated participation, i.e., any student who

took part in the first study was excluded from this studv in

order to insure independent samples.

~onstt:!1£tiQ.n Q.t th~ Qllgstio!!.!lai!:g

A computer program was written to accomplish the

following: (a) The advances were generated in different

random orders for each subject. (b) The nine female

responses for each advance were generate~ in different

random orders for each SUbject.

Advances and female responses to each advance were

randomized to insure that order of presentation would not

influence ratings and result in response sets. (c) The

value and belief statements about male/female interactions

were not randomiz@.d but presented in a standard order to all

subjects. (d) The order of the tasks was the same for all
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subjects. First, personal information with regard to

demoqraphic characteristics was requested. Next, the rating

task was to be completed and then followed by the magnitude

estimation task. The final part consisted of the SUbjects

rating the male/female interaction belief and attitude

statements on the dimension of "sexism". Since untrained

subjects were used, detailed instructions for each rating

task with a relevant example were provided (see Appendix B).

In particular, respondents were instructed to read all nine

female behaviors before rating each one in order to

sensitize them to the range of implied consent covered by

the items. They were also cautioned to rate only responses

the same if they truly reflected the same degree of implied

consent. Consent ratings were made on 21-point scales

represented by dots. The endpoints numbered "0" and "20"

were labeled "definitely no consent" and "clear consent",

respectively. Several intermediate points were numbered (5,

10, and 15) but not labeled.

The instructions for the rating task concerning

male/female interaction beliefs and attitudes explained the

concept of nsexism". Respondents were informed that an item

is "highly sexist" if the woman or women referred to in the

statement are stereotyped, seen as sex objects, or not seen

as people with equal rights and obligations as men. In

other ~ords, the statement reflects an unfair discrimination
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against women. Ratings were made on 21-point scales

represented by dots. The end points, numbered "0" and "20",

were labeled "not at all sexist" and "highly sexist",

respecti vel y. Several intermediate points were numbered (5,

10, and 15) but not labeled.

Admini§t~li.QJl Q:t .thg Qyg§!1QnMiJ;:g

Questionnaires were administered by the author to groups

of subiects. When sUbjects were seated, all tasks were

explained in detail via examples on the blackboard.

Sub;ects were told to read instructions in the guestionnaire

carefully and to ask questions any time they were not sure

of what to do.

12escriptiQ..!l of the ~.9.l!!.El~

The sample consisted of 267 subiects of which 59% were

females and 41% males. Most respondents were American of

Japanese ancestry (52%) with fewer being of Caucasian (22%)

and Chinese extraction (11%). The remaininq 15% in

decreasing order of representation were of Filipino, mixed,

Hawaiian or Part Hawaiian, Korean, Portuguese, and other

oriqin. Only one missing value was encountered.

Seventy-one percent of the students were between 18 and 21

years old with the mode being 18 (27~). Four percent were
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17 years old, 13% were between 22 and 24 years old, and the

remaining 12% had ages ranging from 25 to 49 years.

with regard to relationships status, 2% had never dated

anyone, 12~ had ,dated a few times casually, 20% dated

different people casually, 21% dated usually one person

seriously and others casually, 11% dated only one person

seriously, 31% went beyond the dating stage and were

seriously involved with one person only (e.g., living

together, engaged, married), and the remaining 3% were

seriously involved with more than one person or checked

other. only one missing value was encountered. The

responaents were quite heterogeneous with regard to academic

majors. When classified into various areas based on

declared field of interest the fell owing distribution

occurred: 22% were from psychology, 15% health sciences

(including nursing), '4~ business, 12% education, 9% social

sciences other than psychology, and 6~ science. Thirteen

percent were from other areas such as language,

communication, arts, and information science. Two percent

could not be classified since information provided was too

general (e.g., arts ana sciences), and 7% had missing

values.
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aating Fem.ale ResRQ.!l2~ iQ. l1ale Adva!l£~2 Q.!l .the ~i.!!!.ml.~io!l of
Implied Con~~nt 1~ Int~££QQ£2~

Mean rating obtained for the entire sample and separately

for males and females are presented in Table 5. In

addition, the respective standard deviations and the results

~f t-tests betveen the male and female means for each item

are displayed. Table 3 details the contents of the rated

items in the same order as they appear in Table 5. The

results show that even with a substantial number of subjects

(148 females and 103 males) relatively few of the mean

differences between the sexes were significant. Thirteen

tests (of a total of 63) showed significance (2-tailed

tests) • As shown in Table 5, this result was attributable

to the closeness of the means rather than large within-cell

variances.

The rank-order correlations between the means of the

males and the females for the set of nine responses to each

type of advance were uniformly high. In particular, the

following values were obtained (1-tailed tests): Advance

#1: £5(9)=.98, ,2=.001; #2: £s(9)=.95, ,2=.00143: .£s(9)=.98,

£=.001 ; #4: £5(9)=.95, 12=.001 ; #5: .£5(9)=.97, E=.001 ; #6:

Such findings

indicate that in general there was good agreement between

males and females as to the relative values of specific

behaviors with regard to implied consent to intercourse.
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TABLE 5

Means, Standard Deviations, and T-Tests for Female Response
Items Rated on Implicit Consent to Intercourse

------------------------------------------------------------
Overall Females Males

Items Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD j; ~f E

------------------------------------------------------------
1. 1 1.7 2.1 1.6 1.9 1.8 2.5 - .95 185 .345
1.2 2.9 2.6 2.7 2.3 3.4 3.0 -2. 01 182 • 046*
'.3 3.3 2.9 3.2 2.9 3.5 3.1 - .91 249 .362
1.4 3.6 3.3 3. 1 3.0 4. a 3.6 -2.14 249 .033*
1.5 6.3 3.8 6.5 3.9 6.. 0 3 .. 9 1.07 249 .284
1.6 8. 1 4. a 8.3 4.0 8. 1 4.2 .41 249 .680
1.. 7 9.9 4.2 10. 1 4.2 9.7 4.5 .86 249 .391
1.8 10.2 4.4 10.2 4.3 10.3 4.7 - .23 249 .822
1.9 12.6 4.5 12.9 4.4 12.4 4.5 .82 249 .414
2.1 2.6 2.6 2.3 2.5 2.9 2.7 -1.96 249 .051*
2.2 2.6 3.0 2.4 2.8 2.9 3.3 -1.41 249 • 159
2.3 2.8 2.8 2.. 2 2.4 3.4 3. 1 -3.40 184 .001**
2.4 3.9 3.7 3.4 3.4 4.. 4 4.1 -2.07 191 .040*
2.5 5. 1 3.4 5.0 3.4 5.2 3.4 - .34 249 .734
2.6 6.9 4. 1 6.6 4.1 7.3 4.1 -1.37 249 • 171
2.7 8.7 3.7 8.8 3.8 8.4 3.6 .77 249 .440
2 .. 8 12.6 4.6 12.9 4.7 12. , 4.3 1.23 249 .221
2.9 14.5 4.5 14.7 4.7 14. 1 4.4 1.03 249 • 305
3. 1 2. , 2.6 1.6 2.2 2.8 2.9 -3.63 178 .000**
3.2 2.3 2.7 2. 1 2.6 2.4 2.8 -1. 08 249 .279
3.3 4.6 3.7 4.4 3.8 4.9 3.6 -1 .. 02 249 .309
3.4 5.6 3.9 5.4 4.0 5.9 3.7 -1. 00 249 • 319
3.5 6.7 4.2 6.4 4.2 6.8 4.2 - .79 249 .429
3.6 7.6 4.3 7.9 4.4 7.3 4.2 1. 16 249 .248
1.7 10.2 4.7 10.5 4.7 9.6 4.8 1.53 249 • 127
3.A 12. 1 4.2 12.4 4 .. 2 11. 7 4.2 1.28 249 • 201
3.9 13.6 4. 1 14. 1 4.0 12.9 4.2 2. 15 249 • 033*
4. , 2. 1 2 .. 7 1.. 5 2.2 2.9 3. 1 -3.93 171 .000**
4.2 2.6 3. 1 2.3 2.9 3.0 3.4 -1.82 249 .070
4.3 2.8 3.2 2.7 3.3 2.7 2.9 • 18 249 • 861
4.4 4.2 3. 1 3.8 3. 1 4.6 3.3 -1.86 249 .064
4.5 6.8 3.7 7.0 3.7 6.6 3.5 .95 249 .344
4.6 8.7 4.5 8.9 4 .. 7 8.4 4.4 .93 249 • 351
4.7 12.9 4.4 12.7 4.4 13.2 4.6 - .80 249 • 425
4 .. 8 13.4 4.3 13.3 4.5 13.6 4.3 - .48 249 .628
4.9 14.8 3.9 15.0 4. 1 14.6 3.8 .89 249 .375
5. 1 2.5 2.9 2. 1 2.5 3. 1 3.3 -2 .. 72 179 • 007 **
5.2 2.9 3. 1 2.7 3.1 3.. 4 3. 1 -1 .. 90 249 .OS9
5.3 3 .. 0 2 ..7 2.6 2.6 3.5 2.8 -2.57 249 .. 011 *
5.4 6.3 3.5 6.2 3.5 6.5 3.5 - .. 57 249 • 569
5.5 8.0 4.2 7.7 4.2 8.3 4.0 -1.03 249 .. 304
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TABLE 5 Continued

Means r Standard Devia t Lo ns , and T-Tests for Female Response
Items Rated on !mplicit Consent to !ntercourse

------------------------------------------------------------
Overall Females Males

Items t'tean SD ~ean SO Mean SD :t d.! £

------------------------------------------------------------
5.6 8.1 4.0 8.0 4.2 8.1 3. A - .09 249 .927
5.7 10.U 4.5 10.2 4.3 10.7 4.9 - .85 249 .. 397
5. A 14.4 3.9 14.5 4.0 14. 1 4.0 .88 249 .378
5.9 15. 1 3.8 15.5 3 .. 8 14.5 3.8 1.95 249 .053*
6.1 3 .. 3 3.2 .3.0 3.0 3.8 3.5 -1.86 249 .064
6.2 4.0 3 ..9 3.7 3.1 4.4 4.0 -1.43 249 • 153
6.3 6.0 4.0 5.6 3.7 6.5 4.3 -1.81 249 .071
6.4 6.1 4.0 6.0 4.1 6.2 4.0 - .40 249 .687
6.5 9.0 3.6 8.. 7 3.4 9.2 3.8 -1.06 249 • 289
6.6 9.1 4.6 q.9 4.7 9.5 4.3 -1.02 249 .310
6_.7 9.7 3.8 9.9 3.6 9.3 4. 1 1.23 249 .219
6.8 15.5 3.6 15.6 3.5 15.5 3.4 • 10 249 .. 916
6.9 16.2 3.5 16.5 3.. 2 15.6 4 .. 0 2.03 187 • 044*
7. 1 1.0 2.2 .8 1.7 1.5 2.7 -2 .. 44 155 .016*
7.2 7.1 4.5 6.6 4.4 7.7 4.6 -1.88 249 .061
7.3 8.0 4.1 7 .. 6 li.l s, 5 4.2 -1.65 249 .. 100
7.4 8. 1 3.7 8.0 3. B 8.3 3.7 - .64 249 .. 520
1.5 9.4 4.3 9.4 4.4 9.6 4.2 - .. 31 249 .758
7.6 15.6 3.5 15.4 3.7 16. 1 3.0 -1.57 245 • 119
7.7 17.4 3.0 17.6 2.7 17.2 3.4 1.03 187 .. 303
7.8 19.1 1.7 19.2 1.7 19.0 1.8 .65 249 • 517
7.9 19.5 1.4 19.5 1.5 19.5 1.2 - .20 246 • 839
------------------------------------------------------------
Degrees of freedom are based on t-tests with pooled va r ia nce
estimates if they are given as 249. otherwise they are
based on t-tests with separate variance estimates.
* .E<.05 **£<.01

The tvpes of behaviors for which significant mean

nifferences in consent ratings were obtained showed an

interesting pattern. All behaviors in which males had

siqnificantly higher mean ratings than females involved

behaviors in which the women set limits and discouraged
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further advances. This result was found for the following

items: !tem 1.2: She said: "Please don't." Then she

continued with the previous discussion; Item 1.4: She said:

"You are moving a bit fast". Then she took his hands off

her; !tem 2.1: She said: "Well, it's getting late already."

Then she looked at her watch and moved away from him; Item

2.3: She said: "No thank you. I'd rather not. Let's just

talk for nov."; Item 2.4: She said: "I don't think I know

vou well enough to do that. Let's just go to a coffeehouse

for now"; Item 3.1: She said: "Please stop. Let's just be

friends"; Item 4. 1: She said: "Let's stop that. I just

want to be friends"; !tem '5 .. 1: S he said: "Don t t do tha t. "

Then she got up and switched on the TV; Item 5.3: She said:

"Excuse me." Then she removed his hands and moved avay from

him; Item 7.1: She said: "No va v, Who do you think I am?"

Then she moved away from him. Items that had significantly

higher consent ratings for females than males were all items

in which the woman responded in an encouraging manner. This

occurred in the following cases: Item 3.9: She said

nothing and cuddled up to him; Item 5.9: She said nothing

and let him do it; Item 6.9: She said nothing and touched

him gently. Although this result warrants further

exploration, such an endeavor was beyond the goals of the

pr~sent study and vas thus not attempted.
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gatin~ ft~!~efs and !ttitud~§ ~bout MaleL1~~~!~ In1~~£tiQn~

QQ th~ Dimension of ~ism

Mean rating obtained for the entire sample and separately

for males and females are given in Table 6. In addition,

the respective standard deviations and the results of

t-tests between the male and female means for each item are

1isplayed (for item content please refer to Table 4). The

results show that for the majority of the items (i.e., for

22 out of 34) significant differences (2-tailed tests) in

ratings of sexism were obtained. In all cases, males felt

that significantly less sexism was implied than females.

!tems which showed agreement between the sexes and exhibit

low ratings (i.e., scale values less than 10) are

interesting because they may indicate ignorance and

unawareness of more subtle forms of discrimination. This

was the case for the following items: Item 28: "If a woman

10es not want to have intercourse she has to be careful not

to let things get out of hand": Item 30: "If a woman gets

raped she should never give in but resist to the utmost.";

Item 33: "Rape for a woman is a fate worse than death."

The last two items reflect a lack of awareness of the

dilemma of existing rape laws with their built-in bias

aqai nst women. Chances of obtaining high conviction rates

Eor ra pists are considerably reduced by requiring

resistance as proof of nonconsent and by classifying rape as

a grave offence rather than SUbsuming it under various
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TflBLE 6

~eans. Standard Deviations. and T-Tests for Male/Female
Interaction Belief and Value Statements Rated on Sexism

Items
Overall

Mean SD
Females

Mean SO
Males

Mean SD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1q
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

13.4
15.5
16.5
14.6
13.6
15.8
14. 1
13.6
13.4
13.9
13. 1
16.6
17. 1
15.9
12.9
17.0
13.8
12.7
14.2
10.3
10.2
12.7
14.3
17.6
13.9
16.2
15.5
7.5
5.6
8. 1

14.2
16.2

R.. 3
15. 1

5.1
5. 1
5.0
5.3
5~ 8
4.8
5.5
5.7
5.0
6.6
6.5
5.5
5.. 0
5. 1
7. 1
5. 1
6.2
6.3
5.6
6. 1
6. 1
6. 1
5.6
4.. 4
6. 1
5.. 0
5.6
5.. 9
5.7
7. 1
6.1
4.. 6
6 .. 8
5.6

14.1
16.5
17.3
15.0
14.7
16.6
15.0
14.3
14.0
14.1
14.1
17.2
18.0
16.7
13.8
17.7
14.0
13.4
14.7
10.2
10.8
13.3
15.2
18.1
14.4
17.2
16. 1
7.5
5.2
7.7

14.9
17.0
8.5

15 ..9

4.9 12.5
4.2 14.0
4.. 4 15. 3
5.0 14.0
5.5 11.8
4. 5 14.6
5.3 12.7
5.5 12.7
5.. 1 12.6
6.913.6
6.3 11.7
5.2 15.7
4.1 15.7
4.8 14.7
6.8 11.5
4_ 5 15.. 9
6.2 13.6
6.1 11.8
5.. 7 13.5
6.110.3
6.3 9.4
6.2 '1.7
5.4 13.1
4.0 16.9
6.0 13.. 2
4.7 14.9
5.5 14. 7
6.4 7.5
5.. 7 6.2
7 .. 1 8. 7
5.8 13.1
4.0 15.1
6. 7 8. a
5 .. 3 13 .• 9

5.2 2.LJ1 262 .017*
5.8 3.85 112 .000**
5.5 3. 11 1.22 • 002**
5.6 1.56 262 .. 119
5.8 4 .. 08262.000**
4.9 3.42 263 .001**
5.5 3.34 263 .001**
5.8 2.27 262 .024*
4.7 2.31 262 .022*
6.2 .65 262 .518
6.4 3 .. 03 262 .003**
5.8 2. 14 262 .033*
5.9 3.43 112 .001**
5.3 3.25 262 .001**
7.4 2.70 262 .007**
5.7 2.78 12~ .006**
6.2 .61 262 .542
6.3 2.10 263 .036*
5.5 1.60 263 .110
6.1 -.11260 .912
5.8 1.86 262 .. 063
5.9 2.04 262 .042*
5.5 3.17 263 .002**
4_8 2.13 lQl .035*
6.2 1.54 262 .125
5.1 3.78 263 .000**
5.6 1.92 263 .056
5.3 .01 l21 .989
5.7 -1.51264 .133
7.0 -1.08 264 .283
6_3 2.53 263 .012*
5.1 3.24 122 .001**
7.0 .58 264 .566
5.7 2.81 264 .005**

For item content refer to
underlined t-test using
utilized.
* 12<·05
** 12<.. 01

Table 4.
separate
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assault categories (depending on the severity of the

attack). Item 28 confirms indirectly research cited earlier

on initiation patterns, i.e., an acceptance of prescribed

role behaviors. Instead of making both people concerned

responsible for the outcome of an encounter, women have to

bear most of the responsibility. Unfortunately, such a

seemingly harmless attitude has considerable implications

with reqard to the occurrence/reporting of sexual assaults.

If women believe and accept such role behaviors, they are

likely to experience guilt and self-blame after having been

assaulted (e.g., Burgess s Holstrom, 1974; Metzger, 1976;

Notman & Nadelson, 1976) and are less likely to report the

incident to the police. This attitude predisposes both men

and women to excuse men's aggressive behaviors while blaming

women.

Items which show an agreement between the sexes and have

mean values higher than 10 indicate that males and females

were aware of more obvious forms of sexism. This was the

case for the following items: Item 4: "Women can turn their

sex desire on and off, but once started a man can't stop";

Item 10: "A man can't rape a woman who really does not want

to have intercourse"; Item 17: "The initiative in dating

should come f r ou the man": Item 19: "licmen should take a

passive role in courtship"; Item 21: "A

flattered if a man pays attention to her":
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woman who teases a man and gets raped gets what she

deserves": Item 27:

. sexually".

"Men know best what turns women on

~.Q!l§1~cti!!.g the f:actQt,§. fo.£ the A.!1s1.I.§g.§ of Var~aB£g

j2esig!l§ fQ£ thg ~dg~!l.t Study

Factors in the final study represent different stages of

sexual/physical intimacy. Each factor consists of high,

medium, and low levels of women's implied consent to

intercourse. Thus, for any given factor the man's advance

remains constant while women's behaviors vary.

In order to obtain a relatively smooth and common

progression from lower to higher stages of sexual/physical

intimacy, it was decided to omit the two situations in which

interactions did not take place in his or her apartment.

For the chosen advances female responses were subsequently

selected which were high, medium, and low on the dimension

of implied consent. Res~onses were included such that the

means fell into nonoverlapping categories. Furthermore,

since for the final study a completely crossed factorial

desiqn consisting of all possible combinations of levels

(i.e., items) would be presented, efforts were made to

include two items with comparable values in each consent

cateqory. In this way, each of the two items was available

Eor random selection into the analysis of variance cells.
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It was hoped that having two items would decrease the

repetitiveness of the material presented and at the same

time increase the generalizability of the results. The

selected female responses exhibited the following

characteristics across all factors~ Means of the low

consent responses (see Table 7) ranged.from 1.1 to 4.0, of

the medium consent responses from 6.8 to 9.4, and of the

high consent responses from 12.6 to 17.5. with random item

selection the range of the means was reduced as indicated by

the overall cell means in Table 7.

These means ranged in the low consent category from 2.6 to

3.7, in the medium category from 7.8 to 8.8, and in the high

category from 13.1 to 16.6. An unambiguous notation for

specifying the content of the factors is given in each table

by specifying the relevant male behavior (MB) and female

behavior (FB) involved. In this manner the interactional

quality of the factors could be clearly desiqnated.

Since for factor B only one suitable nonoverlapping

scaled response (i.e., response 7.1) for the low consent

cateqory was available, it was decided to rephrase item 1.2

to make it more compatible with low consent. This was

accomplished by modifyi nq the i tern from "No. Not yet. !

don't know you well enough. Let's••• " to "No. I don't want

to. Let's " (see Table 8, "!B5FB30).
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T ABL E 7

Values of ANOVA Factors

Type Level
of of

Factor Factor

High
Consent

Medium
Consent

Low
Consent

A
Factor

Level M81 or M81
Codes FB1. FB2

MB1 or M81
FB3 FB4

MB1 or MB1
FB5 FB6

Mean
SO
Ov Mean

14.5
4.5

13.5

12.6
4.6

6.9
4.1

7.8

8.7
3.7

2.6
2.6

2.6

2.6
3.0

G
Factor

Level MB2 or MB2
Codes FB7 FB8

11B2 or MB2 MB2 or MB2
F89 FB10 F811 FB12

['!ean
SO
Ov Mean

13.4
4.4

13.1

12.9
4.5

6.8
3.7

7.8

8.7
4.5

2_6
3.1

2.7

2.8
3.2

Factor
E Level ~B3 or MB3

Codes FA13 FB14
M83 or MB3 MB3 or 11B3
FB15 FB16 FB17 FB18

Mean
SO
Ov Mean

14.4
3.9

14.8

15. 1
3.. 8

8.0
4.2

8.0

8. 1
4.0

3.0
2.7

3.0

2.9
3. 1

o
Factor

Level MB4 or ~B4

Codes FB19 FB20
1184 or MB4 11B4 or M84
FB21 F822 FB23 FB24

~ean

SO "
Ov Mean

16.2
3.5

15.9

15.5
3.6

9.0
3.6

9.1

9.2
4.6

4.0
3.9

3.7

3.4
3.2
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TABLE 7 Continued

Values of ANOVA Factors

Type Level
of of

Factor Factor

High
Consent

Medium
Consent

Low
Consent

B
Factor
Level MB5 or
Codes PB2S

MBS
PB26

MB5 or
PB27

MB5
F"E28

. MBS or
FB29

MBS
FB30

Mean
S1)

Ov lIIfean

15.6
3.5

16.6

17.5
3.0

8.1
3 .. 7

8.8

9.4
4.3

1.. 1
2.. 2

* ~B1PB1 = male behavior J1 and female behavior #1; for the
contents of all items please see Table 8..

~~~ing Attitude§ ~n1 Belief~ ~~out Male/Femslg
Interactj,Qns for thg, ~!!Q.g~nt St.Yll

The attitudes and beliefs about male/female interactions

are used in the final study to classify people on certain

factor-analytically derived dimensions into high and low

1isposition groups. Since most items exhibited response

variability as evidenced by the number of statements with

siqnificant sex differences, it was decided to include all

items (See Table 4) in the final judgment study and derive

the dimensions throuqh a multiple-qroup factor analysis.
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TABtE 8

Content of ANOVA Factors

Factor A
High

that
"Yes,

him to

!B1PB1 ~hen he suggested to her (wh~le they were out)
they go to his apartment and have a drink she said:
I'd love to." Then she held his hand and went with
his apartment. (A01)

ftB1FB2 When he suggested to her (while they were out)
they go to his apartment and have a drink she said:
sounds good." Then she went with bim to his apartment.

Medi um

that
"0. K..
(A 04)

MB1FB3 When he suggested to her (while they were out) that
they go to his apartment and have a drink she said:
"Well••• but just for a little While." Then she went to his
apartment keeping her distance (avoiding physical contact).
(A06)

~B1FB4 When he suggested to her (while they were out) that
thev go to his apartment and have a drink she said: "! don't
know. II Then she wai ted for him. to make the next move. (AO 2)

tow

MB1PBS ~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that
they go to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Well,
it's getting late already." Then she looked at her watch
and moved away from him. (A09)

PlB1PB6 When he suggested to her (while they were out) that
they go to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Do you
think I am easy?" Then she moved away and avoided looking at
him. (AO 8)

Factor G
High

!lIB2FB7 D11ring the evening when he kissed her passionately on
the mo~th (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back. (G 57)

~B2FB8 During the evening when he kissed her passionately on
the mouth (in his apartment) she closed her eyes and let him
kisshe r , (G59 )
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TABLE 8 Continued

Content of ANOVA Factors

Medium

~B2PB9 During the evening when he kissed her passionately on
the mouth (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not sure if this
is the right thing to do." Then she withdrew slightly. (GS6)

~B2FB10 During the evening when he kissed her passionately
on the mouth (in his apartment) she said "Let's have another
drink." Then she got up to get herself one. (G63)

Low

~B2PB11 During the evening when he kissed her passionately
on the mouth (in his apartment) she said: "Please stop."
Then she moved away. (GS8)

~B2PB12 During the evening when he kissed her passionately
on the mouth (in his apartment) she said: "We were supposed
to only have a drink. Ask me next time before vou touch me."
Then she pushed him ava v, (G60)

Factor E

Hiqh

~B3PB13 During the evening when be kissed her and fondled
her breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing and touched
him a little. (E38)

~B3PB14 During the evening when he kissed her and fondled
her breasts (in his apartment) she said nothinq and let him
do it. (E40)

Medium

MB3PB15 During the evening when he kissed her and fondled
her breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but was
careful to keep him from going any further. (E45)

MB3PB16 During the evening when he kissed her and fondled
her breasts (in his a partment) she said: "Wha tare vou
doing?" Then she waited to see what his response would be.
(E44)
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TABLE 8 Continued

Content of ANOVA Factors

Low

KBJPB17 During the evening when he kissed her and fondled
her breasts (in his apar~ment) she said: "Excuse me." Then
she removed his hands and moved awav from him.. ('E37)

KB3PB18 During the evening when he kissed her and fondled
her breasts (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agreed to do this." Then she distanced herself.. (E43)

Factor 0
Hiqh

MB4PB19 During the evening when he
covered crotch (at his apartment)
t.ouched him gently. (031)

MBQPB20 During the evening when he
covered crotch (at his apartment)
alloved him to leave his hand there.

~edium

placed his hand on her
she said nothing and

placed his hand on her
she said nothing and

(029)

placed his hand on her
she said: "stop that."
started talking about

MB4PB21 Ouring the evening when he placed his hand on her
covered crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Please don't.
Let's just kiss for now." (030)

MB4FB22 During the evening when he placed his hand on her
covered crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Not now." Then
she turned awa y to get a drink. (35)

Low

KB4PB23 During the evening when he
covered crotch (at his apartment)
Then sbe ignored the event and
somethinq else. (D36)

MB4PB24 During the evening when he placed his hand on her
covered crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Cool it honey."
Then she moved further away from him. (D34)
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TABLE 8 Continued

Content of ANOVA Factors

Factor B

Righ

eB5PB25 During the evening when he suggested to her that
they have intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "! guess
so." Then she waited for him to sa, something. (311)

~B5PB26 During the even~ng when be suggested to her that
the, have intercourse (at his apartment) she said nothing.
Then she started touching his body. (815)

Medium

eBSPB27 During the evening when he suggested to her that
they have intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "! don't
k now. I've got to get to know you better." Then she got up
and walked around. (812)

~B5PB28 During the evening when he suggested to her that
they have intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "~ell,

let's wait for a while." Then she carried on with the
previous conversation and dropped the issue. (816)

Low

~B5PB29 During the evening when be suggested to her that
they ha:ve intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No way.
'i ho do you thi nk I a m?" Then she moved a waY from him. (B17)

MB5FB30 During the evening when be suggested to her that
t hey have intercourse (at his apartmen t) she said: "No. I
don't want to. LetCs listen to some music." (B18 modified)

("No. Not yet. I don't know you well enough. Let's listen to
some music." (818».
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CHAPTER IVc STUDY 3: IMPLICIT CONSENT AND RAPE: AN
!NTEGRATION THEORY ANALYSIS OF FEMALE RESPONSES IN A DATING

CONTEXT

Consent is a critical issue with regard to sexual

assault. Preliminary survey data on females who experienced

aggressi ve episodes (Ranin, 1957) indicate that 75% of

aggressive episodes " beyond the level of necking were

preceded by some erotic activity in which the female

voluntarily engaged" (Kanin, 1957, p.. 201) .. It has been

suggested (Kanin, 1Q57, 1975; Kirkpatrick s Kanin, 1975)

that failure among the sexes to interpret each others

behaviors correctly may contribute to the occurrence of

aggressive episodes. Support for such a hypothesis has been

obtained by Schultz and DeSavage (1975) who found that

indeed males and females disagreed as to what behaviors on

the part of the female gave the male a clear indication that

the woman would tolerate or want intercourse.

Several authors (Kanin, 1957, 1975; Kirkpatrick s Kanin,

1975; ~acKellar., 1Q75; Weis & Borges, 1975) have also

sugqeste~ that judgments of consent may be mediated by

stereotypical beliefs and values about male/female role

behaviors. For instance, someone who believes that women

resist men's advances primarily because they do not want to
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appear "easy", should judge a woman's resistance behaviors

as implying a relatively greater degree of consent to

intercourse as compared to someone who believes that a woman

means 'no' when she says 'no'. within this context it would

be desirable to know more precisely how ~eople high and low

on stereotypical attitudes evaluate a woman's overall

implicit consent to intercourse if they are presented with

information about her responses to two or three advances

made by her date. Imagine that a woman responded in an

encouraging manner when her date suggested that they have a

drink in his apartment and when he kissed her passionately

on her mouth but that she responded negatively when he

fondled her breasts (e.g., she said: "Excuse me." Then she

removed his hands and moved away from him). ~s all

information equally important for iudqinq overall implicit

consent? Is information about her behaviors to the advance

hiqhest on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy more

important than information about ber responses to advances

at relatively lower levels? Do people with different

attitudes exhibit systematic differences in the way they

integrate such information?

IntggratiQn Modgl. Questions related to such iudgment

processes can be examined within the framework of

information integration theory (e.g., A.nderson, 1974a,

1974b, 1977; Norman, 1976a, 1976b, 1976c, 1977). Within
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information integration theory a fundamental distinction is

made between the weight and value of a piece of information.

when ;udging overall implicit consent, the subjective value

indicates the interval position of a piece of information on

the dimension of overall implicit consent. The weight

indicates the importance of the information for the overall

;udqment. Recently, a method was developed by Norman

(1976a) which permits the estimation of both sUbjective

scale values and nonarbitrary weights. This is accomplished

by using the method of differential information (Norman

1976a). The method of differential information requires

that stimulus sets are constructed such that not only the

levels of each factor are varied, but also the type of

information. Norman (1976a, p. 82) indicates that this

approach permits also the estimation of the weight and value

of the initial impression "if the number of pieces of

information in the set is varied as well as their type." A

linear averaging model in which a constant weight for each

level of an information factor is applied has the following

form:

Rii = (W(O)I(O) + ~(A)A(i) + 'iW(B)B(i»/(~(A) + WeB) + W(O»,

where Rij is the theoretical response to a stimulus set

composed of factors Ai and Bj. A{i) and B{i) are the

sub; ecti ve va lues of the stimuli (i. e. , the stim uIi

representing level i of factor A and level j of factor B),
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a nd Ii (A) and WCB) are the weights a ppl Led to the stimu 1us

facto~s. ~(O) refers to the weight of the initial

impression, I(O) to the value of the initial impression. It

is assumed that parameters are invariant across sUbdesigns.

As no previous research exists with regard to judgments

of consent, it was difficult to predict what judgment model

would appropriately describe the data. Based on evidence in

the literature, which found overwhelming support for linear

models across a wide variety of tasks (e.g., Anderson,

1974a, 1974b), it was assumed that a constant weight

averaginq model in which the weights sum to one would be the

best candidate. However, a lack of precise predictions with

regard to the appropriateness of a particular model is no

problem since determination of the model is part of the

investigation. Norman's (Note 4) maximum likelihood program

provides statistical tests to determine the adequacy of the

fit for various models. Furthermore, graphical tests

(Anderson, 1974a, 1974b, 1977) are available which in

combination with statistical tests (nonsignificant

interactions) provide evidence for linear averaging rules.

Q~igcti!~. The stUdy had several objectives: (a) The

first goal was to examine the effects of stereotypical

attitudes on judgments of implicit consent to intercourse.

This was accomplished by classifYing SUbjects into qroups
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high and low on stereotypical factors (derived empirically

through a multiple-group factor analysis). The effects of

attitudes can then be determined by specifyinq attitudinal

predisposition as a block factor and by examining whether

sUbiects high and low on stereotypical factors differ on

=ertain judgment parameters (Norman, Note 4). (b) The

second qoal was to examine the effects of a context

condition (rape trial) on judgments of implicit consent to

intercourse. This was accomplished by requiring subjects to

iudge all information in two context conditions, i.e., a

so-called rape and nonrape condition. In the ~ape

~onditiQn, subjects were told to imagine that they wer~ on a

iury in a rape trial. They were required to make judgments

of overall implicit consent in light of the fact that

intercourse had occurred and that the woman asserted that

she did not give the man any indication of wanting

intercourse, while the man said that he thouqht she wanted

I t , In the JlQ1lra'pg £QnditiQ.ll, subjects were simply told to

examine the information presented carefully and indicate to

what extent the woman gave implicit consent to intercourse.

The effects of the rape condition on iudqments can then be

evaluated by specifying context as a block factor and by

e~amininq whether judgment parameters dif~er bet~een the

rape and nonrape condition (Norman, Note 4). It was hoped

that such an investigation would provide some initial data
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as to how a legal context influences judgment processes in

subiects with different attitudinal Fredispositions. (C)

The third goal was to determine how the dimension of

sexual/physical intimacy relates to judqments of implicit

consent to intercourse. This was accomplished by conducting

two judgment experiments. In the firs! experiment, sUbiects

were required to make judgments of vomen's overall consent

based on information about their behaviors to advances at

relatively low~ level§ of sexual/physical intimacy (i.e.,

their behaviors when their date suggested that they go to

his apartment and have a drink (Factor A), when he kissed

them passionately on the mouth (Factor G), and when he

kissed them and fondled their breasts (Factor E). The

SUbjects in this experiment will be referred to as the AGE

sample. !n the §~ond ~£griment, subjects were required to

make judgments of women's overall consent based on

information about their behaviors to advances at relatively

aigh~£ levels of sexual/physical intimacy (iAe., their

behaviors when their date kissed them and fondled their

breasts (Factor E), when he placed his hand on their covered

crotch (Factor D), and when he suqgested to them that they

have intercourse (Factor B). The subjects in this

experiment will be referred to as the EDB sample.
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liY~these§. The lack of previous research on judgment

processes ~ith regard to the dimension of implicit consent

to intercourse made it difficult to formulate specific,

directional hypotheses for judgment ~arameters. Ho~ever,

two broad hypotheses based on revie~ed research (see

Introduction) were made and tested in these experiments:

(a) It was expected that groups high on factors assessing

stereotypical beliefs/values should have a tendency to judge

the women's behaviors as implying higher levels of consent

(i.e., have higher scale values for the levels of the

factors) relative to the groups Iowan the attitudinal

factors. (b) It was anticipated that for judgments of

overall implicit consent the factor hiqhest on the dimension

of sexual/physical intimacy should be most important for

overall judgments. In the first experiment it was expected

that Factor E should receive the qreatest weight, in the

sBcond experiment Pactor B.

~gthog

The ~ethod Section will present the method of both

experiments. First the method of Experiment 1 (AGE sample)

will be presented, then the method o£ Experiment 2 CEDE

sample).
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Rxperiment 1

Subjects. A total of 111 usable questionnaires were

obtained (nine had to be discarded because of missing values

for the judgment tasks) • The final sample consisted of 58

females and 53 males. All students participated in exchange

for bonus points~ Most respondents were American of

Japanese ancestry (52%) with fewer being of Chinese (19%)

and Caucasian (16%) extraction. The remaining 13% in

decreasing order of representation were of mixed, Filipino,

unspecified, Hawaiian, portuguese, and Black origin~

Eighty-five percent of the students were between 18 and 23

years old with the mode being 19 (20"). The remaining

SUbjects' ages ranged from 24 to 38 years. With regard to

relationship status, 3% had never dated anyone, 13% had

dated a few times casually, 23~ dated different people

casually, 14% dated one person seriously and others

casually, 10% dated only one person, and 39% went beyond the

dating stage and were seriously involved with only one

person (e.g., living together, engaqed, married). When

classified into various areas based on declared major or

field of interest the following distribution occurred: 20%

were from psychology, 20% education, 14~ business, 12%

health sciences, 7% science, 17% other areas such as

lanquages, information sciences, and athletics, and 10% had

missinq values.
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Design. The design consisted of one three-way factorial

design and three two-way factorial subdesigns according to

the requirements of Norman's (1976a) differential

information paradigm. These designs were constructed from

the levels of factors A, G, and E (see Table 8 of Study 2).

The information provided dealt with women's hiqh{H),

medium(M), and loweLl levels o£ implicit consent to

intercourse at relatively lower levels of sexual/physical

intimacy; in particular, their implied levels of consent

when asked by their date to have a drink at his apartment

(Factor A), when he kisses them (Factor G), and when he

fondles their breasts and kisses them (Factor E). All

advances as well as the women's implied levels of consent to

these advances had been prescaled using 21-point scales as

described earlier. The mean scale values of the advances

ranged from 7.7 to 16.7 on the dimension of sexu~l/physical

intimacy (see Table 2 of Study 1). The overall means of the

levels of implied consent to intercourse for the advances

ranged (on the 21-point scales) from 2.6 to 3.0 for the low

levels of the three factors, from 7.8 to 8.0 for the medium

levels, and from 13.6 to 1~.8 for the high levels (see Table

7 of Study 2). Two items of comparable scale values were

available for each factor level (see Table 8). Each cell (a

cell being a stimulus construction consisting of two or

three oieces of information) of a design was constructed by
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randomly selecting one of the two items for each relevant

factor level. (Selection was made with replacement,

'resulting in both items always being available). For

example, the cell G (H) E (M) was constructed (via a compu ter

program) by randomly selecting item 1 (MB2FB7, see Table 8)

or item 2 (MB2FB8) from Factor G and item 1 (MB3FD15) or

item 2 (MB3FB16) from Factor E. These two pieces of

information when presented together constituted the G(H}E(M}

cell of the GxE subdesign for one particular questionnaire.

In this manner, the following factorial designs were

constructed from the three levels (H, M, L) of the

information factors: Axcxs, AxE, AXG, and GxE. The

resulting 54 stimulus combinations (cells of the designs)

were printed in a different random order for each sUbject

and each context condition (rape, nonrape)~ Each stimulus

combination was printed on a separate page in the

questionnaire booklet. Each subject received two separate

booklets and was requested to judge a total of 108 stimulus

combinations. Examples of questionnaires are provided in

Appendix C. Cells of the designs were coded as follows:

The codes (A32j (G12) denoting the first vignette of Appendix

C-1 indicate that cell A3G1 (1=hiqh, 2=medium, and 3=10w

level of consent) of the AxG design is being presented. The

last numbers (1 or 2) indicate whether the first or second

item at each level was randomly chosen. The order of these
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last subscripts correspond to the order of items in Table 8.

In the present case always the second item was chosen, i.e.,

!1B1FB6, MB2FB8.

In the £aEe cO!lQi11:Q.n, subjects were required to iudge

the available information for the S4 cases in the context of

a rape trial. The information given was labeled as critical

information that was available about a couplets behaviors

that evening Erior to the occurrence of intercourse.

subject was told:

Imagine that you are on a jury which has to decide
whether or not forced intercourse occurred. You
have to judge a series of cases. In all cases, it
was medically established that intercourse
occurred~ However, the critical guestion is
CONSENT. The man in each case asserted that the
woman behaved such that he thought she wanted
intercourse and that it was O.K. to go ahead and
do it. The woman, however, said she was forced
into intercourse and that she did not give him any
indication of wanting it.

Each

!n addition, subjects were told to assume that their

iudqments would be important in deciding whether or not

forced intercourse had occurred.

In the !lQn£~E~ £Qg~itiQQ, SUbjects were told to examine

the information presented and decide to what extent the

women's behaviors durinq the evening suggested that they

might want to engage in intercourse, i.e~, to yhat degree a

woman qave implicit consent -- and by implication -- to what

extent it is O.K. for the man to go ahead and pursue her

further, eventually even attemptinq intercourse.
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!n both conditions, subjects we~e told in the

introduction:"Obviously, the best we can do is guess. In an

actual situation we can neve~ be su~e. A woman can always

chanqe he~ mind at the last minute and say: 'Stop that. I

don't want to go any fu~ther.'" (APpendices C-1 and C-2).

!n addition to completing both judqment tasks, subjects

we~e asked to rate their ag~eement with the 34 statements

about male/female inte~actions p~esented earlie~ (see Table

4 of study 2) and Hudson and Murphy's (Note 3) Sexual

Attitude Scale (SAS). The 34-item inventory was included in

orde~ to measure subjects' p~edispositicns. Using the

method of multiple-g~oup facto~ analysis, hypothesized

dimensions we~e to be extracted which subsequently could be

used to divide subiects into groups high and low (median

split) on factors denoting stereotypical values and/or

beliefs about male/female interactions. In o~de~ to

dete~mine the ~elationship between such factors and a

liberal vs. conse~vative orientation toward human sexual

e xpr es s Lo n (a possibly rela ted cons·truct),

incl uded.

the SAS was

To prevent a bias in judgments due to o~der of tasks, the

presentation of the two booklets as well as the order of the

questionnaires ~elative to the booklets was counte~balanced

ac~oss SUbjects. Questionnai~es could occur before the rape
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or nonrape booklet, after one of the booklets, or after both

booklets.

Ta§ks. SUbjects rated each of the 108 stimulus

combinations on a 21-point scale represented by dots. The

endpoints numbered .. on and "20" were labeled "defini tely no

consent" and ttclear consent", respectively. Several

intermediate points were numbered (5, 10, and 15) but not

labeled. !n order to ensure adequate performance on the

judgment task, subjects received a handout at the beginning

of the session in which they were instructed Ca} to be

careful not to miss pages, (b) to integrate the two or three

pieces of information received into an overall judgment and

~ive a rating based on the first impression, ~) to avoid

looking back over previous ra tings, and (d) to judge each

viqnette as independently as possible.

with regard to the use of the scale, SUbjects were

instructed in the questionnaire (and verbally in the

session) to be careful about markinq the extreme ends of the

rating scale. Only if there was absolutely no doUbt in

their minds about the absence or presence of consent should

they use "0" or "20", respectively. On completion of each

booklet, subjects ~ere asked to rate the importance of each

information factor on a 21-point scale, where "0" was

labeled "not at all important" and
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important". Such ratings were obtained separately for the

rape and nonrape conditions. !mportance ratings were

obtained to collect data for a later study and will not be

further addressed in this dissertation.

All attitudinal statements were rated on 9-point scales

represented by numbers. The numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 were

labeled "strongly disagree", "disagree", "neither agree nor

disaqree", "agree," and "strongly agree", respectively. The

remaining numbers were not labeled (see Appendix C).

Data analyses. The analyses of the jUdqment data were

performed by utilizing Norman's (Note 4) computer package

SI~ILE (FAC-1 programs) which is designed to solve for

maximum likelihood estimates of relevant parameters in

stimulus integration models. In order to conduct the

analyses locally, Norman's (Note 4) SIM!LE package was

adapted to the IBM 370 computer at the University of Hawaii.

Norman's programs were chosen primarily because (a) a

variety of maximum likelihood ratio tests can be performed

which permit the statistical examination of various

experimental questions in judgment research and (b) the

variance-covariance matrix of the parameters estimated is

proviied which enables the statistical evaluation of more

detailed hypotheses. with regard to the rationale of the

maximum likelihood ratio tests, Norman (Note 4) states:
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It is often desirable to know whether certain
estimable parameters in the model are necessary or
whether they may be restricted without
significantly reducing the fit of the model.
Typical questions in information integration
theory might include (1) whether the factor
weights are different, (2) whether the subjective
values along different factors are on the same
interval scale, (3) whether the weiqht of the
initial impression is nonzero, and (4) whether
parameters vary across blocks of trials or
different experimental treatments.

1\ maximum l.ikelihood ratio test is applicable
when such questions can be written in terms of a
comparison between a general model and a special
case. Consider a general model, Mk, with k
estimable parameters. The special case comes
about by restricting one or more parameters. If v
parameters are restricted, then the special model,
denoted Mk-v, has k-v free parameters. The
likelihood that the general model is correct over
the special model is given by the ratio

L (Mk, Mk-v) = L (:1k) / L (11k-v)
In large sample statistics the observed value of
-2 lnL(Mk, Mk-v) is approximately distributed as a
chi-square random variable with v degrees of
freedom. If the observed chi-square is
statistically significant, the conclusion is that
the special model fits worse than the qeneral
model. This may be taken to infer that one or
more of the parameters eliminated in the special
model are necessary. (p. 14)

!n the present study, the goal was to estimate the weight

and value of the initial impression in addition to the

~eights and scale values of the factors /\, G, and E. These

parameters can be estimated if the 3x3x3 desiqn as well as

all 3x3 subdesigns are considered simultaneously (Norman,

1 976a) '" Unfortunately. it was not possible to obtain

meaninqful estimates for the parameters when the full 3x3xJ

1esiqn was incorporated. In the ma;ority of cases, the
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iterative procedu~e did not conve~ge and the determinant of

the matrix was zero. Norman (Note 5) has indicated that the

variability of the data was probably responsible fo~ such an

outcome. It therefore became necessary to omit the 3x3x3

desiqn and only examine the 2-factor sUbdesigns. By

choosing this strategy, it was not possible to obtain

parameter values for the weight and value of the initial

impression. However, the weights and scale values of the

three factors could be estimated.

The S!M!lE p~ogram currently permits the specification of

one block facto~ and the examination of associated

hypotheses, e.g., whether weights and scale values vary

across the block factor or not. In the present study,

eithe~ the ~ape/nonrape condition o~ the high/low grouping

variable was examined as the block factor. Then all

possible combinations of parameter restrictions representing

1ifferent models were analyzed. Norman (Note 4) emphasizes

that it is important to examine all possible combinations of

~estrictions so that each restriction can be evaluated in

light of all other parameter ~estrictions_ This strategy is

suqqested because tests for parameter restrictions typically

are not orthogonal. Table 9 indicates how such restrictions

were tested in this study.

Row 1 allows the scale values for the levels of factors A,

G, and ~ to be free (i.e., take on different values) across
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TABLE 9

Example of Likelihood Ratio Tests for Restrictions
(Constraints) on Parameters for the Rape/Nonrape or Hiqh/Low

Predisposition Block Factor

Weights
Free

------------------------
Constrained

the block factor. Row 2 restricts all levels of the three

factors to be equal across the block factor. Column 1

allows the two specified weights (the third weiqht is

obtained by adding up the values for the two weights and

subtracting the resulting sum from 1) to be free for both

conditions. Column 2 restricts them to be equal across

conditions, that is, the block factor. Values in cells 2, 3

and 4 are always calculated relative to the qeneral model in

the first cell where both weights and scale values are free

to vary, i.e., they are the -2log (likelihood) for a

particular restricted model m~nus the -2log (likelihood) of

:=ell 1. Degrees of freedom are given in parentheses.
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subsequently four maximum likelihood ratio tests are made:

(1) The hypothesis tha~ scale values are free vs~

constrained across the block factor is examined for the

condition with free weights by subtracting the entry in cell

1 from the entry in cell 3. A chi-square value with 9 df is

obtained. (2) The hypothesis tha t scale values are free vs.

constrained is examined for the condition with constrained

weights by subtracting the entry in cell 2 from the entry in

cell 4. A resulting chi-square value with 9 df is obtained.

(3) The hypothesis that weights are free vs. constrained is

examined for the condition with free scale values by

subtracting the entry in cell 1 from the entry in cell 2. A

chi-square value with 2 df is obtained. (4) The hypothesis

that weights are free vs. constrained is examined for ~he

condition with constrained scale values by subtracting the

quantity in cell 3 from the quantity in cell 4. A resulting

chi-square value of 2 df is obtained. If the chi-square

values calculated under hypotheses (1) and (2) are both

significant, the conclusion is that restricting scale values

produces a significantly worse fit. Consequently, the model

allowinq the scale values to vary across blocks should be

a do p t ed, If the chi-square va lues calcula ted un der

hypotheses (3) and (4) ar e both not significant, the

conclusion is that restricting the weights across blocks

does not result in a significantly worse fit. Therefore the
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model. in which weights have the same values across a block

should be adopted.

Norman (Note 4) indicates that unfortunately, ambiguous

conclusions can arise; for instance, the scale value

restriction is only rejected when the weights are

constrained (hypothesis 2 above) and the weight restriction

is rejected only when the scale values are constrained

(hypothesis 4 above). The conclusion according to Norman

(Note 4) is, that "one or the other of the two restrictions

c an be rejected but not both." (p. 15) • Details on the

results of maximum likelihood ratio tests for the blcck

factors will be discussed in the results section.

An overall test for the adequacy of a specific

integration model (e.g., a linear averaging model with

certain restrictions)is made automatically in the proqram by

comparing the likelihood of the specific model against a

standard general model. The degrees of freedom for the

likelihood ratio test is equal to the number of cells in the

desiqn minus the number of parameters in the integration

model.

Through the maximum likelihood ratio tests it is usually

possible (unless ambigu ous results occur) t c c onc Lude vh ich·

model restrictions best fit the observed data. For

instance, one may be able to conclude that scale values are
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different for both groups~ whereas weights are not.

However, such a test is made at a global level and one

cannot necessarily conclude that the scale values of ~ach

!acto£ 1fr!~1 are significantly different between the two

q r oups, Localization of differential effects at particular

levels can be achieved by calculating the standard errors of

the differences and applying z-tests (Norman, Note 5). Such

tests are possible because the variance-covariance matrix is

provided for the set of estimated parameters. As this study

was exploratory~ it was decided to examine the differences

between all parameters across a block factor if the

likelihood ratio tests indicated that parameters should

vary. Differences between weights were to be evaluated not

only between but also within a block. Such tests are made

accordinq to the following formula (Snedecor & Cochran~

1974~ p , 106)
I

Z = (X1-X2) / (v a r x 1 + va r x 2 - 2cov (x 1 ~ x2) )'2:

When differences between the estimated weights were

examined~ the variance and covariance of the dependent

weiqht (i.e.,~A=1-WG-WE) were calculated as follows:

var WA = var ~E + var WG + 2cQv(WE,WG)

cov(WG~WA) = (var WE - var WG - var WA)/2

co v (W R ~ WA) = (v ar WG - va r WE - va r WA) /2
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~~ct2. The final sample (after discarding 12

questionnaires with missing values on the judgment tasks)

consisted of 110 subjects with 58 beinq females and 52 being

males. All students participated in exchange for bonus

points. In decreasing order of representation, the ethnic

composition was as follows: The majority was American of

Japanese ancestry (55%), followed by people of Caucasian

(16%), Chinese (11%), and Filipino and Hawaiian (5% each)

extraction. The remaining 8% were of Black, Korean,

mixed,or unknown origin. Eighty-nine percent of the sample

had ages ranging from 18 to 23 years, the mode being

19(25%). The remaining eleven percent of the subjects were

between 24 and 39 years old. with regard to relationship

status 3% had never dated anyone, 15% had dated a few times

casually, 29% dated different people casually, 13% dated one

person seriously and others casually, 23% indicated serious

involvement with only one person, and 1% serious involvement

with more than one person. Two percent checked "other".

Classification in terms of declared major or field of

interest resulted in the following distribution: 23%

psychology, 19~ business, 10% health sciences, 9% social

sciences other than psychology, q% education, 5~ science,

an1 5~ engineering. Eight percent were from various other

areas (e~g~: languages: communication) and 12% had missing

values.
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Design. The design consisted of one three-way factorial

desiqn and three tvo-way factorial subdesiqns according to

the requirements of Norman's (1976a) differential

information paradigm. These desiqns were constructed from

the levels of factors E, D, and B (see Table 8 of Study 2).

The information provided dealt with vomen's high (H), medium

(M), and low (L) levels of implicit consent to intercourse

at relatively higher levels of sexual/physical intimacy than

in Experiment 1; more specifically, their implied levels of

consent when their date kissed them and fondled their

breasts (Factor E), when he placed his hand on their covered

crotch (Factor D), and when he suggested to them that they

have intercourse (Factor B). Whereas, in the first

experiment factor E had the highest prescaled value, it had

the lowest value in this studYa The mean scale values of

the advances varied from 16.7 to 17.6 on the dimension of

sexual/physical intimacy (see Table 2 of Study 1). The

overall means of the levels of implied consent to

intercourse (including onlv one item for Factor B) ranged

from 1.1 to 3.7 for the low levels of the factors, from 8~O

to 8.A for the medium levels, and from 14.8 to 16.6 for the

high levels~ Two items of comparable scale values were

available for each factor level (see Table 8 of Study 2). A

cell of a design was constructed by randomly selecting one

of the two items from each relevant factor level, as
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described in the first experiment. In this manner tbe

following factorial designs ~ere constructed from the three

levels (H, M, t) of the information factors: ExDxB, ExB,

ExD, and DxB. The resulting 54 stimulus combinations (cells

of the designs) vere printed in a different random order for

each subject and each cont~xt condition (rape, nonrape).

Again, each stimulus combination was printed on a separate

page in the questionnaire booklet.

Each subject received two separate booklets of 108

stimulus combinations (i.e., 54 combinations for the rape

condition and 54 combinations for the nonrape condition).

Furthermore, SUbjects completed the SAS (Hudson fr ~urphv,

Note 3) and the 34-item inventory aimed at measuring

subjects' predisposition. To prevent a bias in judgments

due to order of tasks, the presentation of the two booklets

as well as the order of the questionnaires relative to the

booklets was counterbalanced across subjects.

Tasks. The type of tasks presented and the instructions

provided were identical to those of the first experiment.

Data AnalY§~. The data analysis procedures utilized in

this experiment were identical to those of the previous

experiment. For details please refer to the section on Data

Analysis for experiment 1.
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Resul.!;§

The presentation of the material is organized as follows:

(a) The results of boi!! ~ZE!ll:iments will Q~ di§£1!§.§ed

jointly in the sections on 'Multiple Group Factor Analyses'

and 'Classifying Subjects in Terms of Attitudinal

I?redisposi tions'.. (b) The results of the parame ter

estimation procedures will be discussed §SU2~£.!!te1Y &Q£ ~~h

~xEerim~. The results of Experiment 1 will be discussed

first, followed by the results of Experiment 2. Within each

experiment the results are presented in terms of the two

maior hypotheses: Firs~ the results of the effects of the

rape/nonrape condition on judgments of implicit consent are

presented, secondly the results of the effects of the

attitudinal predispositions on ;udgments of implicit

consent ..

~~ltiElg Q£QYE l~~to£. An a l Y2 g§

It was hypothesized that the 34-item inventory designed

to assess stereotypical ways of thinking about male/female

interactions or role behaviors consisted of two distinct

factors. One factor was expected to consist of beliefs

about male/female interactions which dealt specifically with

sexual situations and rape. The other factor was

hypothesized to consist of value statements, i.e.,

statements implying an evaluation in terms of how things
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should be, whether something is important, qood or bad, etc.

Such a distinction between beliefs and values seemed

iustified based on both theoretical and empirical grounds

(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Furthermore, it was expected that

the hypothesized value factor should be more hiqhly

correlated than the belief factor with the Sexual Attitude

Scale (Hudson & Murphy, Note 3) because the value items

seemed to be related to the construct measured by the SAS,

i.e., the degree of liberal vs.

toward human sexual expression.

conservative orientation

The method of multiple-group factor analysis (oblique

case) was chosen since it is ideally suited to examine the

existence of hypothesized factors (Gorsuch, 1974; Nunnally,

1978). As indicated by Nunnally (1978), the simple

item-total correlations between the items makinq up a factor

and the factor score (the sum of the scores on the items

constituting the factor) equal the factor loadinqs. Support

for the hypotheses outlined above is obtained Ca) if items

constituting the belief factor have higher loadings

(correlations) on the belief than the value factor, (b) if

items constituting the value factor have biqher loadinqs on

the value than the belief factor, and (c) if value items

=orrelate more highly than bel~ef items with the SAS.
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N1lnnally (1978) mentions one potentially serious

shortcoming of the multiple-group factoring method~ The

correlations between the total score for a factor and an

item of that factor can give an inflated impression of the

factorial validity because the item-self correlation is

includ~tf. Nunnally (1978) and Cheunq and Hudson (Note 6)

therefore suggest to adjust all item...,total correlations by

removing the effects of all item-self correlations.

Before conducting the multiple-group factor analyses,

items 20 and 29 of the 34-item instrument and items 21 and

22 of the SAS were reversed-scored (9=1, 8=2, 7=3, 6=4, 4=6,

)=7, 2= 8, 1=9) since these statements are worded in the

opposite direction. Then the total scores for the SAS and

the hypothesized belief and value factors were computed in

sucn a way that all resulting scores had a possible range

from 0 to 100. Subjects with more than 2 missing items on a

dimension were excluded from the analyses; SUbjects with cne

or two missing items received a weighted score. These

computations were performed by adapting Hudsonfs (in press)

conversion formula to the present situation (i.e., 9-point

rating scales) and computing a total score (S) as

S=(LY-N) (100)j«N) {8»

where Y is an item score, N is the total number of

nonmissing items completed by a res ponrlen t, and the

summation is performed over all nonmissing items.
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refining the hypothesized factor solution by (a) excluding

items loading equally on both factors and (b) including

items which were found to correlate with only one of the

factors, the solution presented in Table 10 was adopted.
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TABLE 10

Total Scores: Factorial Validity Correlations for the Belief
and Ideal Factors

------------------------------------------------------------
AGE Sample EDB Sample Combined Sample

------------------------------------------------------------
Items B-P* I-P* SAS B-F* I-F* SAS B-P I-P S AS
----------------------------------------------------

Belief Items
- -----------------------_._--------------------------------

01 .43 .34 .16 .55 .39 .10 .49 .36 • 13
02 .45 -.00 -.05 .54 • 13 -.13 .49 ..06 -. 08
03 .37 .. 04 -.03 .51 .. 07 -.10 .44 .05 - .. 06
07 .53 .19 • 14 .54 • 10 - .. 12 .53 • 15 .. 02
08 .54 .. 08 .. 04 .44 -.05 -.11 .49 .02 -.03
09 .42 .20 .07 .45 • 11 -.06 .43 .16 .01
10 .45 .29 .26 .40 .. 30 .. 14 .. 43 .30 .. 20
12 .. 48 .07 .04 .53 .31 -.00 .50 .18 • 02
13 .61 .22 .15 .58 .. 38 .. 23 ..59 .29 • 18
14 .. 58 .30 .20 .66 .. 43 .22 .. 61 .36 .21
23 .. 49 .40 .. 18 .60 .30 .09 ..54 .36 • 14
24 .48 .24 • 10 .. 54 .09 - .. 14 .51 .16 -.02
25 .57 .41 .14 .64 .55 ..24 .60 .. 47 • 19
32 .62 .42 • 19 .66 .38 .. 20 .64 .40 • 19

------------------------------------------------------------
Ideal !tems

------------------------------------------------------------
04 .. 27 .43 .27 .34 .. 51 .29 .. 30 .47 .28
OS .17 .56 .51 .. 26 .25 .23 .21 .43 .39
11 .33 .41 .21 .47 .. 50 .27 ..40 ..45 .24
17 .10 .45 .45 • 19 .58 .52 .14 .51 .48
18 .24 .57 .61 -.06 .52 .76 .11 ..55 • 67
19 .28 .. 54 .50 .30 ~ 57 ..40 .29 .55 .45
22 .08 .56 .. 45 .31 .68 .41 .19 .61 .. 43
27 .42 .58 .40 .50 .50 ..22 .46 .54 • ] 1
28 .18 .34 .. 16 -.07 • 31 • 15 .07 .33 ~ 16
31 .30 .45 .51 .30 .41 .37 ..30 .43 .45
33 .. 09 ..41 • 33 .02 .30 023 .06 .35 ~ 28
34 ..43 .55 .45 .29 .49 .50 .36 .52 ~ 48

------------------------------------------------------------
-* Adjusted for i tern-self correlations
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TABLE 11

Items Constituting the Belief and Ideal Factors

Belief Factor

1. Very often a man has to he forceful to help a woman over
her inhibitions.

2. A woman shouldn't let a man spend a lot of money on her
unless she will have sex with him.

3. Most women secretly desire to be raped.
7. Women often say no when they mean yes.
8. A lot of women like to treated rouqhly.
9. women enjoy teasing men sexually.

10. A man can't rape a woman who really doesn't want to have
in te rcourse.

12. If a woman is going to be raped she might as well relax
and enjoy it.

13. In most cases when a woman was raped she was askinq for
it.

14. Rape of a woman by a man she ~nows can be defined as a
"woman who changed her mind afterward."

23. A woman who flirts wants sex.
24. A woman who has a successful career bas to sleep her way

to the top.
25. A woman who teases a man and gets raped qets what she

deserves.
32. A woman who goes out to a bar to have a drink with a man

want sex.

Ideal Factor

4. Women can turn their sex desire on and off, but once
started, a man can't stop.

5. Good girls never show too much.
11. !f a woman leads a man on, what happens is her fault.
17. The initiative in dating should come from the man.
18. Women should be encouraged not to become sexually

intimate with anyone before marriaqe.
19. Women should take a passive role in courtship.
22. It is important for a woman to be feminine and not too

agqressive.
27. Men know best what turns women on sexually.
28. If a woman does not want to have intercourse she has to

be careful not to let things qet out of hand.
31. ~omen don't have a strong sex desire.
33. Rape for a woman is a fate worse than death.
34. Women should not take the pill because it makes them

promiscuous.
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Table l' presents the items constituting both factors.

Factor 1 is defined by a set of stereotypical beliefs about

male/female role behaviors in situations dealing with rape

and sex. All statements reflect relatively "immature

machoistic" beliefs; therefore, the factor is called the

"Macho Belief Factor" and will be referred to as the

Belief-Factor (a-F). Factor 2 consists of value statements

(i.e., items 5, 11, 17, 18, 19, 22, 28, 33 and 34) and some

I of the hypothesized belief statements (i.e., items 4, 27 and

31) which denote a stereotypical notion of what an ideal

woman's characteristics and behaviors should be with regard

to sex~al matters. The factor is called the "Passive Virgin

Ideal Pactor" and will be referred to as the Ideal Factor

(!-F).

Examination of the corrected item-total correlations

(Table 10) shows that for all samples the items constituting

the Belief Factor (items 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,

23, 24, 25 and 32) correlated higher with the total score on

the B-P than on the !-F. !n all but two cases (items 5 and

27 of the EDB sample), the items of the Ideal Factor (i.e.,

items 4, 5, 11, 17, 18, 19, 22, 27, 28, 31, 33 and 34)

correlated higher with the total score on the !-P than on

the B-F. When comparing the correlations between all items

and the SAS, the above hypothesis was confirmed; the items

of the 3elief Factor relative to the items of the Ideal
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Factor generally show lower correlations with the SAS total

score. In certain cases (items 17, 18, and 31 for the AGE

sample; items 18 and 34 for the EDB sample; items 18 and 31

for the combined sample), higher correlations between items

from the !-P and the total SAS score were obtained than

between the same r-F items and the total r-F score.

Correlations between the total scores for the B-F, !-F, and

SAS for the combined sample indicate also that the

relationship between the I-F and the SAS is much stronger

(£(215)=.67, £<.001) than between the B-P and SAS

{£(215)=.13, £=.05). The correlation between the B-F and

!-F is. £(215)=.40, £<.001, indicating a significant,

moderately strong association between both sex-role

stereotype factors. Similar relationships between the three

scales were obtained for the AGE and EDB samples (see table

12) •

When creating a multidimensional research instrument, it

is important to determine its psychometric properties.

Hudson (in press) suggests that in addition to the factorial

validity (examine~ via multiple-group factor analyses), it

is important to estimate an instrument's reliability by

~omputinq the coefficient alpha and the measurement error.

The alpha coefficients (Hull F", Nie, 1979) for the B-F are

.85 (AGE sample), .88 (EDB sample) and .86 (combined

sample). The alpha coefficients for !-F are .83 (AGE
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TABLE 12

Correlations Between the B-F, I-F, and SAS for the AGE and
EDB Samples

B-P
B-P
!-F
SAS

* p<.05
** p< .. 0 1

*** p<.001

AGE Sample

!-P
.39***

SAS
.19*
.69***

B-P

EDB Sample

!-p
.41***

SAS
.07
.64* **

sample), • 91 (EDB sample), and .92 (combined sample) •

Averaqe off-diagonal correlations within the qroup of items

constituting the Belief Factor are .29 (AGE sample), .27

(EDB sample), and • 28 (combined sample); for items

constituting the Ideal Factor, the average correlations are

.30 (AGE sample), .34 (EDB sample), and .32 (combi ned

sample) • The standard error of measurement (SEM) for the

R-P is 5.39 (AGE sample), 4.80 (EDS sample), and 5.18

(combined sample); for the !-F the SEM is 5.93 (AGE sample),

5.81 (EDB sample) , and 5.90 (combined sample). Taken

together, the results indicate that the two scales or

factors have measurement characteristics appropriate for

research purposes. However, because the alpha coefficients

never exceeded .90, the unidimensionality of the belief and

the ideal scales could not be established. Further research
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is necessary in order to improve the quality of the scales

measurinq these constructs.

~la§~ifYln~ Sybject~ in Te~~ of Attitudinal predisp~~itiQ~~

The median scores on the Belief and Ideal Factors for the

combined sample were used to classify sUbjects of the AGE

and EDB samples into high and low predisposition qroups.

This procedure was chosen to ensure comparability of scores

for the corresponding groups in the two samples. Subiects

with scores greater than or equal to 32.0 on the Macho

Belief Scale were assigned to High Belief Groups and

sUhjects with scores less than 32.0 to the Low Belief

Groups. Respondents with scores greater than or equal to

43.0 on the Passive Ideal Factor constituted the High Ideal

Groups and subjects with scores less than 43.0 the Low Ideal

Groups. Groups high and low on the classification variables

were required to have an equal number of sUh;ects since

Norman's (Note 4) program does not handle unequal numbers of

subjects across the levels of a block factor. Equal

between-qroup cell size was achieved by eliminating subjects

randomlv. Since each SUbject was classified twice

(independent classifications were made in terms of a

subiect's scores on the Belief and Ideal Scales, the

corresponding disposition group memberships were examined

{see Table 13}. The results show that the relationship
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between the two groupinq variables was significant for the

EDB sample, !2(1)=9.12, 2<.005 and not significant for the

AGE sample, 1 2 ( 1) = 3 . 18 , £<.10. The phi coefficients are .33

for the EDB sample and .18 for the AGE sample.

TABLE 13

Frequencies of Belief Factor X Ideal Factor Classification

Ideal Factor

Low
High

Low
High

Low

30
21

29
14

Belief Factor

AGE Sample

EDB Sample

High

21
30

15
28

The implications of these results are that for the EDE

sample classifications were somewhat more redundant than for

the AGE sample. In spite of this classification overlap,

sufficient variabili t Y re mai ns to iustify examining

separately the effects of the two disposition factors,

expecially in view of the multiple-group factor analytic

results.

An interesting relationship occurred in both samples

between the grouping variables and the sex of the SUbjects.
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Qhereas r the Belief Factor correlates sUbstantially with sex

(!(107)=.56, E<.001 for the EDB sample; £(109)=.46, E<~001

for the AGE sample), the Ideal Factor does not exhibit a

significant relationship (£(105)=.17, E=.08 for the EDB

sample; £(109)=-.02, E=.87 for the !GE sample). Such

correlations implied an unequal representation of males and

females in each of the Belief groups~ SUb;ects in the low

Belief Groups were predonimantly female (75% for the AGE and

77% for the EDB samples); subjects in ~he High Belief Groups

were predominantly male {71% for the !GE and 73% for the EDB

samples). In the Low Ideal Groups males were represented in

approximately equal proportions to females (males, 45~ for

the AGE and 50% for the EDB samples); in the High Ideal

Groups males were also similarly represented (51% for the

~GE and 50% for the EDE samples). A full description of the

characteristics of the groups with regard to their scores on

the SAS and both classification factors is presented in

Table 14.

Cheung and Hudson (Nl'te 6) state that a score of 50 and

above on the SAS indicates a more conservative orientation

towards sexual matters. ~hen examining the groups based on

this criterium, the following fiqures for the percentage of

SUbjects with SAS scores greater than or equal to 50 were

obtained: Low Belief, AGE--19%; Low Belief, EDB--12%; Hiqh

Belief, AGE--13~; High Belief, EDB--'3~; Lo~ Ideal, AGE--2%;
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TABLE 14

~eans, standard Deviat~ons and Ranges of Scores on the SAS,
I-F, and B-F for Groups High and Low on the Classification

Factors

Low High

Class Scale
Factor Factor [iIean SD Range Mean SD Range

AGE Sample
-----------------------_._-------------------------------
Belief

SAS 34.2 16.0 6. 0-77~ 5 36.7 13.9 05.5-67.0
I-F LJO.5 16.5 6. 3-78~ 1 45.7 11.6 16.7-71.9
B-P 21.0 8.1 0.0-31.3 43.3 9.3 32.1-67.9

Ideal
SAS 26.8 11.. 9 5.5-57.0 4LJ~ 8 11.9 21 .. 0-77.5
I-P 32.0 9.9 6.3-42.7 54.2 8.9 43.. 8-78. 1
B-F 27 .. 2 13.8 0.0-63.4 37. 1 12 .. 6 16.1-67.9

EDB Sample
------------------------------------------------------------
Belief

SAS 33 .. 3 15.2 5.0-66.5 36.3 11.6 11.0- 64.0
I-P 35.8 13.7 9.4-64 .. 6 46.6 10~ 0 26.0- 66. 7
B-P 21.2 7.8 3.6-31 ..3 42.9 9.0 32. 1-71.4

Ideal
SAS 27.2 11.7 5.0-66.5 42 .. 5 11.4 17.5- 65 .. 5
I-P 31.6 8.5 9.4-42.7 52.9 6.7 43.8-66.7
B-P 27.3 12.7 3.6-61.2 37.3 14.0 06.3-71.1+

t.ov Ideal, EDB--2%; High !deal, AGE--31%; High Ideal,

EDB--25% • This inspection of the SAS scores in all groups

reveals that respondents at the University tend to be

relatively liberal

matters.

in their orientation
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§.xper.il!!@l 1: Ef.fe£l~ Q-f ~h~ R.a~/N0.M.2~ CondiJ;l:Q.!! an
lludgmgnts Q-f Implicit ~ons~nl to Inter£ill~

The presentation of the results in this section and the

successive sections will follow a consistent pattern: (a)

For each study, the results of the analyses of variance and

the relative magnitude of effects of the factors within each

of the two-factor designs are presented. In addi ti on,

figures are provided which show obtained mean consent

ratings for each group as a function of the three pieces of

information for each of the two-factor sUbdesigns (ohserved

values are characterized by small crosses (+»~ The results

of the analyses of variance are examined to determine the

specification of an initial integration model. (b)

Subsequently, the results of the maximum likelihood ratio

tests are presented which examine hypotheses with regard to

parameter restrictions across a specified block factor

(rape/nonrape or high/low predisposition). After

determining the appropriate restrictions, the result ing

iudqment parameters are presented* i.e., the estimated

parameters for scale values and weights. Then, the results

of additional tests, when applicable, are presented which

were made to examine whether the differences between the

weights and the differences between the scale values were

significant. The significance of differences between scale

values across the block factor and differences between

weights within a block factor are examinedQ Finally,
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iescriptive results are presented on the distances obtained

for the factor levels. The implications of the findings are

discussed wi thin each section.

AnalI~2 of Va£ian£g ResYl!§. Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4

shoY mean ratings of consent averaged over subjects of a

particular predisposition group (i.e., High Belief, low

Belief, High Ideal and Low Ideal, respectively) separately

for the rape and nonrape conditions. The means are

presented as a function of the three pieces of information

for each two-factor subdesign. The observed values for the

means are generally characterized by small crosses (+). !n

cases where a crossover occurred, the medium level of the

relevant factor was represented by open triangles. The

two-way graphs show the same qeneral patterns for each

predisposition group and each context condition (rape,

n onrape) •
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The first graphs (that is, graphs on the extreme left)

display the effects on overall ratings of women's implicit

consent to intercourse given two pieces of information about

the~r behaviors during an evening with their dates

various levels of consent when invited for a drink (Factor

A) and when being kissed (Factor G). As women's levels of

consent when invited for a drink decrease (on the abscissa),

overall rat~ngs of consent decrease. When levels of consent

to the kiss decrease from one line of data points to the

other, overall ratings of consent decrease.

The second graphs also indicate the effects on overall

ratings of women's implicit consent to intercourse given two

pieces of information about their behaviors during an

evening with their dates --- various levels of consent given

when invited for a drink (Factor A) and when their dates

kiss them and fondle their breasts (Factor E). As levels of

=onsent of Factor A decrease from one line of data points to

the next, overall consent ratings decrease. When levels of

consent of Factor E (abscissa) decrease, overall consent

ratings decrease.

The third graphs display the effects on overall ratings

of women's implicit consent to intercourse given the

following pieces of information about their behaviors during

an evening with their dates: various levels of consent when
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beinq kissed (Factor G) and when their dates, kiss them and

fondle their breasts (Factor E). As levels of Factor G

decrease, overall ratinqs of consent decrease. As levels of

Factor E decrease, overall ratings of consent also decrease.

Tables 15, 16, 17, and 18 present the results of the

analyses of variance for each information factor in the

three two-factor subdesigns. The analyses were performed

separately for the rape and nonrape conditions on all

predisposition qroups of the AGE sample. The variance

explained by each term in the analyses of variance was

calculated as suggested by Dwyer (1974). This was

accomplished by using the analysis of variance proqram

B~D08V (Dixon, 1974, p. 693). The maqnitudes of the effects

are qiven in standard deviation units (6), i.e., the square

root of the variance estimates. Inspection of the tables

shows that the relative order of the magnitude of effects is

consistent across subdesigns irrespective of the type of

context (rape, nonrape) or the type of predisposition qroup

(Hiqh/Low Belief, Hiqh/Low Ideal). Factor E always had the

qreatest effect followed by Factors G and A, respectively~

On the grapbs these differences can also be seen in that

the slope and separation of the lines reflect the size of

the effects. The relative order of the size of effects

(across all groups) is derived from Ca) the effect of Factor
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G in design AxG always being larger than the effect of

Factor A, (b) the effect of Factor E in desiqn GxE always

being larger than the effect of Factor G, and (cl the effect

of Factor E in design AxE always being larger than the

effect of Factor A. This suqqests that the type of

information presented in the sets did not seem to interact

with the relative effect of each attribute. Only one of the

24 interactions was statistically significant, i.e., the AxE

interaction for the High Ideal Group in the rape condition

(Table 17).
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TABLE 15

F-Ratios and Estimates of the Sources of variation for the
High Belief Group (AGE Sample)

Design

Source

A x G G x E

Rape Condition

A x E

A 2/102 16.21*** 0.862 24.81*** 1. 107
G 2/102 124.90*** 3.081 q3.56*** 1.455
E 2/102 164 .. 91*** 3.S21 123.. 21*** 3.549

AxG 4/204 1.23 0.157
GxE 4/204 1.25 0.. 159
AxE 4/204 1.77 • 291

Nonrape Condition

A 2/102 24.99*** 1.0Sq 30.53*** 1. 100
G 2/102 82.48*** 2.909 21. 49*** 1.019
E 2/102 130.88*** 3.789 156.02*** 3. SOO

AxG 4/204 0.26 0.. 0
GxE 4/204 0.31 0.0
AxE 4/204 0.29 0.. 0

* .E<.05
** .E<.O'

*** .E<.. 001
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TABLE 16

F-Ratios and Estimates of the 'Sources of variation for the
Low Belief Group (AGE Sample)

Design

-------------------_._-------

Source

A x G G x E

Rape Condition

A x E

A 2/102 9.73 *** 0.678 20.27*** 0.827
G 2/102 81.15*** 2.641 35.77*** 1.275
E 2/102 195.24*** 4.357 182.45*** 4.088

AxG 4/204 0.26 0.0
GxE 4/204 0.42 0.0
AxE 4/204 1.21 O. 153

Nonrape Condition

A 2/102 30.71*** 1.460 14.77*** 0.981
G 2/102 54.76*** 2.556 23.12*** 1.268
E 2/102 205.45*** 3.q97 119 ..06*** 3.. 602

AxG 4/204 1.39 0.232
GxE 4/204 0.83 0.0
AxE 4/204 1.45 0.. 229

* .E< .. OS
** .12<.01

*** .E<.001
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TABLE 17

F-Ratios and Estimates of the Sources of Variation for the
High !deal Group (AGE Sample)

Design

Source

A x G G x E

Rape Condition

A x E

A 2/100 3.23* 0.346 22.32*** 0.927
G 2/100 86.. 32*** 2.760 34 .. 23*** 1..333
E 2/100 157.43*** 3 .. 786 132.. 34*"'* 3~780

AxG 4/200 1.30 O. 191
GxE 4/200 0.51 0.0
AxE 4/200 3.. 48** 0.523

Nonrape Condition

A 2/100 18.74 *** 1.065 23.48*** 1. 139
G 2/100 60.02*** 2.611 22.26*** 1. 152
E 2/100 135 .. 04*** 3 ..734 110.. 27*** 3. 378

AxG 4/200 0.73 0.0
GxE 4/200 , .. 46 0.226
AxE 4/2DO 0.96 0.0

* .£<.05
** 12<·01

*** 12<·001
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TABLE 18

F-Ratios and Estimates of the Sources of Variation for the
Low Ideal Group (AGE Sample)

Design

----------- ,-------------------

Source

A x G G x E A x E

Rape Condition

A 2/100 32.40*** 1.184 23.81*** 1.066
G 2/100 108.83*** 2.970 50.64*** 1.431
E 2/100 203.03*** 4.419 175.13*** 3.974

AxG 4/200 0.37 0.0
GxE 4/200 0... 68 0 .• 0
AxE 4/200 1.44 0.225

Nonrape Condition

A 2/100 36.03*** 1.470 15.93*** .. 933
G 2/100 69.96*** 2.869 21.42*** 1. 156
E 2/100 191.39*** 4.104 164. 15*** 4.064

AxG 4/200 1.39 0.222
GxE 4/200 2. 13 0.369
AxE 4/200 o. 19 0.0

* .£<.05
** 12<·01

*** 12<.. 001

This interaction is graphed in the top panel of Figure 3.

!t was expected (in line with the other results) that the

A (L)E(M) cell should have a lower overall ratinq than the

A{M)E(M) cell: however, a switch occurred whereby the

A (M) E pn cell obtained a lower rating as compared to the

1\ {Ll E (!'I) cell.
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A constant weight averaging model in information

integration theory predicts theoretically a zero interaction

between factors. In practice, support for the model is

found through nonsignificant interactions (Anderson, 1974a,

1974b, 1977). Although one significant interaction was

found and a few graphs show a slight divergence to the right

(suggesting a possible multiplying effect) a constant weight

averaging model was chosen (Norman, Note 5). This decision

is justified because the effect of the interaction was very

small (accounting for less than 1% of the total variance)

and not systematic in nature (as evidenced in not occurring

across conditions and predisposition g~oups).

Inlegr~i~Qn Mod~1. The goal of the parameter estimation

procedures applied to the data was to examine whether

parameters across thp. rape/nonrape condition are different

for any of the disposition groups. This was accomplished by

specifying the rape/non rape condition as a block factor and

examining hypotheses about parameter restrictions across the

block separately for each disposition group. !n all cases,

a constant weight averaging model was fitted to the data

which assumes (a) that stimulus weights within each factor

are constant across all levels of that factor and (b) that

parameters are invariant across sUbdesigns. A constant

weight averaging model was specified in which (~ilhill a

context condition) the ~eights for Factors E and G as well
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as the scale values for the levels of each factor (a total

of 9 scales values) could assume different values. !££Q§2

the block factor four restrictions were tested and examined

via likelihood ratio tests, namely, that (1) weights E and G

have different values across the rape and nonrape

conditions, (2) the weights have the same values across both

conditions, (3) the 9 scale values ha ve di fferent val ues

across the rape and non rape condi tions, and (4) the 9 scale

values have the same values across both conditions (for

details, please refer to the section on data analysis for

the first experiment).

The results of the likelihood ratio tests (significance

was set at ~<~05) for the Hig~ ~elief g£ggE indicate that

neither the scale values (X2 ( 9) =3.33, £=.95, !2(9)=4.47,

2=<.90) nor the weights (!2(2)=1 .. 24, ~<.75, ];2(2)=2.38,

2<.50) were statistically different across the rape and

nonrape conditions. For the 1Q~ Belief §~2~E it was also

found that neither the scale values (!2(9)=8.39, £<.50,

1 2 (9) = 13. 5 3, 12<.25 nor the weights (!2(2)=.l2, £<.95,

X2 ( 2) =5 . 26 , £<.10) were statisticallv different across the

cape and nonrape conditions. For the Hig,hl2G£1 2£.Q~J2

neither the scale values (12 (9) =4 . 18 , £<.90, !2(9)=7.40,

n<.75) nor the weights (X2{2)=~423, £<.90, .:F(2)=3.64,

2<.25) were statistically different across the rape and

n~nrape conditions. For the 1~ IQ~l ~£Qg~ the same result
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occurred; neither the scale values (!2{9)=5.59, E<.90,

! z (9) =4. 55, £<.90) n or the weiqhts (,!2 (2) = 1. 12, E<. 75,

!Z (2) =. 09, £<.98) were statistically different across the

rape and nonrape conditions.

As a result of these maximum likelihood ratio tests,

constant weight averaging models with equal weights and

scale values across the rape and nonrape conditions were

adopted for all predisposition groups. Additional overall

maximum likelihood ratio tests for the appropriateness of

such models (provided by the proqram) indicated that the

restrictions were appropriate since all comparisons between

the specified and a more general model (based on the cells

of the design) were not significant -- X2 (43 ) =3S. S , E<~90,

for the High Belief Group; !2(43)=30.4, £<.95, for the Low

3elief Group; X2 ( 43 ) =4 3 . 3 , E<.90, for the High Ideal Group;

! 2 (43) =27.2, £<.98, for the Low Ideal Group. The

theoretical response values (based on the model with

restrictions and the parameter estimates) were plotted as

lines in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. Inspection of these fiqures

indicates a relatively close correspondence between observed

and theoretical values. Table 19 presents the estimated

weiqhts and scale values for the rape and nonrape conditions

for all predisposition groups.

As indicated above, the hypotheses that scale values and

weiqhts are different across the rape and nonrape conditions
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TABLE 19

Estimated weights and Subjective Scale Values for the Rape
and Nonrape Conditions for All predisposition Groups (AGE

Sample)

Predisposition Groups

Information Parameter
High

Belief
Low

Belief
High

Ideal
low

Ideal

Weights for the Rape and Nonrape Conditions

Pactor R
Factor G
Factor A

Ii (E)
W(G)
i (A)

.598

.205

.197

.580

.186
.. 234

.. 571

.212

.217

.. 604
• 185
.21 1

Scale values for the Rape and Nonrape Conditions

Factor E
High E (H) 15.68 15.56 16.23 14.88
Medium E (!1) 9.8 i 9.09 10.32 8.29
low E (L) 5 .. 70 4.67 6 .. 15 3.93

Factor G
High G(ii) 15.10 13.59 14.60 13.. 99
Medium G(11) 9.40 7.09 9. 16 7 .. 14
low G(l) 3.. 71 2.14 4.07 1.. 75

Factor A
High A (H) 12.04 10.58 11.88 10.45
Medium A (11) 8 .. 25 7a68 9 .. 03 6. SA
low A(L) 7.20 6.22 7.99 5.03

were rejected by the likelihood ratio tests. Therefore, one

set of scale values and weights (applicable to both the rape

and nonrape condition) was estimated for each group.

A major hypothesis in the pres@nt study dealt ~ith

differences in" weights for the three information factors.

The values estimated for the weights (see Table 19) do not
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provide information as to the statistical significance of

the differences. !t was therefore decided to conduct

additional analyses to examine the statistical differences

between all estimated weight parameters. Such tests can be

made since the variance-covariance matrix is available for

all parameters estimated (for details refer to the section

on data analysis for the first experiment).

The significance test (2-tailed, with QGbeing set at .05)

on the estima ted waigh ts (from Table 19) indicated the

following: (a) For the rape and nonrape conditions in the

High Belief Group, the differences between the weights of

,Factors E and G (~=6.56, E<.00001) as well as of Factors E

and A (Z=7.58, £<.00001) ~ere siqnificant. The difference

between the weights of Factors G and A was not significant

(Z=.18, E=.86). (b) For the rape and nonrape conditions in

the Low Belief G~oup, the differences between the weights of

Factors E and G (~=5.42, E<.00001) as well as of Factors E

and A (Z=5 .. ]6, E<.00001) were significant; the difference

between the weights of Factors G and A was not significant

(Z=1.01, E=.Jl). (c) For the rape and nonrape conditions

for the High Ideal Group the differences between the weights

of Facto~s E and G (:f=5.29, p<.OOOOl) as well as of Factors

E and A (~=5 .. 93, p<.OOOOl) were significant; the difference

between the weights of Factors G and A was not significant

C~=.. t t , £=.91).. (d) POI:' the rape and no nr a pe conditions in
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the Low Ideal Group the differences between the weights of

Factors F. and G (~=6.97, p<.00001) as well as of Factors E

a nd A (~=7. 28, £<. 0000 1) were significa nt; the differe nce

between the weights of Factors G and A was not significant

(~=.61, .£=.54).

The findings on the weight parameters imply that the

rape/nonrape context condition had no effect on the relative

importance of the factors. The levels of consent (H, M, L)

qiven to the advance with the highest prescore on the

1imension of sexual/physical intimacy (Factor E) were of

overwhelming i~Q£tan£g for overall judgments of implicit

consent to intercourse. Although kissing relative to

inviting a woman for a drink to the apartment had a higher

prescore on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy, such

a difference was not found in the weight parameters. Levels

of consent to both advances were of equal iIDEQrt£n£~ for

overall iudgments. Also, both factors were significantly

less important than the factor where the advance has the

highest score on sexual/physical intimacy.

Distances on an interval scale between the sUbjective

values of adjacent levels of each factor are given in Table

20. The distances presented in Table 20 are based on the

scale values obtained for each factor level (see Table 19).

!nspection of Table 20 indicates that for the rape and
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TABLE 20

Distances Between Subjective Values on an Interval Scale for
Ad;acent Factor Levels for the Rape and Nonrape Conditions

(AGE Sample)

Predisposition Groups

Low
Ideal

High
Ideal

Low
Belief

High
Belief

------------Distances for the
Rape/Nonrape
Conditions

Factor E
HIM 5.87 6 .. 47 5.91 6.. 59
Mit 4. 11 4.42 4.11 4.36

Factor G
HIM 5.70 6.50 5.44 6.85
M/L 5.69 4.95 5.09 5 .. 39

Factor A
HIM 3 .. 79 2.90 2.85 3.. 87
MIL 1.05 1.. 46 1.04 1.55

------------------------------------------------------------

nonrape conditions irrespective of a tti tudi nal

predisposition (a) f~r all factors the distances between

medium and high levels of consent were larger than between

low and medium levels of consent and {b} the distances

between the adjacent levels of Factor A were less than for

the other two factors. The implication of this result is

that differences in women's responses when their dates kiss

them ana/or kiss them and fondle their breasts have

~pproximately equal impacts for evaluating relative degrees

of implicit consent within the rape and nonrape context.

Differences in women's responses when invited for a drink
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lead to less dramatic differences in evaluating degrees of

consent. The separation of weiqhts and scale values in

information integration theory permits an interesting

conclusion about the effect of Factor G in the judgment

task. The results show that the effect of this factor is

localized primarily in the subjective scale rather than the

weight. Although approximately egual degrees of consent

were attributed to the levels of Factors E and G, Factor G

was significantly less important than Factor E for overall

;udqments.

~Xl2~u:iment 1: ~!fg£ts 21: tn~ HighL1~ £las.§i.fic~j;ion

~ondi.tio!l Q!l ~udg!!!.@12 Q.& rIDQlicit Con§!illl 1.Q In..t~££QYt:2~

Based on the analyses of variance results presented

earlier, it was decided to specify a constant weiqht

averaqinq model and examine whether parameters across the

Hiqh/Low Belief and High/Low Ideal Groups differ. Such

analyses were performed separately for the rape and oonrape

conditions. This was accomplished by specifying the

respective high/low classification condition as a block

factor and examining hypotheses about parameter restrictions

in the same way as was done for the rape/nonrape condition~

~qain, a constant weight averaginq model was specified in

which (within a context condition) the weights for Factors E

ana G as well as the scale values for all levels of the

factors presented could assume different values.
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The results of the likelihood ratio tests (with

significance being set at QV <.05) for the ~~Q~ £Q~di!ion

indicate that the scale values were significantly different

across the High/Low Belief Groups (X 2 (9 ) =56. 87 , £<.001;

K2(9)=60.53, £<.001) but that the weights were not

statistically different across the two groups (12 ( 2 ) =. 05 ,

E=.98; !2(2)=3.71, £<.25). For the QQn£~~g £2lldit~Qn, it

was found that the scale values were significantly different

across the High/Low Belief Groups (X 2 ( 9) =45. 4 4, £<.001;

X2 (9) =50. 11, E<.OOl). The weights did not differ across

both groups when tested at the level of free scale values

(1 2 (2) = 1. 7 6 , E<.50) but differed significantly across both

groups when tested at the level of constrained scale values

(1 2 ( 2 ) =6. U3 , £<.05). Although a slight inconsistency in

results occurred (either restricted scale values with

unequal weights or free scale values with constrained

weights across the groups is accepted), examining all

outcomes together clearly favored the model with constrained

weights and free scale values. For the ~~~ £Qnditi2ll, it

was found that the scale values showed a significant

difference across the Low/High !deal Groups <X2 (9) = 13 2. 2 1,

£<.001 ; !2(9)=184.77, £<.001). The weights did not differ

statistically across both groups when examined at the level

of free scale values (X 2 (2 ) =. 89 , B<.75) but differed

significantly when tested at the levels of constrained scale
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values (!2(2)=53.45, £<.001). Again, considerinq all

solutions, the model with free scale values and constrained

weiqhts across the Low and High Ideal Groups was supported

and thus adopted. For the ~QQ~~g £Qndilion, it was found

that the scale values exhibited a significant difference

across the Low/High Ideal Groups (1 2 (9) = 143. 26 , 2<.001;

!2(9)=154.28, 2<.001). Again the weights did not differ

across the two groups when examined at the level of free

scale values (12 (2 ) =. 79 , 2<.75) but differed significantly

when examined at the levels of constrained scale values

(12 ( 2) = 11. 8 2 , 2 <. 005 ) . Considering all results, the model

with constrained weights and free scale values across the

two groups was adopted. Overall maximum likelihood ratio

tests indicated that the constraints of the models in all

cases were acceptable, since all tests between the specified

and a more general model based on the cells of the design

were not significant (!2(34)=25.91, 2<.90 for the Low/High

3elief Groups in the rape condition; 1 2 (34) = 20 . 67 , 2<.98 for

the Low/High Belief Groups in the nonrape condition;

!2(34}=33.21, 2<.75 for the Low/High Ideal Groups in the

rape condition; !2(34)=25.23, 2<.90 for the Low/Hiqh Ideal

Groups in the nonrape condition). The theoretical response

values (based on the models and the parameter estimates)

were plotted as lines in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. Inspection

of these figures indicates a relatively close correspondence
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between observed and theoretical values. Table 21 presents

the estimated weiqhts and scale values for the groups high

and low on the classification factors separately for the

rape and nonrape conditions.
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TABLE 21

Estimated Weights and SUbjective Scale Values for Groups
High and Low on predisposition Factors for the Rape and

Nonrape Conditions (AGE Sample)

Predisposition Groups

LoW'
Information Parameter Belief

----,---
High

Belief
Low

Ideal
High

Ideal

Rape Condition

9.77
7.53
6.49

12.94
6.95
1.90

16 ..07
9.33
4.60

.578

.199

.223

16.32**
10.41***
5.99***

11.07
9.12***
8.51***

14.98
9.07**
3.56*

9.97
6.36
4 .. 84

.578
• 199
.223

15.25
8.. 30
3.86

13.85
6 .. 86
1.67

.579

.196

.225

16.07**
9.19*
3.20

11.55*
8.39
7.38

15.58
9.. 68
5.55*

.579

.196

.225

E (H)
E (M)
E (L)

G (H)
G (M)
G (L)

A (H)
A (!'!)
A (L)

Weights
W(E)
W(G)
W(A)

Scale Values

Factor E
Factor G
Factor A

Factor E
High
Medium
Low

Factor G
High
Medium
Low

Factor A
High
Medium
Low

Nonrape Condition

14.89
8.83
4.83

11.61
7.65
5.56

13.80
7.50
3.16

Factor E
Factor G
Factor A

Factor E
High
Medium
Low

Factor G
High
Medium
Low

Factor l\
High
Medium
LoW'

Weights
Ii (E)
W(G)
W(A)

Scale Values

E (H)
E (M)
E (L)

G (H)
G (M)
G (L)

A (H)
A (M)
A (L)

.603
.191
.206

.603

.191

.206

15.86*
9.95**
5.80**

14.77
9.47*
3.37

12.30
8.37
7.43*

.602
• 192
.206

14.73
8.30
3.91

13.76
7.45
2.26

11..01
6.73
5. 10

.602

.192

.206

15.87**
10.20***
6.43***

14 .. 58
9 .. 16*
3..99*

12.66*
9.04**
7.62**

* ~.05 ** ~.01 *** .E...$_OOl
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As statistically noted above and as shown in Table 21,

qroups high and low on both classification factors showed

differences on scale values but no~ on weights. In order to

qet more detailed information on these obtained weights

additional significance tests were made.

These significance tests (2-tailed, with ~ being set at

.05) showed the following: (a) For both the Low and High

Belief Groups (rape condition) the differences between the

weiqhts of Fac~ors E and G (~=5 .. 79, £< ... 00001) as well as of

Pactors E and A (~=6 .. 17i 2<.00001) were siqnificant~ The

difference between the weights of Factors G and A was not

siqnificant (~=.65, 2= .. 52).. (b) For the Low and High Ideal

Groups in the rape condition the differences between the

weights of Factors E and G (~=5.99, £<.00001) as well as of

Factors E and A (~=6.39, 2< .. 00001) were significant~ Again,

the difference between the weights of Factors G and A was

not significan t (~=. 56, 2= .. 58) • (c) For the tow and High

Belief Groups in the nonrape condition the differences

between the weights of Factors E and G (!~6 .. 31, R<.00001) as

well as of Factors E and A (~=6 .. 73, 12<. 00001) were

significant. The difference between the weights of Factors

G and A was not significant (~=.32, 2=.75). (d) Por the Low

and High Ideal Groups in the nonrape condition the

1 ifferences between the weigh ts of Factors E and G (g=6. 48,

E<..00001) as \;lell as of Factors E and A (~=6.90, 12<.00001)
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were significant. The difference between the weights of

Factors G and A was not significant (~=.31, E=.76). These

results imply that attitudinal predispositions had no effect

on the relative importance of the factors. The levels of

consent (H, M, t) given to the advance with the highest

prescore on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy

(Factor E) were of overwhelming importance for overall

iudqments of implicit consent to intercourse. Although

kissing relative to inviting a woman for a drink to one's

apartment had a higher prescore on the dimension of

sexual/physical intimacy, such a difference was not found in

the weight parameters. tevels of consent to both advances

were of equal importance for the overall judgments. Also,

both factors were significantly less important than the

factor where the advance has the highest score on the

dimension of sexual/physical intimacy~

!n order to obtain more detailed information about group

differences, the significance or the difference for each

scale value was evaluated (see Table 21). The result showed

(1-tailed test, with 2<--=.05) that: (a) The scale values

between the High and Low Belief Groups in the rape condition

were significantly different for the low level of Factor E

(Z=2.11, E=.02), for the high and medium levels of Factor G

(Z=2 • 81, E=..aa 3, for G( H); ~= 2• 0 6, .E =.. 02 , for G (:'I) ), ann for

t he high level of Factor A (~= 1.89, 12= ..a3) .. (b) The sc ale
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values between the High and Low Ideal Groups in the rape

condition were significantly different for all levels of

Factor E (~=2. 45, £=.007, for E (H); ;'=LJ. 85, 12<.0000 1, for

E un ; ,;=LJ.89, ,2<.00001, for E (1», the medium and low levels

of Factor G (~=2 .. 18, ,2=.01, for G (~); ';=L86, 12=.03, for

G(l», and the medium and low levels of Factor A (~=3.02,

12=.001, for A(M); ;=3.97,12<.00001 for A(l». (C) The scale

values between the High and Low Belief Groups for the

nonrape condition were significantly different for a~l

levels of ~'actor E (,;=2.21, 12=.. 01, for E(H); ,;=2.. 55, 12=.005,

for E(M); Z=2.21, ,2=.01, for E(L», for the medium level of

Factor G (~=1.81, 12=.04), and for the low level of Factor A

(~=1.84, ,2=.03). (d) The scale values between the Hiqh and

low Ideal Groups for the nonrape condition were

siqnificantly different for all levels of Factor E (~=2.66,

Q.=.004, for E(H); ~=4.44, 12<.00001, for EP'l}; ~=5.88,

12<.00001, for E(L}), for the medium and low levels of Factor

G {Z=1.63, ,2=.05, for G (1'1); z.=1.65, 12=.05, for G {Ll}, and

for all levels of Factor A (~=1.68, 12=.OS, for A(ff); ,;=2.34,

12=.01, for A(1'1); ~=2.S5, 12=.005, for ~ (L» ..

It may be concluded that groups high on the attitudinal

predisposition factors (Belief or Ideal Factor) generally

had siqni£icantly higher values for the levels of the

factors.. The effects of such attitudinal predispositions

~ere stronger for the I~eal than the Belief Factor since
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more scale value differences were found to be significant

and qenerally higher levels of significance were noted for

existing differences. Such findings were replicated across

both context conditions.

Distances on an interval scale between the subjective

values of adjacent levels of each factor are given in Table

22..

The distances presented in Table 22 are based on the scale

values obtained for each factor level (see Table 21) ..

!nspection of Table 22 shows that for the groups High and

Low on the Belief and Ideal Factor com~arable distances were

obtained in both context conditions (ignoring the reversal

on Factor G for the High Belief Group in the nonrape

condition): Ca) for all factors the distances between

medium and high levels of consent were larger than between

low and medium levels of consent and (b) the distances

between the adjacent levels of Factor A were less than for

the other two factors~ The implication is, that all

1isposition groups evaluate differences in women's responses

when their dates ~iss them and/or kiss them and fondle their

hreasts approximately equally in terms of their impact on

relative degrees of consent--althouqh the High Belief and

Hiqh Ideal Groups evaluate generally all behaviors as

implying higher absolute Yalue§ on the dimension of consent

than the Low Belief and Low !deal Groups. Again, this
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TABLE 22

Distances Between SUbjective Scale values on an Interval
Scale for Adjacent Factor Levels for All predisposition

Groups (AGE Sample)

------------------------------------------------------------
Predisposition Groups

Distances
Low

Belief
High

Belief

Rape Condition

1011
Ideal

High
Ideal

Factor E
HIM 6.74 5.90 6.95 5.91
BIL 4.73 4.13 4.44 4.42

Factor G
81M 5.99 6.88 6.99 5.91
MIL 5.05 5.99 5.19 5.51

Factor A
HIM 2.24 3.16 3.61 1.95
MIL 1.04 1.01 1.52 .61

Nonrape Condition

Factor E
81M 6.06 5.91 6.43 5.67
MIL 4.00 4.15 4.39 3.77

Factor G
HIM 6.30 5.30 6.31 5.42
1'I/L 4.34 6.10 5.19 5.17

Factor A
HIM 3.96 3.93 4.28 3.62
MIL 2.09 .94 1.63 1.42

result shows that the effect of Factor G is localized

primarily in the SUbjective scale rather than in the weight.

dlthough approximately equal degrees of consen t \iere

attributed to the levels of Factors E and G, Factor G was

significantly less important than Factor E for ov@rall

llldglllents.
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Exoeriment l: Effects Qi thg ~e/N0n£g£g CondiliQ~ Qn
~udgments of Implicit f~gn! iQ lntercog~~

Analvses Q! 1A£iance Resglts. Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12

show mean ratings of consent averaged over sUbjects of a

particulae peedisposition group (i.e~, High Belief, low

Belief, High !deal, and Low !deal, respectively) separately

for the rape and nonrape conditions. The means are

presented as a function of the three pieces of information

for each two-factor snbdesign. The observed values for the

means are again characterized by small crosses (+) except in

cases where a ceossover occurred. In such instances, the

medium level of the relevant factor was represented by o~en

trianqles. The two-way graphs show the same general

patterns for each disposition

condition.

group and each context

The first graphs on the extreme left show the effects on

overall ratings of women's implicit consent to intercourse

qiven two pieces of information about their behaviors during

an evening .ith their dates -- various levels of consent

"'hen theie dates kiss them and fondle thei.r breasts (Factor

e) and when their dates touch their covered crotches (Factor

D). As waments levels of consent of Factor e decrease,

overall eatings of consent dec~ease. ~hen levels of consent

to Factor D deceease from one line of data points to the

other, overall ratinqs of consent decrease.
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The second graphs display the effects on overall ratings

of ~oments implicit consent to intercourse qiven two pieces

of information -- various" levels of consen~ qiven when their

dates· kiss them and fondle their breasts (Factor E) and vhen

their dates suggest to them that tbey have intercourse

CFac~or 8). As levels of consent of Factor 8 decrease,

overall ratings of consent decrease. As levels of consent

of Factor E decrease, overall rating of consent decrease.

The third graphs display the effects on overall ratings

of ~omen's implicit consent to intercourse given levels of

consent when their dates touch their covered crotches

(Factor D) and vhen their dates suqgest that they have

intercourse (Factor 8). As levels of Factor 0 decrease,

overall ratings of consent decrease. As levels of Factor B

decrease, overall ratings of consent decrease.

Tables 2J, 2Q, 25 and 26 present the results of the

analyses of variance for each in£ormation factor in the

three two-factor subdesigns. The analyses vere performed

separately for the rape and nonrape conditions on all

predisposition groups for the EDS sample. The relative

maqni tude of effects CD Lxon , 1974, p, 693) is given in

standard deviation units Cd). The relative order of the

maqnit ude of effects is consisten t across subdesi gns

irrespective of the type of context (rape, nonrape) or the
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type of predisposition group (High/Low Belief, liiqh/low

!deal). Factor B always had the greatest effect followed by

Factors 0 and E, respectively.

TABLE 23

F-Ratios and Estimates of the Sources of Variation for the
High Belief Group (EDB Sample)

Design

Source

E x D D xE

Rape Condi tio D

E x B

E 2/94 32.12*** 1.549 29.19*** 1. 127
D 2/94 136.55*** 3.714 31.11*** 1.549
B 2/94 210.84*** 4.. 540 197.57*** 4.. 936

ExD U/188 0.17 0.0
DxB 4/188 0 .. 55 0.. a
ExB 4/188 0.. us o, a

Nonrape Condition

E 2/94 25.37*** 1• 424 33.19*** 1~ 416
D 2/94 11+8.73*** 3.433 46 .. 10*** 1.. 625
B 2/94 180.37*** 4.697 192.86*** c , 9 31

ExD £l./188 0.57 0.0
DxB 4/188 1... 72 0.289
ExB 4/188 1.03 0_ 059

* ..e<.05
** 12<·01

* ** ..e<. 00 1
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TABLE 24

F-Ratios and Estimates of the Sources of variation for the
Low Belief Group (EDB Sample)

Design

E x BD x BE x D----------------
Source

Rape Condition

E 2/94 49.84*** 1.421 14.91*** O. 889
D 2/94 88.68*** 3.457 38.75*** 1.385
B 2/9~ 157.85*** 4.599 166.66*** 1;.879

ExD 4/188 2.06 0.40 I;

DxB 4/188 1.31 0.216
ExB 1;/188 3.21;* . 0.549

Nonrape Condition
------------------------------------------------------------

E 2/94 19:.81*** 1.236 34.51*** 1.226
D 2/94 132.93*** 3.442 27,30*** 1.429
8 2/94 221.97*** 4.664 166.67*** 4.529

ExD 4/188 1.41 0.227
DxB 4/188 1.50 0.261
ExE 1;/188 0.77 0.0

* 12<·05
** g<.Ol

*** 12<·001
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TABLE 25

F-Ratios and Estimates of the Sources of Variation for the
Riqh Ideal Group (EDS Sample)

Design

Source

E x 0
._--------

D x 8

Rape Condition

E x B

E 2/86 35.13*** 1.412 22.42*** 1. 148
D 2/86 94.92*** 3.579 38.19*** 1.500
3 2/86 142.18*** 4.450 160.83*** LJ.826

ExD 4/172 1. LJq 0.252
DxE 4/172 1.54 0.286
ExB 4/172 0.48 0.0

Nonrape Condition

E 2/86 25.83*** 1.343 25.99*** 1.096
D 2/86 135.80*** 3.762 37.95*** 1.628
B 2/86 229.17*** 4.716 184.47*** 4.898

ExD 4/172 0.46 0.0
DxS 4/172 0.99 0.0
ExB LJ/172 2. 16 0.374

* 12<·05
** 12<' 0 1

*** 12<. 00 1
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TABtE 26

F-Ratios and Estimates of the Sources of variation for the
tow Ideal Group (EDB Sample)

Design

Source

E x 0 D x E

Rape Condition

E x B

E 2/86 36.13*** 1.433 14.63*** 0.844
D 2/86 105.52*** 3.702 34.32*** 1.593
B 2/86 172.19*** 4.562 167.10*** 1+.902

ExD 4/172 0.99 0.0
DxB 4/172 0.46 0.0
ExB 4/172 2.14 0.406

Nonrape Condition

E 2/86 19.49*** 1.277 33.14*** 1.437
0 2/86 139.. 41*** 3.318 31.44*** 1.449
E 2/86 144.97*** 4.501 139.09*** 4.499

ExD 4/172 0.64 0.0
DxE 4/172 3.13* 0.559
ExB 4/172 0.27 0.0

"E

'" 12<·05
** .E<.01

"'** 12<' 00 1

On the graphs these differences can also be seen in that

the slope and separation of the lines reflect the size of

t he effects.. The relative order of the size of effects

(across all groups) is derived from (a) the effect of Factor
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D in design ExO always being larger than the effect of

Factor E, (b) the effect of Factor B in desie;n DxB always

beine; larger than the effect of Factor 0, and (c) the effect

of Factor B in design ExB alvays beine; larger than the

effect of Factor E. This finding suge;ests that the type of

information presented in the sets did not seem to interact

with the relative effect of each attribute. Two of the 24

interactions were statistically sie;nificant, i.e., the ExB

interaction for the Low Belief Group in the rape condition

(Table 2q) and the oxB interaction for the Low Ideal Group

for the nonrape condition (Table 26). The ExB interaction

is displayed graphically in the top panel of Figure 10.

Contrary to expectations the E(M)B(M) cell received a

sliqbtly lower rating than the E(L)B{M) cell. The DxB

interaction is graphed in the lower panel of Figure 12.

Inspection of the graph indicates that deviations for the

B (8) Dun and the B (M) D (1.) cells occur accounting for the

effect. Althoue;h two significant interactions were found

and some of the graphs show a slight divergence to the riqht

(suggesting a possible multiplyinq effect), a constant

weiqht averaging model ~as chosen (Norman, Note 5). This

iecision seemed justified because the effects of the

interactions were very small (each interactiou ac=ounting

for less than 1% of the total variance) and did not seem to

be systematic in nature (as evidenced in not occurring

across conditions and predisposition qroups).
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lnteqrati~ Model. The qoal of this experiment was to

examine whether parameters across the rape/nonrape conditioD

are different for any of the disposition groups. This was

accomplished by specifying the rape/nonrape condition as a

block factor and performing maximum likelihood ratio tests

for all possible combinations of parameter restrictions

across the block factor. Such tests were made in the same

manner as in the first experiment.

The results of the li~elibood ratio tests (with

siqnificance being set at g:, c., 05) indicate that: (a) For the

Hiqh Belief Group neither the scale values (!2(9)=4.63,

£<.90 !2(9}=J.80, ,2<.95) nor the weights (!2(2)=1.27,

2<.75 !2(2)=.44, Q<.90) ~ere statistically different

across the rape and nonrape conditions. (b) For the tow

Belief Group neither the scale 7alues {I2 (9) = 15. 6 0 , ,2<.10;

1 2 (9 ) = 15 . 3 3 , £<.10} nor the weiqh1:s <:~2(2)=.91, .2<.75;

;t2 (2) =.64, £<.75} were statistically different across the

rape and nonrape conditions. A trend was however present

for sc~le values to differ between the two conditions. (c)

For the High Ideal Group neither the scale values

(1 2 (9) =3 . 2 1 , £<.98; !2(9)=3.86, £<.95) nor the weights

(X2 ( 2) =. 2 6 , £<.90; 1 2 (2) =. 92 , £<.750 were statistically

jifferent across the rape and nonrape conditions. (d) For

the Low !deal Group neither the scale values (X Z (9)=12.54,

2<.25 ,XZ(9}=12.31, £<.25) nor the weiqhts (~"2{2)=1.12,
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2<.75; 12 ( 2) =. 8 9 , 2<.75) ~ere statistically different

across the rape and nonrape conditions.

These findings replicate the results of the first

experiment and lead to the adoption of constant weight

averaqinq models with equal weights and scale values across

the rape and nonrape conditions for all predisposition

qroups. Overall maximum likelihood ratio tests indicated

that such restrictions were appropriate since all

=omparisons between the specified models and a more general

model (based on the cells of the design) were not

significan t -- !2 (tJ 3) = 2~. 96, 2<.99, for tl1e High Bel ief

Group~ !2(43)=45.~9, £<.50, for the Low Belief Group;

1 2 (4 3) = 27 . 68 , £<.98, for the High Ideal Group; !2(~3)=40.1~,

2<.75, for the Low Ideal Group). The theoretical response

values (based on the model with restrictions and the

parameter estimates) ~ere plotted as lines in Figures 9, 10,

11, and 12. Inspection of these figures shows a relatively

close correspondence between observed and theoretical

values. Table 27 presents the estimated weights and scale

values for the rape and nonrape condition for all

predisposition groups.

Since the hypotheses that scale values and weights differ

across the rape and nonrape conditions were rejec~ed by the

likelihood ratio tes~s, one set of scale values and weights
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TABLE 27

Estimated ~eights and SUbjective Scale Values for the Rape
and ~onrape Conditions for All predisposition Groups (EDS

Sa[]lple)

Predisposition Groups

EIigh
Information Parameter Belief

Low
Belief

Hiqh
Ideal

ieights for the Rape and Nonrape Condition

Factor B
Factor D
Factor E

W(B)
W(D)
Ii (E)

.578

.2u8

.174

.614

.209

.177

.601

.233

.166

.593

.228
• 179

Scale Values for the Rape and Nonrape Condition
------------------------------------------------------------
Factor 8

3iqh B (H) 17.25 16. 08 17.02 16. 30
Medium B (M) 9.86 9.48 10.25 9.32
Low B(L) U.27 3.80 4.45 3.93

Factor D
High n (H) 16.64 16. 10 16.51 16. 67
Medium o (M) 8.94 7.58 8.30 8.64
Low n (L) 4.95 3.88 4.37 4.60

FactoI:' E
High E {EI} 12.71 10.94 12.59 10. 75
Medium E (M) 7.57 6.76 7.80 6. 10
Low E (L) 4.59 4.42 5", 18 3~ 85

------------------------------------------------------------

(applicable to the rape as ~ell as the nonrape condition)

~as estimated for eacb group. Additional analyses examining

the statistical significance of differences between the

estimated weiqht parameters (2-tailed, ~ith QV being set at

.05) showed the following results: (a) For the rape and

nonrape conditions in the High Belief Group, the differences

bet~een the ~eights of all factors were siqnificant, i~e.,
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between the weights of Factors Band D (Z=7.12, ~<.00001),

of Factors Band E (~=9.33, 2<.00001) and of Factors D and E

(Z=2.20, 2=.02). (b) For the rape and nonrape conditions in

the Low Belief Group, the differences between the weights of

Factors Band D (~=7.66, 2<.00001) as vell as of Factors B

and E (~=9.05, 2<.00001) were highly significant, ."hereas

the difference between the weights of Factors D and E was

not significant (~=.85, 2=.~0). (c) For the rape and

nonrape conditions in the High !deal Group the differences

between the weights of Factors Band D (Z=7.56, E<.00001) as

well as of Factors Band E CZ=9.72, £<.00001) were

siqnificant. The difference between the weights of Factors

o and E was not significant (~=1.87, ~=.06). (d ) For the

rape and nonrape conditions in the Lo~ Ideal Group the

differences between the weights of Factors Band 0 CZ=6.76,

E<. 0000 1) as well as of Factors Band E (~=7. 39, ,E<.00001)

were significant. The difference between the weights of

Factors D and E was not significant (~=1.25, .E=.22)~

The findings on the weight parameters imply that the

rape/n~nrape context condition had no effect on the relative

importance of the factors. The levels of consent (H, ~, L)

qiven to the advance ."ith the highest prescore on the

dimension of sexual/physical inti:aacy (Pactor 3) were of

overwhelminq importance for overall judqments of implicit

consent to intercourse. For the context conditions for all
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groups the levels of consent given vhen the dates suggest

intercourse were significantly more important for overall

judgments than the levels of consent given to the o~her two

advances. A difference in weight parameters for the context

conditions occurred for the High Belief Group relative to

the other groups. In the High Belief Group, the levels of

=onsent given when the man touches the vomen's crotches

(Factor D) were significantl y more Lup or t an t for overall

judgments than the levels of consent given when the men

fondle the women's breasts (Fac~or E). The differences

between the weight parameters for Factors D and E were not

siqnificant for the other tfiree qroups. However, even

though the difference between these weights reached

significance in the High Belief Group, an inspection of the

values for the weight parameters (Table 27) shows that the

effect was not strong in terms of substantive importance, as

absolute values were quite similar for all groups.

Distances on an interval scale between the SUbjective

values of adjacent levels of each factor are given in Table

28.

The distances presented in Table 28 are based on the scale

values obtained for each. factor level (Table 27).

Inspection of Table 28 indicates that the results for the

rape and nonrape conditions were similar for all disposition

qroups: (a) Par each factor the distances between me1ium
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TABLE 28

Distances Between Subjective Scale values on an !nterval
Scale for Adjacent rgctor Levels for the Rape and Nonrape

Conditions (EOB Sample)

Predisposition Groap

--------------------Distances for the
Rape/Nonrape
Conditions

!.iigh
Belief

Low
Belief

Riqh
!deal

Low
Ideal

Factor B
HIM 7.39 6.60 6.77 6.98
MIL 5.59 5.68 5.80 5.39

Factor D
HIM 7.70 8.52 8.21 8.03
!VL 3.99 3.70 3.93 ~.O 4

'Factor E
HIM 5. 14 4.18 4.79 4.65
till. 3.00 2.34 2.62 2.25

------------------------------------------------------------

and hiqh levels of consent were larqer than between low and

medium levels, indicating that differences in behaviors

reflecting medium and hiqh levels of consent have relatively

more impact for ev a Lua t Lnq degrees of overall consent. (b)

The distances between the adjacent levels of Factor E were

less than those between the corresponding levels for the

other two factors, showing that differences in women's

responses to the advance lowest on the dimension of

sexual/physical intimacy have relatively less impact for

e~aluating degrees of overall consent. (c) The distances

between medium and high levels of Factor D were larger than

those of Factor 9, ~hereas the distances between medium and
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low levels of Factor D were smaller than those of Factor B.

Such a result implies that differences in women's behaviors

reflecting high and medium levels of consent when the man

touches their crotch have more impact for evaluating degrees

of overall consent than their behaviors (at medium and high

consent levels) when the man suggests that ehey have

intercourse. Furthermore, differences at low and medium

levels of consent when the man touches their crotch have

less imoact than differences between low and medium levels

when the man suggests intercourse.

The results on weights and scale values imply that the

main effect of Factor D is localized primarily in the

sub;ective scale rather than the weight. Although similar

deqrees of overall consent were attributed to the levels of

Factors Band 0, Factor 0 was siqnificantly less important

for the judgments.

gx~~~~~2: E~f~!~ ~f the fiigh/tow ~las§ifi££t1on Qll
~udgm~nts Qi :mo11~! ~onsent to In~ercou!se

Based on the analyses of variance results presented in

Tables 23, 24, 25 and 26, a constant weight averaqing model

was specifie~ with the high/low classification as a block

factor. Within the block factor, the weights for Factors B

and D as well as the scale values for all levels of the

factors presented could assume dif£erent values.
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The results of the likelihood ratio tests (with

siqnificance beinq set at g:.<.05) show that: Ca) For the

rape condition, the scale values vere significantly

di.fferent ac-ross the Righ/Low Belief Groups (1~ (9)=/.1.5.69,

e<.001 !2(9)=56.0a, ~<.001). The weights did not differ

across both groups when exa~ined at the level of free scale

values (!2 (2) =.269, 2<.90) but di ffered significantly when

tested at the level of constrained scale values

(12 ( 2) = 10. 66 , £<.005). The results of the tests, when

considered jointly, favored the adoption of the model with

constrained weights and free scale values across the block

factor. (b) For the rape condi tion, the scale values were

siqnificantly different across the 8igh/low Ideal Groups

(X2 (9)=29.8/.1., ~<.001 ; 1 2 (9) =31.69, ~<.001) but the weights

did not differ statistically CX2(2)=.17, £<.qS ; 1 2 (2 ) =2. 03 ,

2<.50). (c) For the nonrape condition, the scale values

were significantly different across the High/Low Belief

G:.:oups (!2(9)=21.50, £<.02, !2(9)=22.29, ~<'01), v he r ea s tbe

weiqhts did not. differ significantly (!2 (2) =1.25, £<.75;

X2 (2) =2. 0 /.l. , £<.50). Cd) For the nonrape condition, the

scale values exhibited a significant difference across the

High/Low Ideal Groups when examined at the level of

constrained weights (!2(9)=22.55, £<.. 01) but no significant

iifference when examined at the level of free weights

(!Z(9)=12.26, 2<.25)~ The weiqhts differed significantly
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across ~he two groups when examined as the level of

constrain~d scale values (12 (2 ) = 10. 82 , £<.005) but not when

examined at the level of free scale values (12 ( 2) =. 58 ,

£<.15). The results of the maximum likelihood ra~io tests

are ambiquous. Support is found for either of two models,

i.e., the model with free scale values and constrained

weights, or the model with free weights but constrained

scale values across the block factor. Because of the

consistency of results for the hiqh/low disposition factors

in this and the previous experiment (favorinq models with

free scale values and constrained weights) it was decided to

adop~ the same model in this case.

Overall maximum likelihood ratio tests indicated that in

all cases the models were acceptable since the tests between

the specified and the more general model based on the cells

of the design were not significant (12 (3 4) =20. 5 1, £<.98;

for the Low/High Belief Groups in the rape condition;

~2(34)=30.90, £<.75, for the Low/High Belief Groups in the

nonrape condit 1; 1 2 ( 34) = 19 . 26 , £<.99, for the Low/Hiqh

Ideal Groups in the rape condition; 1 2 (3 4 ) = 32. 26 , £<.75 for

the Low/High Ideal Groups in the nonrape condition). The

theoretical response values (based on the models and

parameter estimates) were plotted as lines in Figures 13,

14, 15 and 16. Inspection of these figures indicates a

relatively close correspondence between observed and
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theoretical values. Table 29 presents the estimated weights

and scale values for the groups high and low on the

classification factors separately for the rape and nonrape

conditions.
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TABLE 29

Estimated Weights and Subjective Scale Values for Groups
High and Low on predisposition Factors for the Rape and

Nonrape Conditions (EOB Sample)

Predisposition Groups

Parameter! nforma tion

---------------------Low High Low High
Belief Belief Ideal Ideal

Rape Condi tion
Weights

Factor B W(B) .. 617 .617 .. 609 .609
Factor 0 W(D) .227 .227 .233 .233
Factor E W(E) .. 156 .156 .. 158 .158

Scale Values
Factor B

High B CH) 15.99 16 .. 79* 16.15 16 .. 75
Medium B (11) 9.51 9.96 9.33 10 .. 41**
Low B (L) 3.58 4.40* 3 .. 66 4.49*

Factor 0
High n CH) 15.. 25 16.. 87* 16.26 16.49
1'1edium D (M) 7.28 8.. 69* 8.28 8.38
Low n (L) 4.08 4.. 68 4. 12 4.91

Factor E
High E (H) 10.74 12.99* 10.86 12.. 34
Medium E (M) 5~ 59 7 .. 07 5.18 7.24
Low E (t) 3.. 47 4.80 3 .. 85 4.48

------------------------------------------------------------
Nonrape Condition

Weights
Factor B W(B) .572 .572 .583 .583
Factor D Q CD) .. 2.33 .. 233 .230 .230
Factor E W(E) • 195 • 195 .187 .187

Scale Values
Factor B

High B CHl 16.47 17~47** 16.41 17 ..38**
liedium B (M) 9.48 9.74 9. J 1 10.. 08 *
Low B (L) 3.84 4.. 28 4.24 4. 35

Factor D
High D (H) 16. 11 , 7.03 16.81 16.70
;;ediulil D (1;) 8.. 03 9.15 9.05 8. 18
Low o (t) 4.25 4.84 5.32 3.64

Factor E
High E (8) 11.36 12.28 10 .. 74 12 .. 70*
':1edium E (M) 7.. 60 8.13 6.72 8.40
Low E (L) 4.83 4.75 3.51 6.03**

------------------------------------------------------------
* .2~.. 05 ** E~·O' *** E~ .. 00 1
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As noted above and as shown in Table 29, groups high and low

on both classification factors showed differences in terms

of scale values but not weights. In order to obtain more

detailed information on the obtained weight parameters

additional significance tests (2-tailed, ~=.05) were made

with the following res~lts noted: Ca) For both the Low and

High Belief Groups for the rape condition the differences

between the weights of Factors Band D (~=7.89, £<.00001),

as well as of Factors Band E (~=10.01, £<.00001), were

significant. The difference between the weights of Factors

D and E (~= 1. 96, 12=.06) was not significant. Cb) For the

Low and High Ideal Groups in the rape condition the

differences between the weights of Factors Band D (~=7.33,

12<.00001), of Factors Band E (Z=9.51, ]<.00001), and of

Factors D and E (~=1.98, 12=.04) were significant, (c) For

the Low and High Belief Groups in the nonrape condition the

differences ·between the weights of Factors Band D (~=6_87,

12<.00001) as well as of Factors Band E (~=8 .. .33, £<.00001)

were highly significant. The difference between the weights

of Factors D and E was not significant (~=1.0~, £=.28). Cd)

For the Low and High !deal Groups in the nonrape condition

the differences between the weights of Factors Band D

(~=6. 93, E<. 0000 1) as well as of Factors Band E <,~=8. 53,

2<. 0000') were highly significant. The difference between

the weights of Factors D and E was not significant (~=,. 17,

2=.24). The findings on the weight parameters imply that
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attitudinal predispositions had no effect on the relative

importance of the factors. the levels of consent (H, M, L)

given to the advance with the highest prescore on the

dimension of sexual/physical intimacy (Factor B) was of

overwhelming importance for overall judgments of consent.

The levels of consent given when the dates suggest

intercourse were significantly more important in both groups

(for the rape and nonrape condition) than the levels of

consent given to the other two advances. The High and Low

Ideal Groups in the rape condition judged levels of consent

given when the men touch the woments crotches (Factor D) as

significantly more important than levels of consent to

breast fondling (Factor E). Such significant differences in

importance were not found for the other groups. However,

the effect was not particularly strong in terms of itts

substantive importance. !nspection of the estimated weight

parameters (Table 29) indicates that the values for the

weights of Factors D and F. are relatively similar for all

qroups ..

!n order to obtain more detailed information about group

differences with regard to estimated scale values, the

significance of the difference for each scale value across

the block factor was evaluated (see Table 29). The results

(1-tailed, 20=.05) were as follows: (a) The scale values

between the High and Lov Belief Groups in the rape condition
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~ere significantly different for the high and low levels of

Factor B (Z=1.94, 2=.03 and ~=2.00, E=.02, respectively),

for the high and medium levels of Factor D (Z=1.87, £=.03

and Z=1.63, £=.05, respectively), and for the high level of

Factor E (~=1.78, £=.04). (b) The scale values between the

Hiqh and Low Ideal Groups in the rape condition were

siqnificantly different only for the medium and low levels

of Factor B (Z=2.50, £=.006 and Z=1.93, £=.03,

respectively). (c) The scale values between the High and

Low Belief Groups for the nonrape condition were

siqnificantly different only for the hiqh level of Factor B

(Z=2.35, £=.009) ; (d) The scale values between the High and

Low Ideal Groups for the nonrape condition were

siqnificantly different for the high and medium levels of

Factor B (~=2.23, £=.01 and Z=1.77, E=~04, respectively),

and fortbe high and low levels of Factor E (Z=1.78, £=.04

and Z=2.27, £=.01, respectively). The results show that

qroups high on the attitudinal predisposition factors

(Belief and Ideal Factor) generally had higher scale values

(with some of the differences being significant) than groups

low on the factors. The effects of such attitudinal

1ispositions varied with the rape/nonrape condition. !n the

rape condition the effect was more pronounced for the Belief

Factor, in the nonrape condition for the Ideal Factor (as

indicated by a larger number of scale value differences

beiD~ siqnificant).
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Distances on an interval scale between the subjective

values of adjacent levels of each factor are given in Table

30. These distances are based on the scale value estimates

given in Table 29.

TABLE 30

Distances Between Subjective Scale Values on an Interval
Scale for Adjacent Factor Levels for All predisposition

Groups (EDS Sample)

Predisposition Group

Distances
Low

Belief
High

Belief

Rape Condition

low
Ideal

High
Ideal

Factor B
HIM 6.48 6.83 6.82 6.34
MIL 5.93 5.56 5.67 5.92

Factor D
FIlM 7.97 8.18 7.. 98 8. 11
MIL 3.20 4.01 4.16 3.47

Factor E
HIM 5.15 5.92 5.. 68 5.10
t1/L 2.12 2.27 1.33 2.76

Nonrape Condition

Factor B
HIM fi.99 7.73 7.10 7.30
MIL 5.64 5.46 5.07 5.73

Factor D
HIM 8.08 7.88 7.76 8.52
MIL 3.78 4.31 3.73 4.54

r ac t or E
HIM 3.76 4.15 4.02 4.30
:1/L 2.77 3.38 3.21 2.. 37
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Table 30 shows that in spite of the fact that the high

predisposition groups tended to have biqher absolute scale

values than the low predisposition groups, both groups

showed similar patterns when distances were considered: (a)

Por each factor (for the low and high disposition groups in

the rape and nonrape conditions) the distances between

medium and high levels of consent were larger than between

low and medium levels. (b) The distances between adjacent

levels of Factors E were less than those for the other two

factors (less so in the nonrape condition). (c) Distances

between medium and high levels of Pactor D tended to be

larger than those of Factor B, whereas the reverse was true

for the differences between low and medium levels of

consent. These results suggest that the effect of Factor D

is localized primarily in the SUbjective scale rather than

its weight. Although similar deqrees of consent were

attributed to the levels of Factor E and D, Factor D was

siqnificantly less important for the judgments.
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Su.!!!g,£y .Qf Reslll!.§

Taken together, the major findings of both experiments

were as follows: (a) A linear model, i.e., a constant

weight averaging model in which the weights sum to one,

provided an adequate fit to the data for each disposition

group for the rape as well as the nonrape condition. (b)

Scale values and weights could be estimated in all cases.

(cl The results of the maximum likelihood ratio tests

indicated consistently that scale values and weiqhts did not

1iffer across the rape/nonrape condition. This means that

;udgments did not differ as a function of the context in

which they were made. (d) The results of the maximum

likelihood ratio tests indicated consistently that scale

values differed across the high/low attitudinal factors

(Belief, Ideal), whereas weights did not differ. This means

that subjects high on githg£ 1i~gn§ion judged the women's

behaviors as implying higher deqrees of implicit consent

than subjects Iowan both dimensions. However, for all

sUb;ects (irrespective of attitudinal predisposition) the

relative importance of the factors for overall jUdgments was

identical. The hypothesis with respect to scale values was

thus supported. (e) Both studies indicated that the factor

highest on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy was of

overwhelming importance for judging a women's overall

implicit consent. The hypothesis with respect to the
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relative importance of factors was thereby supported. (f)

The distances between the low and medium levels of each

factor were consistently smaller than the distances between

the medium and high levels. This means that differences

between responses which are moderately and highly

encouraging had more impact for evaluating overall consent

than differences between discouraging and moderately

encouraging responses.

The implications of these results will be discussed in

the next section.
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CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this work was to examine how people make

overall judgments of implicit consent to intercourse if they

are presented with information about women's responses to

male advances which vary in terms of

encouraging/discouraging the advances. More specific

questions dealt with an examination of how stereotypical

beliefs and values affect judgments and whether judgment

processes would differ if they occurred within the context

of a rape trial.

First, results indicated that a linear model, i.e., a

constant weight averaging model in which the weights sum to

one, provides an adequate fit to the data. Both experiments

of Study J also demonstrated that stereotypical beliefs and

values about male/female role behaviors influence judgments

of women's implicit consent to intercourse in the rape as

well as the ~onrape condition. Groups hiqh on the Belief

Factor (endorsinq to a qreater extent macho beliefs about

male/female role behaviors in sexual situations/rape) as

well as groups hjgh on the Ideal Factor (endorsing

relatively traditional notions of what an ideal woman's

behaviors should be) judged women's behaviors in the rape
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and nonrape condition as implying higher levels of implicit

consent to intercourse than groups low on the factors. This

effect occurred across most levels of the factors, implying

that even when women responded less favorably to an advance,

relatively higher levels of implicit consent were attributed

to them. Although the estimated scale values qenerally were

higher for groups high on the attitudinal factors, the

effect was only moderately strong. Subsequent tests

revealed that not all differences were statistically

significant. Such a result is to be expected since the

sample consisted of respondents with relatively liberal

attituJes ~oward sexual matters as assessed by Hudson and

~urphy's (1978) Sexual Attitude Scale (SAS). Groups more

extreme in terms of attitudinal predispositions (on the SAS

as well as the Belief and !deal Factors) would be expected

to show a stronger effect. On the basis of the significance

tests, it may be concluded that the effect of attitudinal

predispositions on estimated scale values was stronger in

the first than in the second experiment. This suggests that

the effect of stereotypical values and celiefs is stronger

when information deals with women's responses to advances at

relatively lower levels of sexual/physical intimacy.

Further research is needed to establish the reliability of

these finGings.
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No evidence was found for an effect of attitudinal

predisposition on the relative importance of the factors.

Both experiments showed that for groups high and low on the

attitudinal factors, the levels of consent to the advance

highest on the dimension of sexual/physical intimacy were of

significantly greater importance (in the rape and nonrape

condition) for overall consent judgments than the other two

stimulus factors. Levels of consent to the advance where

the man fondles the woman's breasts (Factor E) received the

greatest weight in the first experiment apparently since it

was the advance with the relatively highest score on

sexual/physical intimacy. !n the second experiment, the

levels of consent to the suggestion of intercourse received

the greatest weight (since it had the highest score on the

dimension of sexual/physical intimacy) and Factor E was

significantly less important.

Was there any evidence for a differential effect of the

Belief Factor as compared to the Ideal Factor? In the first

experiment of Study 3, the attitudinal effects were stronqer

for the High Ideal than High Belief Groups (in the rape as

well as nonrape condition). !n the second experiment of

study 3, the attitudinal factors appeared to interact with

the context condition. The High Belief Group showed a

stronger effect in the rape condition and the High Ideal

Group in the nonrape condition. The precise nature of a
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differential effect cannot be determined from these results.

In a future study, it is necessary to further refine the

scales measuring macho beliefs and traditional/idealistic

views of women's behaviors to insure that a failure to find

a consistant dif£erential effect is not due to psychometric

properties of the measured constructs.

No evidence was found for the effect of context (rape,

nonrape) on judgments of consent to intercourse ..

Consequently, single sets of parameters were estimated for

all cases in both experiments. This result needs to be

interpreted with caution. Failure to find an effect may be

due to the experimental conditions of the studies~ Since

sUb;ects were required to complete both judgment tasks in a

single session, fatigue, boredom, and failure to read

instructions properly might have contributed to increased

error variance and could therefore weaken a possi bly

existing effect.. !n order to obtain a more powerful
I

experiment, it may be desirable to present the ;udgment

tasks in separate sessions, reduce the number of vignettes,

and require subjects to make several ludgments to each

vignette (to reduce response variability). Another

possibility is to examine the context factor as a

between-qroup factor with separate groups of sub;ects.
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It was not possible to obtain parameter estimates for the

weight and value of the initial impression. In most cases,

the iterative procedure did not converge when the

three-factor and two-factor subdesigns were entered

simultaneously, and the determinant of the matrix was zero.

The high variability in the data seemed to be responsible

for these results. such findings are not uncommon and the

usual procedure is to only utilize the two-factor subdesigns

(Norman, Note 5). Although it would have ceen desirable to

know the weight and value of the initial impressions for the

low and high predisposition groups, the change in strategy

was n~t problematic, since the effects of attitudinal

predispositions on weights and scale values could still be

estimatea. However, changes in the design for future

studies aimed at reducing the variability of the data are

desirable: (a) groups more clearly differentiated in terms

of predispositions should be obtained by choosing sUbjects

of the highest and lowest guartiles of the distribution, (b)

Qnly subiects who have been trained in the proper

utilization of rating scales in judgment tasks should be

included, and (c) subjects should be required to make more

than one judgment to each cell of the desiqn to obtain more

stable data points.

In spite of the shortcomings noted above, the results

clearly indicate the value of information integration theory
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in characterizing the judgment policies of groups with

diffferent attitudes. Evidence was obtained that a constant

~eiqht averaqing model adequately described the data and the

distinction between scale values and weights permitted the

detection of judgment policies which are not evident when

examininq P-ratios and variance estimates. The information

integration analysis revealed that differences between high

and low predisposition groups were localized in the scale

values rather than in the weiqhts. Purthermore, the

procedure differentially accounts for the decreasing order

of variance estimates; (a) the factor with the highest

variance estimate showed large distances between scale

values and had the largest weight, (b) the factor with the

next highest variance estimate showed large distances

between scale values but a small weight, and (c) the factor

with the smallest variance estimate had relatively smaller

1istances between scale values and a small weiqht.

The findings of the experiments have several

implications: (a) !t was demonstrated that the importance

of a particular type of information (Factor E) could be

manipulated by choosing the context in which it occurred.

Selective and careful presentation of information in court

trials could likewise manipulate the importance of evidence

to bias the judgments of jurors in rape trials. If verdicts

are based on the presupposition that a woman has to prove
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that she did not consent, minor pieces of evidence ;udqed

within such a context could assume overwhelminq importance,

i.e., that a woman entered a man's apartment voluntarily.

Further research examining the relationship between new and

~ld rape laws, trial evidence, and verdicts within an

information integration model might provide interesting data

on iudicial judgment policies. (b) To establish a

relationship between attitudes and scale values via

questionnaires sugqests that such an effect may be more

powerful in actual situations. When subjects complete

questionnaires they have ample opportunity to make

themselves look as good as possible, (i.e., liberal,

nonchauvinistic) especially if a female experimenter

conducts the sessions. In order to extend the findings, it

would be desirable to investigate the relationship between

attitudes and judgments of men who admit to sexual

aggression in dating situations (Kanin, 1957, 1969;

Kirkpatrick & Kanin, 1957). If such a criterion group has

higher scale values on a judgment task as compared to a

control group some evidence for a relationship between

ludqment processes and aggressive behaviors can be

established. A knowledge of such relationships would have

implications for programs educating ~eople ~ith regard to

male/female interactions in sexual situations. ~omen need

to be trained to become sensitive to recognizinq the impact
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of their behaviors on men in terms of implied consent to

intercourse; men need to be trained to recognize possible

bias in misinterpreting women's behaviors in terms of

implied consent. Both sexes also need to examine their

beliefs and values and recognize when they have unrealistic

and stereotypical expectations of themselves and the other

person which create problems in sexual situations. Finally,

both sexes need to learn skills of how to communicate

adequately their feelings and desires •

.!B.e1ic2.tions/~xte.!l§iQ!!§' Q£ !.h~ J:esults. Up to this

point, the discussion has focussed on methodological issues

and has been closely tied to the results. What can be said

about their--admittedly somewhat speculative--implications

for interactions between men and women and the issue of

implicit consent to inteJ:course? If a liberal man meets a

liberal woman or a chauvinistic man a chauvinistic woman,

not much conflict would be expected. As they share similar

beliefs and values, they should interpret each otheJ:s'

behaviors relatively congruently as they progress to more

~dvanced stages of intimacy4 If a chauvinistic man makes

advances to a liberated woman, trouble could be expected.

She may feel that he is overly pushy and aggressive,

although he thinks he does wba t is normal and expected.

Problems can also arise if a liberated man makes advances to

a chauvinistic/nonlibeJ:ated woman. He may expect her to
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make some advances, whereas she expects him to take the

lead--and consequently, each may think that the other one is

not interested.

If a man wants to become more sexually/physically

intimate ~ith a woman and gets a positive response when he

invites her over for a drink, puts his arm around her, and

kisses her, but meets with strong resistance when he

attempts some petting below the waist--how would he evaluate

his chances? If the results of the study generalize, he

should integrate the information by a linear averaqing rule.

The impact of the final event would be lessened by her

previous responses. However, the importance of the final

response cannot be underestimated. He would be advised to

take note of the fact that he went too fast and that he

should lower his expectations (if he does not want to lose

his chances).

It is important to place judgments of consent within a

proper perspective. It is danqerous to conclude that

aggression is necessarily related to misperceptions of

consent. It is expected that people with chauvinistic views

would indeed be more likely to perceive that a woman

consents when she does not--but such misperceptions do not

necessarily manifest themselves in overt behaviors. And, if

indeed, in some people misperceptions of consent lead to

impulsive acting-out behaviors, they could be trained to
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become aware of such 'automatic behaviors' and learn

alternative ways of responding, such as making their

expectations clear before acting and generally communicating

more effectively.

The findings also suggest an interesting hypothesis in

terms of how male-aggressive/female-passive patterns of

interactions may persist. As men are more likely to be the

ones who initiate relationships and sexual advances, women

have the power to either reward or punish a man's approach.

If the man appears aggressive, pushy and insensitive, a

woman rewards and perpetuates his behaviors by being

passive, nonassertive and takinq the complimentary role.

However, if she lets him know in an assertive manner that

such restricted role behaviors are unrewarding and that

there are other ways of relating to each other, she has the

chance of changing such patterns. Whether such speculations

are correct or not, they suggest the need for systematic and

careful investigations in order to further understand the

complex interactional processes occurring in the dating

context.
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Appendix A

SEXUAL/PHYSICAL INTIMACY QUESTIONNAIRE (FEMALE VERSION)

the
for
be

your

aboutperceptionspeople'sThis questionnaire examines
sexual/physical intimacy.
Before starLing on the questionnaire, please complete
following personal data. The information is necessary
statistical purposes only. You will not/cannot
identified on the basis of this information; thus,
answers will remain anonymous.

1. Aqe _

2. Sex (check) Malp. _ Female _

3. Ethnic background with which you identify (check the
one most applicable):
o1
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
1 1
12

_____Black, Negro
____Caucasian, not Portuguese
____Caucasia n , Port uq uese
____Chinese
_____Filipino
____Hawaiian or part Hawaiian
_____Japanese
____Korean
_____Samoan
___Mixed, not part oawaiian
____Vietnamese
___Other

4. Relationship status (check which cateqory applies
best; check one only):
1 never dated anyone
2 dated a few times casually
3 date usually different people casually
4 date usually one person seriously, Qt~ELS

casually
5 date usually one person only
6 I am usually seriously involved with only one

person (living together, married, engaged,
going steady, etc.)

7 I am usually seriously involved with more
than one per-son

8 Other
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5. Highest grade in school completed (circle one) :
Grade School 01 02 03 04 05 06
Junior High 07 08 09
High School 10 11 12
College 13 14 15 16
Graduate School 17 18 19 20 21 22

6. Major or field of interest

Thank you for completing the personal data.
P:ease read the questionnaire instructions on the following
p~ges carefully. If you have any questions while going
th~ough this questionnaire please ask for clarification.
Thank you for your cooperation.

INT.RODUCT!ON

Imagine that a man and a woman are spending some time
together at a public place (seeing a movie, being at a
friend's house, having dinner at a restaurant, etc.).
Imagine also that the man is interested in becoming
sexually/physically intimate with the woman later that
evening. Ho~ can he let the woman know what he wants?
He can show his interest by making certain types of advances
(within the limits imposed by a particular environment) as
well as by making suggestions in terms of spending more time
together. Usually it is not socially acceptable for him to
be too direct about his intentions. Many men will be
reluctant (unless they know the woman well or are very
liberated) to come right out and say that they would like to
be sexually intimate.
Thus what a man says or does may be more or less ambiguous
(unclear) with regard to his actual intentions. For
example, if a man suggests to a woman they go for a walk on
the beach at 11 p.m. the woman may not know for sure (unless
she has additional information) whether the man really ;ust
wants to go for an innocent walk or whether he wants to go
to a secluded place so that he can become more physically
intimate with her.
In this questionnaire we are interested in finding out how
much sexual/physical intimacy you feel is actually or
ootentially present in certain things a man says or does
when making advances Q When you read the various advances in
this questionnaire imagine that you are experiencing the
situations described. If you are a woman identify with the
woman; if you are a man identify with the man. Then decide
for yourself how much sexual/physical intimacy you feel is
actually or potentially present. The task will be described
to you more precisely in the next paraqraph~
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TASK I

In this section you will find seven situations in which a
man makes an overture. Below each situation is a 21 - point
scale representing different deqrees of sexual/physical
intimacy.
o represents the le~st in1im~te, whereas 20 represents the
~Q§! intimate.
Read each situation carefully and decide for yourself the
deqree of sexual/physical intimacy you think is expressed by
the man's behavior. Draw a line ~brQYgQ g QQl to indicate
the degree of sexual/physical intimacy you wish to report.

************************************************************

Example:

A man kisses a woman while they are watching a
movie on TV at her apartment.

If you feel that the man's behavior expresses a
fairly high degree of sexual/physical intimacy you
would place your line toward the upper end of the
scale. Your ratinq miqht look like this:

tEAST
INTIMATE 0

.4. • 4 • • _ • _ _ •

5 10
I • • MOST

15 20 INTIMATE

Please be careful to place your line only throuqh
dots and not between dots.

************************************************************
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1. Before rating any of the situations, read all of
them carefully in order to get a feeling for the
types of situations presented.

2a After you have read all situations, go through the
entire list in the order given and draw a vertical
line (I) through the dot which indicates the
degree of sexual/physical intimacy you wish to
report. Ask yourself each time before vou draw a
line:

"How much sexual/physical intimacy is expressed by the man's
beha vior?"

Be careful in your ratinas. S~tuations should only have the
same rating if they truly imply the same degree of
sexual/physical intimacy. (~gnore the letters appearing
after each situation)

to a woman that they have intercourse {in hisA man suggests
a partmen t) - B

LEAST •••
!NTIMATE 0

· . ,. .
5 10 15

MOST
20 !NTIMATE

A man suggests to a woman that they have a drink (in his
a partment)-A

LEAST .. . · . . · .. . . .. " . '* .. · MOST
!NT!Ml\TE 0 5 10 15 20 !NTIMATE

A man kisses a woman passiona tely on her mouth (in his
a partmen t) -G

LEAST . .. · . .. · . '" .. .. .. ... · " . ~OST

! NT!r1ATE 0 5 10 15 20 !NT!:1ATE

A man kisses a woman passionately on her mouth (not in
his/her apartment)-F

LEAST . . · .. .. · . .. . . . . - . · MOST
!NTIMATE 0 5 10 15 20 INTIMATE

5

a woman's covered crotchA man places his hand on
apartment)-n

LEAST • .. • • •
INTPIATE 0 10
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A man holds a woman's hand and hugs her (not in his/her
a partmen t) C

LEAST . - . . . . - . . . - . ~OST

=NT!1'!ATE 0 5 10 15 20 !NT!t1AT"E

A man kisses a woman and fondles her breasts (in his
apartment) -E

LEAST . . . . - . - . . . . . . .. . ~OST

!NT!MATE 0 5 10 15 20 INT!!'!"\ TE
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Fractions,

as in TASK
about the
the rna n ! s

TASK 2

Below you will find the same kinds of situations
1. This time you have to indicate your opinion
degree of se~ual/physical intimacy expressed by
behavior in a different way_
The first situation at the top (without the space to the
left > represents the ~tandafg aqainst which you evaluate
each ~f the remaining si~ situations. The question is: How
much more or how much less se~ual/physical intimacy is
expressed by the man's behavior in each situation relative
to the standard?
ase whatever numbers seem to you appropriate:
decimals, or whole numbers.

************************************************************

EX.HIPLE:

(st andard) :
A man kisses a woman passionately on her mouth (in
his apartment)

_____A man undresses a woman (in bis apartment)

If you feel that the man's behavior in the
situation with the space to the left ( >
expresses 10 times more sexual/physical intimacy
than the man's behavior in the standard
(situation> you would write '10 times' in the
space to the left ( ). If you felt that the
man's behavior in the situation expressed only
half as much sexual/physical intimacy as in the
standard you would write '1/2' or '.5' in the
space to the left.

************************************************************
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Please go through the items in the order given below and
write in the space to the left of each item bow much less or
how much more sexual/physical intimacy is expressed by the
man's behavior in each situation in comparison to the
standard.
Use fractions (e.g. 1/2) or decimals (e_g. .5) to indicate
ho~ much less intimacy is present; use whole numbers (e.g.,
S times) to indicate how much more intimacy is present. No
difference in intimacy between the standard and tbe
situation is indicated by writing 'no di£ference' in the
space to the left.
Ask yourself each time you make a comparison:

"Row much more or how much less sexual/physical intimacy is
expressed by the man's behavior in this situation than in
the standard?"

Please weigh the situations carefully.
numbers if two situations express truly
sexual/physical intimacy relative to the
(Ignore the letters appearing after each

Give only the same
the same degree of
standard.
situation)

A man kisses a woman passionately on her month (in his
apart~ent)-G

_____1 man places his hand on a wcman's covered crotch (in
his apartment)-D

_____1 man suggests to a woman tbat they have intercourse
(in his apartment)-B

_____A man holds a woman's hand and hugs her (not in his/her
apartment)-C

_____A man suggests to a woman that they have a drink (in
his apartment)-A

_____A man kisses a woman and fondles her breasts {in his
apartment)-E

_____A man kisses a woman passionately on her mouth {not in
bis/her apartment)-F
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TASK 3

!n this task we are interested in learning what
sav and do if your date made certain
sexual/physical advances. In particular we are
in findin9 out what you would say and do if

you would
types of
in1:.erested

1. You were definitely interested in becoming (more)
sexually/physically intimate with him

2. You were definitely not interested in becoming
(more) sexually/physically intimate with him

3. You were not sure whether you wanted to become
(more) sexuallv!physically intimate with him

~hen vou write down how you would respond in the various
situations please write down only things that are true and
realistic for you; things you would say and do if vou had to
deal with these situations.

********************************************~***************

EXA~PLE

I would feel (Describe your
(describe what you would

_____ (describe your action).

feelings)
say. Then

and say
I would

(1) Specific example of an £ll§~.£: (situation:
friend you have not seen for a while)

You meet a

! 'iould feel happy and say to her: It'T am so glad to see you
well again. I worried a lot about you latelr." Then I
would invite her for lunch and give her a lift home.

********************~***************************************
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Please go through the list of situations carefull y and wr ite
the answers in the following format:

I
I

! would feel (describe your feelings) and say I
_____ (describe what you would say). Then! would I
_____ (describe your action). I

I
J'-- --J
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A man (your date) suggests to you to have a drink with him
(in his apartment) - A

(1) ~hat would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)

(2) What would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
not interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)

(3) ~hat would you feel, say, and do if you were not sure
whether you wanted to become (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)
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A man (your dat~ suggests to you to have intercourse (in
his apartment) - 8

(1) ihat would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)

(2) ihat would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
not interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forqet to use the right format!)

(3) iiha t would you fee l, sa y, and de if you were not sure
whether you wanted to become (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forqet to use the right format!)



~ ~an (your date) holds your hand and hugs you (not in his
or your apartment) - C

(1) ~hat would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
interested in beco~ing (more) sexually/physically
intimate with hiM? (write one ansver down; don't
forqet to use the right format!)

(2) What would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
not interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with hi~? (write one answer down; don't
forqet to use the right focmat!)

(3) What ~ould you feel, sa" and do if you were not sure
whether you wanted to beco~e (~ore) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; dODt~

forqet to use the right format!)
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A man (your date) places his hand on your covered crotch (in
his apartment) - D

(1) ihat would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)

(2) What~ould you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
not interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)

(3) What would you feel, say, and do if you were not sure
wnether you wanted to become (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)
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A man (your dat~ kisses you and fondles your breasts (in
his apartment) - ?,

(1) ihat would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)

(2) ihat would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
not interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)

(3) What would you feel, say, and do if you were not sure
whether you wanted to become (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)
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! man (your date) kisses you passionately on your mouth (not
in his or your apartment) - F

(1) What wonld you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget ~o use the right format!)

(2) ihat would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
not interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; dontt
forget to use the right format!)

(3) What would you feel, say, and do if you were not sure
whe~her yon wanted to become (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)
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A man (your date) kisses you passionatelY on your mouth (in
his apartment) - G

(1) What would you feel, say, and do i£ you ~ere definitely
interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate vith him? (write one answer down; don't
forget to use the right format!)

(2) What would you feel, say, and do if you were definitely
not interested in becoming (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forqet to use the right format!)

(3) ~hat would you feel, say, and do if you were not sure
whether you wanted to become (more) sexually/physically
intimate with him? (write one answer down; don't
forqet to ase the riqht format!)

Thank you very much fo~ your
cooperation
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Appendix B

IMPLICIT CONSENT QUESTICNNAIBE

the
for

be
yeur

aboutpe rce pti onspeople'sThis questionnaire examines
sexnal/physical intimacy.
Before starting on the questionnaire, please complete
followinq personal data. The information is necessary
statistical purposes only. You will not/cannot
identified on the basis of this information; thus,
answers will remain anonymous.

1. Age__

2. Sex (check) ~ale _ Female _

3. Ethnic background with which you identify (check the
one most applicable)~

01 Black, Negro
02 Caacasian, not Portuquese
03 Caucasian, Portuguese
O~ chinese
05 Filipino
06 Hawaiian or part Hawaiian
07 Japanese
08 Korean
09 Samoan
10 Mixed, not part Hawaiian
11 Vietnamese
12 01:her

4. Relationship statns (check which cateqory applies
best; check one only):
1 never dated anyone
2 dated a few times casually
3 date usually different people casually
4 date usually one person seriously, others

casually
5 date usually one person cnly
6 ! am usually seriously involved with only one

-----person (living together, married, engaged,
going steady, etc.)

7 I am usualLy seriously involved with more
than one person

8 Other
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s. Highest grade in school completed (circle one) :
::;rade School 01 02 03 I)q 05 06
Junior High 07 08 09
5igh School 10 11 12
College 13 1q 15 16
Graduate School 17 18 19 20 21 22

6. ~ajor or field of in terest
----~

'rhank vou for completing the personal data.
Please read the questionnaire instructions on the following
paqes carefully. !f you have any questions ~hile going
through this questionnaire please ask for clarification.
Thank you for your cooperation.

I~TRODlJCTION

!magine that a man and a woman are spending some time
together at a public place (seeing a movie, being at a
friend's house, having dinner at a restaurant, etc.).
Imagine also that the man is interested in becoming
sexually/physically intimate with the woman later that
even~ng. How can he let the woman know what he wants?
He can show his interes~ by making certain types of advances
(within the limits imposed by a particular environment) as
well as by making suggestions in terms of spending more time
together. usually it is not socially acceptable for hi~ to
be too direct about his intentions. Many men will be
reluctant (unless they knov the voman well or are very
liberate~) to come right out and say that they would like to
be sexually intimate.
Thus what a man says or does may be more or less ambiguous
(unclear) with regard to his actual intentions. ~or

example, if a man suggests to a ~oman they go for a walk on
the beach at l' p.m. the woman may not know for sure (unless
she has additional information) whether the man really just
wants to go for an innocent walk or whether he wants to go
to a secluded place so that he can become more physically
intimate with her.

20a1 Qi !b is guest ion nair,g:
j"ntercourse.

In this questionnaire we are inte~ested in finding out how
you perceive women's responses to various advances of a ~an.

!n particular we want to find out to what degree you feel
the women are giving i~plicit consent to interconrse. It is
important to keep in mind that ~e are not rating explicit
consent. At no stage does a ~oman ccme right out and say~
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switch to
She could
don't want
you. "

"Yes r !'d like to have Lneercourse with vou; no I don't want
to have intercourse with you." ie are only interested in
implicit consent_ Implicit consent means that the woman
does not clearly say what she feels about engaging in sexual
intercourse_ Intercourse is not a topic of conversation.
But her responses to the advances of the man can be
interpreted to mean that intercourse might or might not be
o, K. with her.
In other words: A woman who communicates a high degree of
implicit consent to intercourse communicates by her
behaviors: It is O.K. with me if we become ~ore sexually
intimate. ! don't mind if you pursue me further. ! might
even go all the way and have sex with you later.
!t is important to remember that she could
explicit consent or nonconsent at any stage.
always say at any stage: "NOr wait a minute. !
to go any further. I don't want to have sex with
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will find situations in which a man
to a woman he dates. You will also
of nine different women to each

TASK 1

In tbis section you
makes various advances
find the responses
situation..
Your task is to read the responses of these different women
and decide to what degree each .... oman cCllllnunicates to the man
implicit consent to intercourse (i.e., It is O.K. with me if
we become more sexually intimate. ! don't mind if you
pursue me further. I might even qo all the way and have sex
with you later). Row should you rate the responses of these
women?
You will find a 21-point scale below the response of each
woman. This scale represents different degrees of implicit
consent to intercourse. 0 represents definitely no consent
to intercourse, whereas 20 represents clear consent to
intercourse.
Read each response of a woman carefully and decide for
yourself what degree of implicit consent to intercourse is
expressed by the woman's behavior. Draw a line through the
dot indicating the degree of implicit consent you wish to
report.

**********************************************************

Example~

A man kisses a woman .... hile they are watching a
movie on TV at her apartment.
She says: nOh, you feel so good. I really like
kissing you." Then she g-ra bs him pla yfull y and
kisses hi~ passionately.

If you feel that the woman's behavior expresses a
fairly high degree of implicit consent to
intercourse you would place your line tow~rd the
upper end of the scale. Your rating might look
like this:

DEFINITELY _
NO CONSENT 0 5 10

I • .. CLEAR
15 20 CONSENT

Please be ca~eful to place your line ony throuqh
dots and not be~ween dots.

************************************************************
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1. Before rating any of the responses, read all of
them carefully in order to get a feeling for the
types of responses given.

2. After you have read all responses, go through the
entire list in the order given and draw a vertical
line (J) through the dot which indicates the
degree of implicit consent to intercourse you wish
to report. Ask yourself each time before you draw
a line:

How much implicit consent to intercourse is expressed by the
woman's behavior? (i.e., to what degree does her behavior
say: It is O.K. with me if we become more sexually intimate.
! don't mind if you pursue me further. ! might even go all
the way and have sex with you later).

Please be careful in your ratings. Two women should only
have the same rating if their behaviors truly imply the same
iegree of implicit consent to intercourse.
(Ignore the numbers appearing after the response of each
woman. They indicate the ID of the wcman; also ignore the
letters appearing after each situation).
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A woman and a man were on a date.
they were out he suggested to
apartment and have a drink. (A)

During the evening while
her that they go to his

She said: "Well r it's getting late already". Then she
looked at her watch and moved away from him. (09)
DEFINITELY • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONS ENT

She said: "No
for nov." (OS)
DEF!N!TELY
NO CONSENT 0

thank you.

5

!'d rather not.

· . . - . . . . .
10 15

Let's just talk

•• _. CLE AR
20 CONSENT

She said: "Well but just for a little while." Then she
went to his apartment ~eepinq her distance (avoiding
physical contact). (06)
DE'F!N!TELY • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said: "I don't think I know you well enouqh to do that.
Let's just go to a coffeehouse for now." (03)
DE'FINITELY. • _ • • CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONS ENT

She said: "O.K. sounds good." Then she went with him to his
apartment. (04)
DEFIN!TELY .. . . . · . . . . .. . CLE.U~

NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONS ENT

She said: ItLet me think about it. " Then she changed the
sUbiect. (07)
DEF!N!TELY .. . . . . . · . . .. CLEAR
NO CON'SE~-rT· 0 5 10 15 20 CONS ENT

and v e n t

CLEAR
20 CONS ENT15

she held h.is hand

105

She said: "I'd love to." Then
'.lith him to his apartment. (01)
DEF!~t!TELY •
so CO~SENT 0

don't know." Then she waited for
(02 )

easy?" Then she moved away andShe said: "Do you
avoided looking at
DEFINITELY
NO CCNSENT 0

She said: "I
the next ao va,
oEFINITEL Y
NO CONSE>JT 0

think I'm
him. (OS)

5

5

10

10

15

15

CLEAR
20 CONSENT

him to :nake

CLE.U~

20 CONS ENT
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A woman and a man were on a date~ During the eveninq ~hen

they were at his apartment r he suggested to her that they
h ave intercourse. (B)

10

Tben she went with himS he said: "0. K. that sounds fine".
into the bedroom. (10)
DEF!N!TELY _ • • • • •
YO CCNSEN7 0 5 15

• __ • CLEAR
20 CONSENT

think I am:" Then she movedShe said: "No way. Who do you
away from him. (17)
DEFINITELY _ • • • • •
no CONSENT 0 5 10 15

CLEAR
20 CONSENT

. . . . . CLEAR
20 CONSENT

for him to say

15

she waitedso." Then

5 10

itT guess
(11 )

she said:
somethinq.
DEFINITELY
NO CONSENT 0

She said: "Wellr let's wait for a while." Then she carried
on witb the previous conversation and dropped the issue.
( 16)
DEFINITELY. . . . . . . . . . . . CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 1S 20 CONS ENT

(15 )
CLE.~R

20 CONSENT

She sai1 nothing. Then she started touching his body.
DEFINITELY • • • • • • • • • • ~ • _
NO CONSE~T 0 5 10 15

CLEAR
20 CONSENT1S105

She said: "NOr I think that would not be appropriate~" Then
she continued to hug him but was careful not to get too
close. (14)
DE?!N!TELY ••••••
NO CONSENT 0

She said: "I don't know. I've got to qet to know you
better." Then she got up and walked around. (12)
DEFIUITELY • • • • • • • • • • _ • • • •• • • CLEAn
xo CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

CLEAR
20 CONS EN!15105

She said: "Let's." Then she moved close to him and gave him
a kiss. (13)
DEFIN!TE1Y • ~ ••••
NO CONSENT 0

! don't know you ~ell enough. Letts
(18)

S he said: "No, not yet.
listen to some music."
DEFINITELY ••••••
NO CONSE~T 0 5 10 15

CLEAR
20 CONSENT
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A ~oman and a man ~ere on
they were out (not in his
passionately on her mouth.

a date. During the evening while
or her apartment), he kissed her
(F)

She said: "please don't do it so much."
and iust allowed him to hold her. (49)
DEPINITEL Y • • • • • • • _ • _
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15

Then she withdrew

CLE AB
20 CONSENT

She said nothing and let him k~ss ber.
oE.FINITELY • • • • • • _ • _ _
NO CONSENT 0 5 10

(47)

15
• _ •• CI.,E Ali

20 CONSENT

CLEAR
20 CONS ENT15

She said: "Not here. There are so many people around." And
then withdrew slightly from him. (53)
DEFINITELY _ •••
~O CONSENT 0 5 10

She said: "Please stop. Let's just be friends." (54)
DEFINITELY. • • • • • • • .. • •• • • .. CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said: "I'm not ready. Let's qet to know each other
better. It Then she waited for his response. (52)
DEFINITELY __ ••• _ • _ • • • • • • • CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said nothing and cuddled up to him. (51)
DEFINITELY • • _ • • • ••• _ • CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

this." ThenShe said: "file
event. (50)
DEFINITELY .....
NO CONSENT 0

shouldn't do

5 10 15

she ignored the

CL:::AR
20 CONSENT

She said nothinq and
topic. (46)
DEFINITELY • _ .....
NO CCNSENT 0 5

started

10

talking about a

15

nonsexual

CLEAR
20 CONSENT

She said: "cool it." Then she pulled away.
DEF!N!TELY • • • • • • • • • • ••
NO CC~SENT 0 5 10 15

(48)
CLEAR

20 CONSENT
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A w~man and a man were on a date.
they were at his apartment, he
=overed crotch. (D)

During the evening when
placed his hand on her

She said: nPlease don't. Let's just kiss for now." (30)
DE7!N!TELY ~ • • • • • • • • • • • ••• _ • CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said nothing and allowed him to leave his hand there.
(29)

DEF!N!TELY •••• _ •••• _ •• _ ••• _ CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said: "Stop that." Then she iqnored the event and
.started talking about something else. (36)
DEFINITELY _ _ • • • • •• CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 S 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said: "I'm not ready for that. let's talk about it."
Then she took his hand away and got up. (J3)
DEF!N!TELY •••••• _ • • • • • • .. .. CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 is 20 CONSENT

She said nothing and touched him gently. (31 )
DEF!NITELY · · · · · . · . - - . ClEAB
NO CONSENT 0 S 10 15 20 CONS ENT

She said: "Not now. n Then she turned away to get a dri nk ,
( 35)
DEFINITELY · . . · · · · . · - . . . CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONS ENT

She said nothing and removed his hand. (3 2)
DEFI~ITELY · . . · · · · .. · . . . . CLE AR
NO CONSENT 0 S 10 15 20 CONS ENT

that." Then she waited to seeShe said: "I'm not sure I ~ant

"'hat he would do next.. (28)
DEF!NITElY •••••••••
~O CONSENT 0 5 10 1S

CLEAR
20 CONSENT

"Cool it honey." Then she moved further away fromShe said:
h La , (34)
DEFINITELY.
s o CONSENT 0 5 10 15

CLEAR
20 CONS ENT
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A woman and a man were on a date. During the evening when
they were at his apa~tment he kissed her passionately on her
mouth. (G)

She said nothing and kissed hilll back. (57)
DEFINITELY. • .
~O CONSENT 0 5 10 15

CLEAR
20 CONSENT

is the right thing to do."She said: "I'm not sure if
Then she withdrew slightly.
DEFINITELY • • • ... •
NO CONSENT 0 5

this
(56)

10
. ~ - . . .. . .

15
CLEAR

20 CONSENT

She said nothing and
DEFINITELY ........
NO CONSENT 0

She said nothing..
too close. (61)
DEFINITELY .. .. ••
NO CONSENT 0

moved her body close to his. (55 )
.. .. . .. .. . . - .. .. .. . .. . CLEAR
5 10 15 20 CONSENT

Then she lIloved away and avoided getting

- . .. .. .. .. .. . . CLEAR
5 10 15 20 CONSENT

S he said: "Please stop." Then she moved away. (58)
DEFINITELY.. .. .. .. • co ..... _ .. • •• CLEAE
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said: "Let's stop that.. I just want to be friends." (62)
DEF!N!TELY • • .. .. • • .. • • • • • • CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

"We were supposed to only have a drink. Ask me
before you touch me." Then she pushed him away.

She said:
next time
(60)
DEF!N!TELY •
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15

C1.EAB
20 CONSENT

She said: "Let's have another drink." Then she qot up to get
herself one. (63)
DEFINITELY .. • .. .. • • • .. • .. • .. • • CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She closed her eyes and let him kiss her. (59)
DEFINITELY • • .. • • .. • .. • .. .. _ .. •• eLi: AB
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT
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A woman and a man were on a date. During the evening when
thev were in his apartment he kissed her and fondled her
breasts. eE)

"Wait." Then she took his hands away and put them
waist. (39)

She said:
around her
DE"FI NITE"LY
NO CONSENT 0 5 10

.. . . . ...
15

CLE 1\R
20 CONS ERT

She said nothing and let him do it. (/+0)
DEFINITELY . . . . . .. .. .. . . . - . CLEAR
NI) CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said nothing and touched him a little. (38)
DEFINITELY .. . . . . . . .. . . . CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONS ENT

she qot up and switched onShe said: nDon't do that." Then
the T.V. (41)
DEFINITELY • • • • • .. _ • • .. •
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15

CLEAR
20 CONSENT

CLEAR
20 CONS ENT15105

She said: If I 'm not sure whether I want to do this." Then she
move d a way. (4 2)
DEFINITEL Y • • .. • • • .. • • • • • • •
NO CONSENT 0

CLEAR
20 CONS E~IT15

She said: "What are you doing?ff Then she waited to see what
his response would be. (44)
DEFINITELY. • .
NO CONSENT 0 5 10

this. Just because I came to
agreed to do this." Then she

She said: "I I ill not ready for
your apartment does not mean !
dis~anced hersel~ (43)
DEFIN::TELY .
NO CONSE~T 0 5

.. . - . . .
10 15

CLEAR
20 CO&SENT

but lias careful to keep him from going anyShe said nothing
further. (45)
DEFINITELY ..
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15

.. • •• CLEAR
20 COUSENT

CLEAR
20 CONS ENT15105

She said: If Excuse me." Then she removed his hands and moved
a lola V from him. (37)
DEFINITE"L Y .. • • • • • .. .. ..
~O CONSENT 0
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A man and a woman we~e on a date~ Durinq the eveninq while
they. we~e out (not in his o~ her apartment) he held her hand
and hugged her. (C)

She said: "You are moving a bit fast. It Then she took his
hands off her. (19)
DEFINITELY . .. . . . · . · · ~ · · ~ .. · · · . . CLEAR
~O CONSE~IT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said: "Please don't. " Then she continued with the
p~evious discussion. (25)
DEFINITELY . · .. · · . · · · · · CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONS ENT

She smiled and let him hold her hand. (21)
DUINITEL Y . · · . · · .. · · CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said nothing and moved away from him. (20)
DEF!N!TELY . · .. · - · . - .. · .. . . CLEAR
N'O CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said nothing and waited to see what he would do next.
(24 )
DEFIN!TELY .. . . . .. · .. · .. ~ . . · · CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She said: "I don't think we should do this. 1t Then she made
sure that he could. not get so close again. (26)
DEFINITELY ••• ~ ~ •• CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONSENT

She did not say anything. Then she held him tightly. (22)
DEFINITELY ~ • • • • • • • .. • • • .. • .. • • • .. CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONS EN"'!

She said nothing and continued with the conversation. (27)
DEF"!N!TELY • .. .. • .. _ • • • • • .. ... CLEAR
NO CONSENT 0 5 10 15 20 CONS ENT

10

self-conscious." Then sheShe said: "Don't hug me. ! feel so
continued to hold his hand. (23)
DEF!N!TELY ..
NO CONSE~T 0 5
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TllSK 2

Below you wi~l find the same responses of the women as in
TASK 1. This time you have to indicate your opinion about
the degree of implicit consent expressed in a different way.
The first response at the top (without the space to the left
_____) represents the standard response against which you
are to evaluate each of the remaininq eiqht responses. The
question is:- Hov much more or how much less implicit consent
is expressed by a woman's behavior relative to the standard
response?
************************************************************

Example:

A man kisses a woman while they are watching a
movie on TV at her apartment.

(standard):
She says: nOh, you feel so qood. I really like
kissing you." Then she grabs him playfully and
kisses him passionately.

_____she says nothing. Then she cuddles up to him.

!f you feel that the woman's cehavior with the
space to the left ( ) expresses 5 times more
implicit consent to intercourse than the standard
response, you would write '5 times' in the space
to the left L ) . !f YOll feel that the woman's
behavior expressed only half as much impli~it

consent to intercourse relative to the standard
you votild write '1/2' o~ '.5' in the space to the
left.

************************************************************

Please go through
and write in the
more or how much
expressed by the
t"esponse.

the women's responses in the order given
space to the left of each item how much
less implicit consent to intercourse is

woman's behavior relative to the standard

~hen L.Q..!!. rrite:
5 times it means that the response of the woman expresses 5

times as ~uch i~plicit consent to intercourse
relative to the standard.

10 times it means that the woman's response expresses 10
times as much implicit consent to intercourse
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does her behavior say:
sexually intimate. !

I might even go all

relative to the standard. (A response which is 5
times as much as the standard is relatively closer
to the standard than a response which is 10 times as
much as the standard).

Erac~ions ~~ lik2 !h1~:

9/10 means 9/10th of the standard response (or .9). 5/8
means 5/8th of the standard response (or about .6). Both
responses show less implicit consent for intercourse than
the standard response. A response which is 9/10th (.9) of
the standard is closer to the standard relative to a
response which is only 5/8th (.6) of t~e standard.

You can think of monev_ 9/10th of a dollar (90 cents) is
closer to 1 dollar than 5/8th of a dollar (or about 60
cents) • 1 dollar would be the standard.

A5~ vourself each time you compare a response to the
standard response:
Row much more or how much less implicit consent to
intercourse is expressed by the behavior of this woman
relative to the standard response?
(i.e. r Row much more or how much less
!t is O.K. with me if we become more
don't mind if you pursue me further.
the way and have sex with you later).

Please weigh the women's responses carefully. Give only the
same numbers to the responses if two responses truly express
the same degree of implicit consent to intercourse relative
to the standard response. (Ignore the numbers appearing
after the response of each woman. They indicate the !D of
the woman; also iqnore the letters appearing after each
situation) •
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A woman and a man were on a date. During the evening while
theY' were out (not in his or her apartment), he kissed her
oassiona tel y on her lDouth. (F)

She said nothing and started talking about a nonsexual
topic. (46)

__She said: "Cool it." Then she pulled away. (l~8)

___She said: "lie shouldn't do this." Then she ignored the
event. (50)

____She said nothing and let him kiss her. (47)

___She said: "Not here. There are so lIlany people around,"
and then withdrew slightly from him. (53)

__She said nothing a nd cuddled up to him4 (51)

___She said: "please don't do it so much." Then she
withdrew and just allowed him to hold her. (49)

___She said: "I'm not ready. Let's get to know each other
bet ter." Then she wai ted for his response. (52)

_____She said: "Please stop. Let's just be friends." (54)
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A woman and a man were on a date.
they were out he suggested to
apartment and have a drink. (A)

During the evening while
her that they go to his

She said: "T don't know." Then she waited for him to
make the next move. (02)

_____She said: "No thank you.
talk for now." (OS)

!'d rather not. let's just

__She sai d: "\Jell••• mhm ••• but iust
Then she went to his apartment
(avoiding physical contact). (06)

for a little while."
keeping her distance

__She said: "O.K. sounds good." Then she went with him to
his apartment. (04)

__She said: "I don't think I know you well enough to do
that. let's just go to a coffeehouse for now." (03)

__She said: "Let me think about it." Then she chanqed the
subiect_ (07)

___She said: itWell, it's getting late already." Then she
looked at her watch and moved away from him. (09)

She said: "Yes I'd love to." Then she held his hand and----went with him to his apartment. (01)

____She said~ "Do you think I'm easy?" Then she moved away
and avoided looking at him. (08)
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A woman and a man were on a date. During the evening when
they were in his apartment he kissed her and fondled her
breasts. (E)

She said:"~ait." Then
them around her waist.

she took his hands
(39)

away and put

__She said: "'llhat are you doinq?" Then she waited co see
vna t his response would be. (1J4)

___She said nothing a nd touched him a little. (38)

___She said nothing !JIlt was careful to keep him from qoing
any further. (45)

___She said: "Excuse me." Then she removed his hands and
moved away from him. (37)

__She said: "Don't do that." Then she got up and switched
on the TV. (1.+1)

____She said: "I'm not sure whether I want to do this."
Then she moved avay. (42)

___She said nothing and let him do it. (40)

____She said: "I'm not ready for this. Just because! came
to your apartment does not mean I agreed to do this. II

Then she distanced herself. (43)
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A man and a woman were on a date. During the evening while
they were out (not in his or her apartment) he held her hand
a nd hugged her. (c)

She said nothing a nd moved a way from him. (20)

_____She said: "You are moving a bit fast." Then she took
his hands off her. (19)

___She said: "Please don't." Then she continued with the
previous discussion_ (25)

____She said nothing and continued with the conversation.
(27)

_____She said nothing and waited to see what he would do
next. (24)

____She said: "I don't think we should do this." Then she
made sure that be could not get so close again. (26)

___She smiled and let him hold her hand. (21)

___She said: "Don't hug me. I feel so self-conscious."
Then she continued to hold his hand. (2.3)

_____She did not say anything. Then she held him tightly.
(22)
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A woman and a man were on a date.
thev were at his apartment, he
covered crotch. (D)

During the evening when
placed his hand on her

She said: "Stop that." Then she iqnored the event and
started tal:kinq about somethinq else.. (36)

_____she said nothing and allowed him to leave his hand
there. (29)

____She said: "Please don't. Let's just kiss for: now." (30)

_____She said: "Cool it hone y." Then she moved further a way
f.rota him. (34)

_____She said: "!'m not ready for that. Let's talk about
it .. " Then she took his hand a way and got up. (33)

___She said nothing and touched him gently4 (31)

___She said: "I'm not sure I want that." Th€n she waited
to see what he wOllld do next. (28)

____She said: "Not now." Then she turned away to get a
drink. (35)

____She said nothinq and removed his hand. (32)
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! woman and a man were on a date. During the evening when
they were at his apartment he kissed her passionatelY on her
mouth.. (G)

She said: "~tm not sure if tb~s is the right thinq to
do. n Then she withdrew slightly. (56)

__She said nothinq and kissed him back. (57)

___She said: "Please stop.. " Then she moved away. (58)

___She said: "Let's have another drink." Then she got up
to get herself one. (63)

____She said: "We were supposed to only have a drink. Ask
me next time before you touch me." Then she pushed him
avav. (60j

____She said nothing.
getting too close.

Then she
(6 1)

moved away and avoided

___She said: "'I.e t t s stop tha t , I i ust va n t to be friends."
(62)

____She said nothing and moved her body close to his. (55)

__She closed her eyes and let him kiss her. (59)
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A woman and a man were on a date. During the evening when
thev were at his apartment, he suggested to her that they
have intercourse. (8)

She said: "ieLl, let's ~ait for a while." Then she
carried on with the previous conversation and dropped
the issue•. (16)

_____She said: "NO, not yet. ! don't know you well enough.
Let's listen to some music." (18)

___She said: "No way ..
moved away from him.

Who do you think I
(17)

am?" Then she

_____She said: "I guess so." Then she waited for him to say
something. (1 l'

_____She said: liT don't know. I've got to get to know you
better.. " Then she got up and walked a r o uud , (12)

_____She said: "let's." Then she moved close to him and gave
him a kiss. (13)

___She said: "No,! th.ink that would nct be appropriate."
Then she continued to hug him but was careful not to
get too close. (1~)

_____She said nothing.
body. (15)

Then she started touching his

_____Sh.e said: "O.K. that sounds fine." Then she went with
him into the bedroom. (10)
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to what deqree you feel
imply so-called §g!ist
sexist if it implies the

TASK 3

In this task we want to find out
that the followinq statements
attitudes. A statement is highly
follollinq:
The woman or women referred to in the statement are
stereotvped. or seen as sex objects, or not seen as people
with equal rights and obligations as men. In other words
the statement reflects an unfair discrimination aqainst
women.
Please qo through the entire list of statements and indicate
how much sexist bias you feel is expressed by each
stat.ement.

Do the ratings in the same manner as you did in TASK 1.
Draw a line through the dot indicatinq the deqree of sexist
bias you wish to report.
'0' menas that the statement is not at all sexist, '20'
means that the statement is highly sexist.

01. Very often a man has to be forceful to help a woman over
her inhibitions.

NO'1.' AT ALL.
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

H!GHLY
20 SEXIST

02. A. woman shouldn't let a man spend a lot of money on her
unless she will have sex with him.

~lOT A'1.' ALL · · · · · · . . . . . . H!GHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SEXIST

03. Most women secretly desire to be raped.

N~T AT ALL · · · · · · H:GHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SEXIS"T

04. Women can turn their sex desire en and off, but once
started, a man can't s t o p ,

~IOT AT ALL · · · · · · H::GHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SEXIST
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05. Good girls neve~ show too much.

!'lOT AT ALL ..
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXIST

06. A woman who qoes out alone at night is hoping to find a
man.

NOT AT ALL _
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXIST

07. Women often say no when they mean yes.

MOT AT ALL.
SEXIST a 5 10 15

H!GELY
20 SEXIST

08. A lot of women like to be t~eated roughly.

NOT AT ALL . . . · ~ . . .. HIGHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SEXI ST

09. Women enjoy teasing men sexually.

~OT AT ALL • · . . .. . . H:GHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SEXIST

10. A man can't ~ape a woman ~ b,('1 really doesn't want to have
i nte rcourse.

nOT AT ALL .. . . · . .. .. . . .. .. . HIGHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SEXIST

11. If a woman leads a man on, what happens is her fault.

~OT AT ALL.
SEXIST 0 5 10 1S

H!GHIY
20 SEXIST

12. !f a woman is going to be raped she miqht as well relax
and. en i ov it.

~OT AT 11Ll ..
SEXIST 0 5 iO 15

H!GHIY
20 SEXIST

13. In most cases when a woman was raped she was askinq for
it.

~OT AT ALL ..
SEXIST a 5 10
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14. Rape of a woman by a man she knows can be defined as a
"~oman who changed her mind afterward."

NOT AT ALL •
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

•• HIG;iLY
20 SEXIS'I

15. The degree of a woman's resistance should be the most
important factor in determining if a rape has occurred.

NOT AT ALL ..
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXI ST

16. It is all right for men to have casual sex but not for
Ii omen.

~OT AT ALL .. • • •
SEXIST 0 5

. . ~ . . - . .
10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXI ST

17. The initiative in dating should come from the man.

NOT AT ALL
SEXIST o 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEX!S'l'

18. Women should be encouraged not to become sexually
intimate with anyone before marriaqe.

NOT AT ALL •
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXI ST

19. Women should take a passive role in courtship.

NOT AT ALL ..
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

HIGH LY
20 SEXI ST

20, There should be no qreater barrier to an unmarried woman
havinq sex with a casual acqua Lrrta nc e than having dinner
with him.

~OT AT ALL ..
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

H~GHIY

20 SEXI ST

21. A woman should be flattered if a man pays attention to
h~r.

~,.)'t' AT ALL •
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXIST

22. It is impo~ant for a woman to be feminine and not too
a qqressi vee

!'lOT AT ALL •
SEXIST 0 5 10
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23. A woman who flirts wants sex.

nOT AT ALL.
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

H!GHLY
20 SEXI ST

24. A woman who wants a successful career has to sleep her
way to the top.

NOT AT ALL.
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

H!GHLY
20 SEXI ST

25. A woman who teases a man and gP.ts raped qets what she
leserves.

NOT AT ALL
SEXIST o 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXIST

26. !f a woman wants to be attractive to men she should not
stand up too much for her riqhts.

NOT AT ALL _
SF.XIST 0 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXIST

27. Men know best what turns women on sexually~

NOT AT ALL _
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

H!GHLY
20 SEXIST

28. If a woman does not want to have intercourse she has to
be careful not to let things get out of hand.

~OT AT ALL _
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

H!GHLY
20 SEXIST

29. Women don't need men to tell them what to do.

~lOT AT ALL . ~ · - · w · ~ . . HIGHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SEXIST

3 o, !f a woman gets raped she should never qive in but
resist to the utmost.

10T AT ALL .. - · . · . . . . . - . .. · - H!GHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SF.X!ST

31. Women don't have a strong sex desire.

'rOT AT A1L . - · . · . .. . . .. . . . · . HIGHLY
SEXIST 0 5 10 15 20 SEXI ST
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32. A woman who goes out to a bar to have a drink with a man
wants sex.

N.JT AT ALL •
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

HIGH1.Y
20 SEXl ST

33. Rape for a woman is a fate worse than death.

NOT AT ALL •
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

HIGHLY
20 SEXIST

34. Women should not take the pill because it makes them
promiscuous.

NOT AT ALL.
SEXIST 0 5 10 15

• HIGHLY
20 SEXIST

Thank you very much for helping with this study.
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Appendix C

QUESTIONNAIRES Fan THE JUDGMENT STUDY

C-1 Example of a questionnaire for Factors A, G, and E for
the non rape condition.

JUDGING WOMEN'S IMPLIC!T CONSENT TO INTERCOURSE

This questionnaire examines people's judgments of implicit
c ons en t , Before starting on the questionnaix:e, please
complete the following personal data. The information is
necessary fox: statistical purposes only. You will
not/cannot be identified on the basis of this information:
thus, youx: answers will remain anonymous.

1. Aqe _

2. Sex (check) Male Female _

3. Ethnic background with which you identify (check the
one most applicable) :
01 Black, Neqro
02 Caucasian, not Portuguese
03 Caucasian, Portuguese
04 Chinese
05 ==Filipino
06 Hawaiian ox: part Hawaiian
07 Japanese
08 Korean
09 Samoan
10 Mixed, not part Hawaiian
11 Vietnamese
12 Other
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4. Relationship status (check which category applies
best; check one only):
1 never dated anyone
2 dated a few times casually
3 date usually different people casually
4 date usually one person seriously, others

casually
5 date usually one person only
6 I am usually seriously involved with only one

person (living together, married, engaged,
going steady, etc.)

7 I am usually seriously involved with more
than one person

8 Other

5. Highest grade in school completed (circle one):
Grade School 01 02 03 04 05 06
Junior High 07 08 09
High School 10 11 12
College 13 14 15 16
Graduate School 17 18 19 20 21 22

6. Major or field of interest

Thank you for completing the personal data.
Please read the questionnaire instructions on the following
paqes carefully. !f you have any guestions while going
throuqh this questionnaire please ask for clarification.
Thank yOll for your cooperation.

INTRODUCTION

Communication between men and women about sexual/physical
intimacy is often unclear. It is generally not acceptable
to be too direct about it. Most people in dating situations
would find it hard to come right out and say, "Yes, ! would
like to have intercourse" or "No, I don't want to have
i nte rcourse. " Further nor e , people can be inconsiste n t ,
They can say "Yes" one minute and "~o" the next or vice
versa.
Thus, we usually watch each other's behaviors and make a
best guess as to whether the other person wants to be
intimate.

Tn this questionnaire we are interested in finding out how
~ou iudge women's behaviors in dating situations. We are
interested in how you judge women's implicit fQ!l§ent, that
is, to what degree you feel their behaviors in dating
situations indicate that they miqht want to have sexual
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intercourse-and by implication-to what deqree you feel it is
O.K. for the men to go ahead and pursue them further
(eventually even attempting intercourse).
(Obviously, the best we can do is quess4 In an actual
situation we can never be sure. A woman can always chanqe
her mind at the last minute and say: "Stop that. ! donlt
want to qo any further.")

You will be asked to make your judqments about implicit
consent on 21-point scales. A scale represents different
deqrees of implicit consent. 0 represents definitely no
consent to intercourse, whereas 20 represents clear consent
to intercourse~

************************************************************

Example:

A man kisses a woman while they are watching a
movie on TV at her apartment.
She says: nOh, you feel so good. ! really like
kissing y ou ,« Then she grabs him playfnllV:ind
kisses him passionately.

If vou feel that the womanls behavior expresses a
fairly high degree of implicit consent to
intercourse you would place your line toward the
upper end of the scale. Your rating miqht look
like this:

DEF!N!TELY •
~O CONSENT 0 s 10 15

I • • C!.EAE
20 CONSE~T

Please be careful to place your line only through
dots and not between jots.
Furthermore, please be careful not to use the
extreme ends of the scale (0 or 20). Most cases
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in this questionnaire
warrant extreme ends.
no doubt about the
should they be used.

are ambiguous and do not
Only if there is absolutely

issue of implicit consent

************************************************************
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Assume that the following information is available about the
couple's behaviors that evening (ignore the letter-number
combination after each statement):

When he suggested to her (while they ~ere out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Do you think I
am easy?" Then sbe moved away and avoided looking at him.
( AJ2)

During the
mouth (in
kiss her.

evening when he kissed her passionately
his apartment) she closed her eyes and

(G 12)

on the
let him

CLE AP.
20 CONS EN!1510

~eiqh all the available information carefullv~ Decide,
given Qnl! ~his inf~m~!lQa to what degree the woman's
behavior during the evening suggests that she might want
intercourse (i.e., to what degree she gives implicit
:onsent-and by implication-to what degree you feel it is
O.K. for the man to qo ahead and pursue her further,
eventually even attempting intercourse).
DEFINITELY .
NO CONSENT 0 5

Please be careful not to use extreme ends of the scale
11 nless absolutely no no ubt ex ists ab ou t i mplici t consen e,
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Assume that the follo~ing information is available about the
couple's behaviors that evening (iqnore the letter-number
combination after each statement):

ihen he suggested to her (~hile they were out) that
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Do you
am easy?" Then she moved a~ay and avoided looking
(1\32)

they qo
th in It !
at him.

Durinq the even when he kissed her passionately on
(in his apartment) she said: "We were supposed to
a drink. Ask me next time before you touch me."
pushed him away.. (G32)

the mouth
only have

Then she

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled ber
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved away from him .. (E31)

• ... CLEAB
20 CONS ENT15

weight all the available information carefully. Decide,
given QnlY this infor£~iQn to what degree the woman's
behavior during the evening suggests that she might want
intercourse (i..e .. , to what degree she gives implicit
~onsent-and by implication-to what degree you feel it is
O.K. for the man to go ahead and pursue her further,
eventually even attempting intercourse).
DEFINITELY. • .. • • • • • .. .. ...
NO CCNSE~T 0 5 10

Please be carefule not to use the extreme ends of the scale
unless absolutely no doubt exists about implicit consent.
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The items for the remainder of the questionnaire were
presented in the following order to one of the subjects:

ihen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Yes I'd love
to." Then she held his hand and vent with him to his
apartment (A11)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothinq and kissed him
back. (G11)

During the evening when he kissed he~ and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but vas careful
t a keep him from going any further. (E21)

* * * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that tbev go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "O.K. sounds
gooa." Then she vent with him to his apartment. (A12)

During the
mout h (in
kiss he r ,

evening when he kissed her passionately
his apartment) she closed her eyes and

(G 12)

on the
let him

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "!'m not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agreed to 110 this." Then she distanced herself. (~32)

* * * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that
to his apartment and ha ve a d rink she said: "Do you
~m easy?" Then she moved away and avoided lookinq
(A32)

they qo
think I
at h Lm ,

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but was careful
to keep him from going any f u r t her, (E21)

* * * * *
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Qheu he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "~ell ••• but
iust for a little ~hile." Then she went to his apartment
keeping her distance (a voiding ph ysical contact). (A21)

Ourinq the evening when he kissed her passionately
mouth (in his apartment) she said "let's have
drink." Then she got up to get herself one. (G22)

on the
another

Durinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What are you doinq?"
Then she waited to see what his response wonld be. (E22)

* * * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Well ••• but iust
for a little ~hile." Then she went to his apartment keeping
her distance (avoiding physical contact). (A21)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "!'m not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agreed to do this. II Then she distanced herself. (E32)

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "I don't know."
Then she waited for him to make the next move. (A 22)

Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not sure if this is
the right thing to do." Then she withdrew slightly. (G21)

nuring the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
Lt , (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothinq and let him do

* * * * *
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When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: It! don't know."
r hen she waited for him to make the ne xt move. (A22)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately
mouth (in his apartment) she closed her eves and
kiss her. (G 12)

on the
let him

Dl1ring the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What are you doing?"
Then she wai ted to see what his response would be. (E22)

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back, (G1')

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved a way from him. (E3 1)

* * * * *

ihen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "I don't know."
Then she waited for him to make the next move. (A22)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "Itro not sure if this is
the right thing to do." Then she withd.rew slightly. (G21)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved away from him. (£31)

* * * * *
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When he suggested to her (while they were out) that
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Do you
am easy?" Then she moved away and avoided looking
( A32)

they go
think!
at him.

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not sure if this is
the right thing to do." Then she withdrew slightly. (G21)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his a partment) she said: "!' m not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agreed to do this." Then she distanced her ae Lf , (E32)

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Yes I'd love
to." Then she held his hand and sent with him to his
apartment .. (A11)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately
mouth (i n his a partmen t) she said: "Let I shave
drink .. II Then she got up to get herself one. (G22)

on the
another

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartmer.t) she said: "What are you doing?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (~hile they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Well ••• but just
for a little while .. 11 Then she went to his apartment keeping
her distance (avoiding physica 1 contac t).. (A21)

Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "We were sup po sed to only
have a drink. Ask me next time before you touch me." Then
she pushed him awa v; (G32)

Durinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "!'m not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
'igreed to do this." Then she distanced herself. (E32)

* * * * *
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During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "please stop." Then she
move d a way. (G31)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in bis apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved allay from him. (E31)

* * * * *

When he suqgested to her (While they were out)
to his apartment and have a drink she said:
qettinq late already." Then she looked at
move d a way fro m hi 18 • (A 3 1)

that they qo
"Well, it·s

her watch and

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothinq and let him do

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "O.K. sounds
q oodv " Then she went with him to his apartment. (A12)

Durinq the
mouth (in
kiss her.

evening when he kissed her passionately
his apartment) she closed her eyes and

(G 12)

* * * * *

on the
let him

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out)
to his apartment and have a drink she said:
getting late already." Then she looked at
moved away from him. (A31)

that they qo
"Well, it's

her watca and

During the evening when he kissed her passionately
mouth (i n his a pa r t nen t) she said: "Let t s ha ve
d I:ink." Then she qot up to ge t herself one. (G2 2)

on the
another

DUI:inq the eveninq when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartme n t) sh e said nothinq but -"as care ful
to keep him from qoing any f u r t he r , (E21)

* * * * *
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~hen he suggested to her (while they were out)
to his apartment and have a drink she said:
getting late already." Then she looked at
moved away from him. (1\31)

that they go
" Well, it's

her watch and

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back. (G11)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but was careful
to keep him from going any further.. (E21)

* * * * *

During the
mouth (in
kiss her.

evening when he kissed her passionately
his apartment) she closed her eyes and

(G 12)

on the
let him

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. (E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

*' *' * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "O.K. sounds
good." Then she went with him to his apartment. (~12)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but was careful
to keep him from going any further. (E21)

* * *' *' *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that
to his apartment dnd have a drink she said: "Uo you
am easv?" Then she moved away and avoided leoking
(A 32)

they go
thin k !
at h 1m.

During the evening ~hen he kissed her passionately cn the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "We were supposed to only
have a drink. Ask me next time before you touch me." Then
she pushed him ava v, (G32)
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on the
anot her

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What are you doing?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her passionately
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "Let's have
drink." Then she got up to get herself one. (G22)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "!'m no~ reany for
this. J~st because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agreed to do this." Then she distanced herself. (E32)

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (~hile they were out)
to his apartment and have a drink she said:
qetting late already." Then she looked at
moved away from him. (A31)

that they go
"Well, it's

her watch and

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "We were supposed to only
have a drink. Ask me next time before 10U touch me." Then
she pushed him away. (G32)

* * * * *

tihen he suggested to her (whi le they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "O.K. sounds
qood." Then she went '<lith him to his apa r t ae n t , (1\12)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "ie were supposed to only
have a drink. Ask me next time before you touch me." Then
she pushed him away. (G32l

~uring the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothinq and let him do

* * * * *
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~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "I don't know."
Then she vai ted for him to make the next move. (A22)

During the evening when
brp.asts (in his apartment)
a little. (E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

'" * '" * '"

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Do you
am easy?" Then she moved away and avoided looking
(A32)

they go
think I
at him.

Durinq the evening when he kisseQ her and fondled her
b rp.asts (in his apartment) she said: "I' in not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
aqreed to do this." Then she distanced herself. (E32)

'" * * * '"

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to.his apartment and have a drink she said: "I don't know."
Then she waited for: him to make the next move. (A22)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What are you doinq?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

* '" * '" *

'iI hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Do yon
am easy?" Then she moved away and avoided lookinq
(A.3 2)

they go
thin k I
at h i.n ,

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed bim
back. ( G11 )

Durinq thp. evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
r eno ve d his bands and moved a way from him. (E 31)
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* * * * *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Yes I'd love
to." Then she held his hand and went with him to his
apartment. (All)

Durinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled ber
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "!'m not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agreed to do this." Then she distanced herself. (E32)

* * * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Yes I'd love
to." Then she held his hand and went with him to his
a pa r tm e n t • (All )

Ourinq the evening when he kissed her passionately
a ou t h (in ~is apartment) she said: "Let's have
drink." Then she qot up to get herself one. (G22)

on the
another

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. (F,ll)

he kissed ber and fondled her
she said nothing and touched bim

* * * * *

When he suqgested to her (while they were out)
to his apartment and have a drink she said:
qettinq late already." Then she looked at
moved away from him. (A31)

that they qo
"'Nell, it's

her watch and

Durinq the eveninq when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not sure if this is
the riqht thing "to do." Then she withdrew slightly. (G2l)

Durinq the eveninq when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothinq and let him do

* * * * *
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During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apa~tment) she said: "~e were supposed to only
have a drink. Ask me next time before you touch me." Then
she pushed him away. (G32)

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. (E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to h is apartment and have a drink she said: "! don't know."
T hen she waited for him to make the ne xt move. (A 22)

Durin~ the evening when he kissed her passionately
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "Let's have
drink." Then she got up to get herself one. (G22)

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (While they were out) that
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Do you
am easy?" Then she moved away and avoided looking
( .a.32)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "Let's have
drink." Then she got up to get herself one. (G22)

* * * * *

on the
another

they go
think!
at him.

on the
another

When h~ suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a arink she said: "Well ••• but iust
for a little while." Then she went to his apartment keeping
her distance (avoiding physical contact). (A21)

DUrinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on tr.e
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "We were supposed t~ or.ly
have a drink. ~sk me next time before you touch me." Then
she pn shed him away. (332)
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* * * '* *

ihen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Yes ltd love
to." Then she held his hand and went with him to his
apartment (A11)

Durinq the evening vhen he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "Please stop." Then she
moved away. (G31)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "Itm not sure if this is
the riqht thing to do." Then she withdrew sliqhtly. (G21)

Durinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothinq but was careful
to keep him from going any fu.rther. (E21)

* * * * *

When he sugqested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Yes !'d love
to." Then she held his hand and went with him to bis
apartment (A11)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back. (G11)

ourinq tr.e evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. ('E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

* * * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out)
to his apartment and have a drink she said:
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to." Then she held his hand and went with him to his
apartment. (Al1)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "!'m not sure if this is
the right thing to do." Then she withdrew slightly. (G2l)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
~outh (in his apartment) she said: "!'m not sure if this is
the right thing to do." Then she withdrew slightly. (G2l)

During the eveninq when
breasts (in his apartment)
a 11 ttle. (E 11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
:nouth (in his apartment) she said: "Please stop." Then she
moved away. (G3l)

Durinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but was careful
to keep him from qoing any further. (E21)

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they qo
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Yes :!:ld love
to." Then she held his hand and ..ent with him to his
apartment. (A11)

Ourinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "please stop~" Then she
move d a way _ (G 3 1)

Durinq the evening when he kissed ber and fondled her
breasts (in his apart.ment) she said: n',o/hat are you doinq?"
Then she ';faiten. to see v ha t his r e s po n s e vo n Ld be. (E22)
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* * * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they ~ere out)
to his apartment and have a drink she said:
getting late already." Then she looked at
moved avav from hila. (A31)

that they go
1t~ell, it's

her watch and

Durin~ the evening when he kissed her passion~tely en the
~outh (in his apartment) she said: "We were supposed to only
have a drink. Ask me next time before you touch me." Then
she pushed bim away. (G32)

During the evening when
breasts (in his apa r t ae n t)
a little. (E11)

he Kissed h~r and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

* * * * *

nhen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said:: "O.K. sounds
good." Then she went with hi:n to his apartment. (A 12)

During th~ evening when he kissed her passionately on the
month (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not sure if this is
the right thing to do." Then she withdre.., slightly. (G21)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) s he said: "I'm not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean!
agreed to do this." Then she distanced herself. (E 32)

>I< >I< * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out)
to his apartment and have a drink she said:
good." Then she went with him to his apartment.

that they go
"O.K. s ou n d s

(!\ 12)

nuring the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "We were supposed to only
have a dr in k , Ask me next ti me before you touch me. II Then
she pushed him a'rlay~ (GJ2)
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During the evening when he kissed her and fondled he~

breasts (in h is apartment) she said: "I I m not ready for
this. Just because! came to your apartment does not mean I
aqreed to do this." Then she distanced herself. (E32)

* * * * *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a d r Lnk she said: "! don't Itnow."
Then she waited £or him to make the next move. (A 22)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: "We we~e supposed to only
have a drink. Ask me next time before you touch me." Then
she pushed him away. (G32)

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartme nt)
a little. (E'1)

he kissed he~ and fondled he~

she said nothing and touched him

* * * * *

ihen he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Well••• but iust
for a little while." Then she \lent to his apartment keeping
her distance (avoiding physical contact). (A21>

Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back. (Gl1)

During the eveninq when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved a vay from him. (E31)

* * * * *

~hen he suggested to her (while they were out) that
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "Do you
am easy?1I Then she moved away and aQ'oided looking
(A3 2)
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Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back. (G11)

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. (E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

* * >I< * *

llhen he suggested to her (loIhile they were out) that they qo
to his apartment and have a drink she said: ~! don't know."
Then she waited for him to make the next move. (A22)

Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back. (G11)

>I< * >I< * *

When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they qo
to his apartment and have a drink she said: IIWell.~.but just
for a little while.~ Then she went to his apartment keeping
her distance (avoiding physical contact). (A21)

Durinq the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said: ~We were supposed to only
have a drink. Ask me next: time before you touch me." Then
she pushed him away. (G32)

Durinq the evening IoIhen he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothinq hut was careful
to keep him from goinq any further. (E21)

* >I< >I< * *
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When he suggested to her (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "I don't lenow."
rhen she waited for him to make the next move. (A22)

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back. (G11)

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothinq and let him do

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (in his apartment) she said nothing and kissed him
back. (G 11)

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: n'~hat a r e you doi.n q ?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

* * * * *

when he suggested to heI:' (while they were out) that they go
to his apartment and have a drink she said: "O.K. sounds
goad." Then she wPont with him to his apartment. (A12)

Durinq the evening ~hen

b r e a s t s (in his ap a r t men tj
a little. (E11)

he kissed her and fondled heI:'
she said nothing and touched bim
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Row did you make your judgments?

?lease indicate (make a best guess) how important different
behaviors of the women were in determining your overall
judqments of implicit consent to intercourse~

How she responded when he kissed her and fondled her breasts
( E)

NOT AT ALL •••• ~.a._~ .. ~ EXTRE~ELY

!MPORTANT a 5 10 1S 20 !MPORTANT

How she responded when he kissed her passionately on the
mouth (G) .

NOT AT Att ••••••••••••••••••••• EXTRE~ELY

IMPORTANT a 5 10 15 20 IMPORTANT

How she responded when he suggested to her that they qo to
his apartment and have a 1rink (A)

ijOT AT ALL ••••••••••••••••••••• EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT a 5 10 15 20 I~PORTANT
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the
for
be

your

C-2 Example of a questionnaire for Factors E, D, and 3 for
the rape condition

JUDG!NG WOMEN'S !~P1IC!T CONSENT TO INTERCOURSE

This questionnaire examines people's ;udgments of implicit
consent.
Before starting on the questionnaire, please complete
followinq personal data. The information is necessary
statistical purposes only. You will not/cannot
identified on the basis of this information; thus,
ans~ers will remain anonymous.

1.. Age _

2. Sex (check) Male __ Female _

3.. Ethnic background with which you identify (check the
one most applicable) :
01 Black, 8egro
02 Caucasian, not Portuguese
OJ Caucasian, Portuguese
04 Chinese
05 Filipino
06 Hawaiian or part Hawaiian
07 Japanese
08 Korean
09 Samoan
1~ ~ixed, not part Hawaiian
11 Vietnamese
12 Other

4. Relationship status (check which category applies
best; check one only):
1 never dated anyone
2 dated a few times casually
3 date usually different people casually
4 date usually one person seriously, others

casually
5 date usually one person only
5 I am usually seriously involven with only one

person (living together, married, engaged,
going steady, etc.)

7 '! am usually seriously involved with more
than one pe r s on

8 ot he r-----
5. Highest q r a d e in school com ple ted (eleele one):

Gracie School 01 02 03 04 05 06
Junior High 07 08 09
High sc hool 10 1 1 12
College 13 14 15 16
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Graduate School 17 18 19 20 21 22

6. Major or field of interest _

Thank you for completing the personal data.
Please read the questionnaire instructions on the following
pages carefully. If you have any questions .hile going
through this questionnaire please ask for clarification.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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This questionnaire is designed to measure the way you feel
about sexual behavior. It is not a test, so there are no
right or wrong answers. The rating is on a nine-point
continuous scale going from stronly disagree (1) to stronqly
aqree (9) with neither agreeing nor disagreeing being (5).
Choose the number that represents the extent to which VOU
aqree or disagree with the statement.
Work rapidly, since your most honest answers will probably
be the first ones you think of. Please do not leave any
questions unanswered.

9
STRONGLY

AGRRE

87
AGREE

4 5 6
NE!THER AGREE
NOR D!S~GREE

3
DISAGREE

think there is too much sexual freedom given to adults
d a vs.

2

0'. I
these

1
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

that the increased sexual freedom seen in the
years has done much to undermine the American

02. I think
past several
family.

1 2
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

3 4 5 6
DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

~OR DISAGREE

7
AGREE

A 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

03. ! think that young people have been
information about sex.

, 2 3 4 5 6 7
STRONGLY DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE
D!SAGREE NOR D!SAGREE

given too much

.g 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

044 Sex education should be restricted to the
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

STRONGLY DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE
D!SAGRRE NOR DISAGREE

home.
B 9

STRONGLY
AGREE

05. Older
1

STRONGLY
DISAGRF.E

people do not need to have
2 3 4 5 6

DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

sex.
7

AGREE
8 9

STRONGLY
A.GREE

should be given only when people are ready

9
STRONGLY

AGREE

R7
AGREE

456
~J E IT HER AGREE
~OR D!SAGREE

3
D!SAGREE

06. Sex education
~OL na r r La qe ,

1 2
STRONGLY
D!SAGREE
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07. Pre-mar ital sex may be a siqn of a decaying social
order.

1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGREE NE:THER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGR EE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

Og. Extra-marital sex
123

STRONGLY D!SAGREE
DISAGREE

is never excusable.
4 5 6 7
NEITHER AGFEE AGREE
NOR D!SAGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

4 5 6
NE!THEP AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

09. I think there is
teenagers these days.
123

STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGREE

too much sexual

7
AGREE

freedom gi Yen

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

to

there is not enough sexual restraint amonq young10. I think
people.

1 2
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

3
DISAGREE

4 5 6
~TE!THER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

7
AGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

11. I think
, 2

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

people indulge in sex too much.
3 4 5 6 7

DISAGREE NEIT~ER AGREE AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

12. ! think the only proper \oIay to have sex is through
intercourse ..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGREE ~l EI'lH ER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
D!SAGREE NOR D!SAGREE lGREE

9
STRONGLY

AGREE

13. I think
1 2

STRONGLY
D!SAGPEE

sex should be reserved for
3 4 5 6

n:SAGREE NEITHER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

marriage.
7 8

AGREE

14. Sex should be only for the younq.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

STRONGLY DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE
D!SAr.REE NOR DISAGREE
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15. Too much social approval has been given
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

STRONGLY DISAGREE ~EITHER AGREE AGREE
DISAGREE NOR D!SAGREE

to homosexuals.
A 9

STRONGLY
AGREE

procreation.
8 9

STRONGLY
AGREE

be devoted to the business of
3 4 5 6 7

DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE
NOR DISAG~EE

16. Sex should
1 2

STRONGLY
D!SAGREE

17. People should not
1 2 3

STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGREE

masturbate.
4 5 6
NEITHER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

7
AGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

18. Heavv
1

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

sexual petting should be discou~aqed.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
D!SAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

~OR DISAGREE

9
STRONGLY

AGREE

19. People should not discuss theiJ:' sexual affairs or
business with others.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

456
NEITHER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

and mentally) people20~ Severely handicapped
should not have sex.

1 2 3
STRONGLY DIS~GREE

DISAGREE

(ph ysicall v

7
AGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

~GREE

no laws prohibiting sexual acts between21. There should be
consenting a1ults.

1 2 3
STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGREE

4 5 6
~E!THER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

7
AGREE

8 9
STFONG1Y

AGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

se~ually is their

7
AGREE

~ 5 6
NEITHER AGRBE
NOR DISAGREE

3
DISJ\GREE

22. What two consenting adults 10 together
own business.

1 2
STRONGLY
DISAGREE
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23. There
1

STRONGLY
D!SAGREE

is too much
2 3 .

D!Si\GREE

sex on television.
4 5 6 7
NF.!THER AGREE AGREE
NOR D!SAGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

24. Movies today a~e

1 2 3
STRONGLY D!SAGREE
D!SAGHRE

too sexually explicit.
4 5 6 7
NEITHER AGREE AGREE
NOR D!S AGR EE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

totally bannedshould be25. pornography
bookstores.
123

STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGREE

4 5 6
NE!THER AGR BE
NOR DISAGREE
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AGREE

8

fLom

9
STRONGLY

AGREE
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This questionnaire is designed to measure the way you feel
about men and women.
It is not a test, so there are no right or wrong answers.
The rating is on a nine-point continuous scale qoing from
stronqly disagree (1) to at r onq Lv agree (9) with neither
aqreeing nor disagreeing being (5). Choose the number that
represents the extent to which you aqree or disagree with
the statement. Circle only one number for each question.
Work rapidly, snce your most honest answers will probably be
the first ones you think of. Please do not leave any
questions unanswered.

I) , • Very often a man has to be forceful to help a woman over
het:' inhibitions.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGtY DISAGREE NEITHER AGR EF. AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

I) 2. A woman shouldn't let a man spend a lot of money on her
unless she will have sex with him ..

1 2 3 4 I:) 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGR EE NEITHER AGREE AGFEE STRONGLY
DIS~GREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

03. ~ost ..,omen secretely desire to be raped.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

STRONGLY DISAGREE NE!TRER AGREE AGREE STRONGlY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

04. Women can turn their: sex desire on and off, but once
started, a man can't stop.

1 2 3 4 5 f- ~ 8 9I

STRO~GLY DISAGR EE NEITHER AGR EE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

05. Good
1

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

girls neVer show too much.
2 3 4 5 6

DISAGREE NEITHER AGR EE
NOR DISAGREE

7
AGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

06. A woman who goes out alone at night is hoping to find a
a an ,

1
STRONGLY
DISAGR:SE

2 3 4 5 6
n:SAGnF.E NE!1HE~ AGREE

~'OR ::l!SAGREE
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07. Women,
STRONGLY
D!SAGREE

often say no when they mean yes.
2 3 ~ s 6 7

D!SAGREE NE!THER AGREE AGREE
NOR D!SAGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

08. A lot,
STRO~GLY

D!SAGREE

of women like to be treated roughly.
2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8

D!SAGREE NE:TRER AGREE AGREE
NOR D!SAGFEE

9
STRONGLY

AGREE

09. Women
1

STRONGLY
D!SAGREE

enjoy teasing men sexually.
2 3 4 5 6

DISAGREE NE!THER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

7
AGREE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

, Ow A man can't rape a woman who really doesn't want to have
intercourse.

1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGR EE NEITHER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

, 1. If a
1

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

woman leads
2 3

DISAGREE

a man on, what
4 5 6
nEITHER AGREE
NOR DISAGREE

happens is her fault.
789

AGREE STRONGLY
AGREE

9
STRONGLY

AGREE

87
AGREE

4 5 6
NEITHER AGREE
NOR DISA.GREE

3
DISAGREE

woman is going to be raped she might as well relax
it.
2

, 2.. !f a
and en;ov

1
STRONGLY
D!SJ\GREE

13. In most cases when a woman lias raped she was asking for
it.

1 2 3 ~ '; 6 7 8 9
STRONGL '{ DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AG"REE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

1 L+. Rape of a woman by a man she kno vs can
"woman who changed her mind afterward."

, 2 3 L+ 5 6 7
STRO~GLY DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE
DIS~GREE NOR DISAGREE

be defined as a

8 9
ST"RONGLY

AGREE
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15. The degree of
important factor in
'23

STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGREE

a woman's resistance should be the
determining if a rape has occurred.

4 . 5 6 7 8 9
NEITHER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
NOR DISAGREE AGREE

most

16. !t is all right f o r men to have casual sex but not for
women.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGREE NEIT!iER I\GREE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

17. The initiative in
, 2 3

STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGREE

dating should
4 5 6
NEITHER AGn EE
NOR DISAGREE

come from
7

AGREE

the man.
8 9

STRONGLY
AGREE

18. ~omen should be encouraged not to
intimate with anyone before marriaqe.

1 234 5 6 7
ST~ONGLY DISAGREE ~EITnER AGREE AGREE
DISA~REE NOR DISAGREE

become sexually

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

9
STRONGLY

AGREE

in courtship.
7 8

AGREE

should take a passive role
234 ~ 6

D!SAGREE NE!THER AGREE
NOR D!SAGREE

19. Women
1

STRO~GLY

DISAGRP.E

9
STRONGL Y

AGREE

87
AGREE

456
NEI'l'HEB AGREE
NOR DIS~GREE

J
DISAGREE

2

20. There should be no greater barrier to an unmarrien woman
having sex with a casual acqJaintance than having dinner
with him.

1
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

21. A woman should be flattered if a man pays a t ten tion to
h er , , 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
D!SAGREE ~OR D:S AGR EE .l\.GREE
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22. !t is important fo[" a woman to be feminine and not too
aqgressive.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
5 TR0rWL Y D!SAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
D!S AGE BE NOR D!SAGREE AGREE

23. A lIoman who flirts wants sex.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9

STRONGLY DISAGR EE NEITHER AGREE AGREE STRmlGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

24. A woman who wants a successful career has to sleep her
II av to the top.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DI SAGR EE ~ EITH ER !G REF. AGREE STRONGLY
D!SAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

who teases a man and qets rapeu25. A \loman
deserves.

1 2
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

3 4 5 6
DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

NOR DISAGI1EE

7
AGREE

8

gets what she

9
STRONGLY

AGREE

to men she should not26. If a woman wants
stand up too much for

123
STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGFEE

to be attractive
her righ ts.
4 5 6
!-l E:THE~ AGR EE
NOR DISAGREE

7
AGR EE

8 9
STRONGLY

AGREE

27. ~en know best what turns women on
1 2 3 4 5 6

STRO~GLY D!SAGFBE ~EIT9ER AGREE
DISAGREE SOR DISAGPEF.

sexuall y.
7 8

AGREE
9

STRONG1.Y
AGREE

she has to

9
STRONGLV

l\GREE

8

28. If a woman does not want to have intercourse
be careful not to let thinqs get out of hand.

1 2 3 4 567
STRONGLY DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE

9
ST?ONGLY

AGREE

wha t to do.
7 8

AGREE

men to tell them
4 5 6
~I E!THER AGR EE
NOR D:SAGREE

don't need
2 3

D!SAGREE

29. '/Jomen,
STRONGLY
DIS1GREE
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30. If a woman gets raped she should never give in but
resist to the utmost.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGREE ~E!THER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

31. Women don't have a strong sex desire.
1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9

STRONGLY D!SAGREE NEITHER A.GR EE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR n!SAGREE AGREE

32. A woman who goes out to a bar to have a drink. with a man
wants sex.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY D'!SAGR EE NEITHER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE AGREE

9
STRONGLY

AGREE

33. Rape
1

STRONGLY
D!SAGREE

for a woman
2 3

D!SAGREE

is a fate worse than death.
1+ S 678
NEITHER AGREE AGREE
NOR D!SAGREE

J4~ lilomen should not take the pill because it makes them
promiscuous.

1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9
STRONGLY DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE STRONGLY
DIS AGR BE NOR DISAGREE AGREE
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!NT:.lODUCT!QN

Imagine that you are on a jury which has to decioe whether
or not forced intercourse occurred. You have to judge a
series of cases. In all cases r it was medically established
that intercourse occurred. However, the critical question
is consent~ The man in each case asserted that the woman
behaved such that he thought she wanted intercourse and that
it was O.K. to go ahead and do it. The woman, however, said
she was forced into intercourse and that she did not give
him any indication of wanting it.

The issue is complicated because people do not usually come
out directly and say, "Yes, ! ~auld like to have
intercourse" or "NOr ! do not want to have intercourse."
Furthermore r people can be inconsistent. They can say "Yes"
one minute and "!o" the next or vice versa.
Thus, all you can do is judge imElicjJ; £Q.!l~£, that is, to
what degree you feel her behavior indicated that she might
have wanted sexual inteccourse-and by implication-to wbat
degree you feel it was O.K. for the man to go ahead and
pursue her further (eventually even attempting intercourse).
(Obviously, the best we can do is guess. In an actual
situation we can never be sure~ A woman can always change
her mind at the last minute and say: "stop that. ! do not
want to qo any further.")

your judgments about implicit
A scale represents different

o represents definitely no
20 represents clear consent

You will be asked to make
consent on 21-point scales.
1egrees of implicit consent.
consent to intercourse, whereas
to intercourse.
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************************************************************

Example:

A man kisses a woman while they are watching a
movie on TV at heL apaLtment.
She says: "Oh, you feel so qood. I really like
kissinq you." Then she grabs him plaVfully and
kisses him passionately.

!f Vou feel that the woman's behavior expresses a
fairly high degree of implicit consent to
intercourse you would place voor line toward the
upper end of the scale. Your Lating miqht look
like this:

DEFINITELY •
~O CONSENT 0 5 10 15

I • • CLEAR
20 COtfS ENT

Please be careful to place your line only through
dots and not between dots~

Furthermore, please be careful not to use the
extreme ends of the scale (0 or 20). Most cases
in this questionnaire are ambiquous and do not
warrant extreme ends. Only if there is absolutely
no doubt about the issue of implicit consent
should they be used.

************************************************************
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hssume that this is the critical information available about
the couple's behaviors that evening prior to the occurrence
of intercourse (ignore the letter-number combination after
each statement):

During the evening ~hen he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "cool it honey." Th@n
she moved further away from him. (032)

During the evening when he suggested to her
intercourse (at bis apartment she said: ,,~

she waited for him to say some thing_ (B11)

that they have
guess so." Then

Weigh all the available information carefully. Decide,
given only ~his inform£tigU to what degree the woman's
behavior during the evening suggested that she might have
wanted intercourse (i.e., to what degree she gave implicit
consent-and by implication-to what degree you feel it was
:1.K. for the man to qo ahead and pursue her further,
eventually even attempting intercourse).
Assume that your judgment will be critical in deciding
whether or not forced intercourse occurred.

DE:'INITEL'f
NO CONSENT 0 5 10

. . .
15

CLEAR
20 CONS ENT

Please be careful not to use the extreme ends of the scale
11 nless a bso lutely no do ubt exists abou t i mplici t consen t ,
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~ssume that this is the critical information available about
the couple's behaviors that evening prior to the occurrence
of intercourse (ignore the letter-number combination after
each sta tel1lent) :

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she

/ r euo ve d his hands and moved away from him. (E31)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Stop that." Then she
ignored the event and started talking about something else.
(031 )

During the evening ~hen he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No way. Who do vou
think! am?" Then she mover! away from him. (B31)

~eiqh all the available information carefully. Decide,
qiven Qnly this infQ£matiQQ to what degree the woman's
behavior during the evening suggested that she might have
~anted intercourse (i.e., to what deqree she gave implicit
consent-and by implication-to what degree you feel it was
o.~. for the man to go ahead and pursue her further,
eventually even attempting intercourse).
Assume that your jUdgment ~ill be cLitical in deciding
whether or not forced intercourse occurred.

DE:-'!N!TELY •
NO CONSE~lT 0 5 10 15

CLEAR
20 CONS ENT

Please be careful not to use the extreme ends of the scale
unless absolutely no doubt exists about implicit consent.
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Assume that this is the critical information available about
the couple's behaviors that evening prior to the occurrence
of intercourse (ignore the letter-number combination after
each statement)~

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothing and let him do

ourinq the evening
intercourse (at his
got to get to know
around. (R21)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: "! don't know. I've
vou better." Then she got up and val ked

Weigh all the available information carefully. Decide,
qiven Q.!l1~ this info£.!!atiQ!l to what degree the woman's
behavior during the evening suggested that she might have
wanted intercourse (i.e., to what deqree she gave implicit
consent-and by implication-to what deqree you feel it was
O.K. for the man to go ahead and pursue her further,
eventually even attempting intercourse).
Assume that your judgment will be critical in deciding
whether or not forced intercourse occurred.

DEFIN!TELY
no CONSE~rT 0 5 10 15

CLEAR
20 CONS ENT

Please be careful not to use the extreme en~s of the scale
unless absolutely no doubt exists about implicit consent.
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The items for the remainder of the questionnaire ~ere

presented in the following order to one of the sUb;ects:

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not ready for
this. Just because! came to your apartment does not mean ~

agreed to do this." Then she distanced herself. (E 32)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave his hand there. (D12)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No way. Who do you
think ~ am?" Then she moved away from him. (B31)

* * * * *

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. (E1l)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and touched him
gently. (Dll)

Durinq the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No way. ~ho do vou
think I am?" Then she moved away from him. (B31)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled ber
nothing and let him do

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
~rotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave his hand there. (D12)

Durinq the ev~ning ~hen he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "I guess so." Then
she waited for him to say something. (E11)

* * * '" *
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During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch' (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave his hand there. (D12)

Durinq the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said nothing. Then she
started touching his body. (912)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his a pa rtment) she said: "I' m not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean!
aqreed to do this." Then she distanced herself.. (E32)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (a t his a pa rtmen t) she said noth inq. Then she
started touching his body. (13 12)

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed ber and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "'';hat are you doinq?"
Then she wai ted to see what his response would be. (E22)

During the evening when he placed his band on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave his hand there. (D12)

Durinq the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No way. ~ho do you
think I am?" Then she a oved away from bim. (B31)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a Li t t l,e , (E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

Durin~ the evening ~hen he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and ~ouched him
qently. (011)
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During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "~ell, let's wait
for a while." Then she carried on with the previous
conversation and dropped the issue. (B22)

* * * * *

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Cool it honey." Then
she moved further away from him. CD32)

Durinq the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No. I don't want
to. Let's listen to some music." (B32)

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but was careful
to keep him from going any further. (E21)

During the evening
intercourse (at his
got to get to know
around. (B21)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: "I don't know. I've
you better." Then she got up and val ked

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. (E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

During the evening when he suqgested to her
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "I
she waited for him to say somethinq. (B11)

* * * * *

that they have
guess so." Then

nurinq the evening ~hen

breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothing and let him do
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During the evening when he placed his hand on her cover~d

crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Cool it honey." Then
she moved further away from him. (032)

During the evening when he suggested to her
intercouese (at his apartment) she said: nT

she waited foe him to say something. (D11)

* * * * *

that they have
guess so." Then

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled hee
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What ace you doing?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

During the evening when he placed his band on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave his hand there. (D12)

* * * * *

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave his hand there. (012)

Durinq the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No vay. Who do you
think I am?" Then she moved avay from him. (B31)

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
r eao ve d his hands and move1 away from him. (E31)

Durinq the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Cool it honey." Then
she moved further away from him. (032)

* * * * *

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. (E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him
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Durinq the evening when h~ suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No way. Who do you
think I am?" Then she moved a way from him. (B31)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartm€nt) she said: "!'m not ready for
this. Just b~cause I carne to your apartment does not mean I
a q r e-ed to do this.. " Then she distanced herself. (E32)

Durinq the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave his hand there. (D12)

During the evening when he suggested to her
intercours~ (at his apartment) she said: liT

she waitGd for him to say something. (B11)

* * * * *

that they have
guess so." Then

nurinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved away from bim. (E31)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "stop that." Then she
iqnored the event and started talking about something else.
(031)

During the evening when he suggested to her
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: liT

she waited for him to say somethinq. (B11)

* * * * *

that they have
guess so." Then

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "!'m not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
aqreet1 to do this." Then she c1istanced .berself~ (E32)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch ('it his apartment) she said: "Not now." Then she
turned away to get a drink. (D22)
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During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No waVe Who do you
think I am?n Then she moved away from him. (BJ1)

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What are you doing?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

During the ev~ning when he placpd his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Not now. n Then sh~

turned away to get a drink. (D22)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No way. Who do ,ou
think! am?" Then she moved away from him~ (B31)

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled ber
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but was care ful
to keep him from going any further. (E21 )

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Not now. n Then she
turned away to get a drink. ( D22)

During the evening when he suggested to her
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: n!
she waited for him to say somethinq. (E11)

* * * * *

that they have
guess so." Then

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled hpr
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothing but was careful
to keep him from going any further. (E21)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Cool it honey .. " Then
she ao ve d further away from him. (D32)

Durinq the evening
intercourse (at his
got to get to know
around. (1321)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: "I d on t t know. Ilve
vou better." Then she got up and va I ked
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* * * * *

During the evening ~hen he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said nothinq but was caref~l

to keep him from qoing any further. (E21)

Durin~ the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crQ~ch (at his apartment) she said nothing and touched him
gently. (011)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said nothinq. Then she
started touching his body. (B12)

* * * * *

During the evening ~hen he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his e.partment) she said: "I'm not ready for
this. Just because! came to your apartment does not mean I
aqreed to do this. II Then she distanced herself. (E32)

During the evening ~hen he placed his band on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Not now." Then she
turned away to get a drink. (022)

During the evening when he suqgested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said nothing. Then she
started t.ouc h Lnq his body. (B12)

>I< * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled ber
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved away from bim. (E31)

Durinq the evening when he placeo his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and touched him
gently. \011 )

Durinq the eveninq
intercourse (at his
got to q~t to know
around .. (B21)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: ;'I don; t know. ! ~ ve
you better." Then she got up and walked

* * * * *
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During the evening when h~ placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Stop that." Then she
ignored the event and started talking about somethinq else.
(031 )

Durinq the evening
intercourse (at his
got to get to know
around. (B21)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: "! don't know. I've
you better." Then she got up and walked

* * * * *

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his a pa r t aen t.) she said: "Please don't. Let's
i ust kiss for now. II (021)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his a pa r t ae n t ) she said nothing. Then she
started touching his bod y. (B 12)

* * * * *

During the evening when be kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "'I/hat are you doinq?"
Then she waited to see what his response wou Id be. (E 22)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Cool it honey." Then
she moved further a'vlay from him. (D32)

Durinq the evening when he suggested to he!:' that they have
Ln t.e rc ou r se (at his apart:nent) she said: "No way. Who do you
think I am?" Then she moved away from him. (B31)

* * * * *

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothinq and let him do

nuring the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Cool it honey." Then
she no ve d furt her allay from him. (DJ2)

* * * * *
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During the evening when he kissed her and fondled ber
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hancls and a o ved a way from bim~ (Ell)

During the ~vening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and touched him
gent 1Y' • (D11 )

* * * * *

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothing and let him do

During the evening when he placed his hand on her c ove red
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to lea ve bis hand there. (D 12)

* * * * *

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (~t his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave bis hand there. (D12)

During the evening
intercourse (at his
got to get to know
a round. (B21)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) sb~ said: "! don't know. I've
you better." Then she got up and walked

*' * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled ber
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "~hat are you doi~g?«

Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

During the eveninq when he suggested to her that the V have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No. I don't want
to. let's list~n to some music." (B32)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when he ~issed her and fondled her
hreasts (in his apartment) she said: n~hat are you doinq?i1
Then she wai ted to see what h is response would be. (E22)
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Durinq the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said nothing and allowed him
to leave his hand t.h e re , (012)

ourinq the evening
intercourse (at his
got to get to know
around. (B21)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: "! don't know. I've
you better." Then she got up and walked

>01 * * * *

Durinq the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

ber and fondled ber
nothing and let him do

ouring the evening when he placed his band on her covered
crotch (at his apart~ent) she said: "Not now.~ Then she
t ur ned away to get a drink. (022)

* * * * *

Durinq tbe evening when he kissen her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved away from him. (E31)

Ouring the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Please d o n t t , Let's
i ust kiss for now." (021)

Durinq the evening
Lnt.e rc ou r se (at. his
qat to qet to know
around. (321)

when he suggested to hel:' that they have
apartment) she said: "! d on t t; know. I've
you better." Then she got np and walked

* * * * *

During the evening when
b r cas t s (in his apartme n t)
it. (E12)

he kissed
she said

her anJ fondled her
nothinq and let him do

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Stop that." Then she
ignol:'ed t.he event and started talking about something else.
( n3 ')
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During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No. ! don't want
to. Let's listen to some music." (B32)

* * * * *

Durinq thp. evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "!'m not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agreed to do this." Thp.n she distanced herself. (E 32)

Durinq the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No way. ~ho do you
think I am?" Then she moved away from him. (B31)

* * * * *

Durinq the eveninq when
breasts (in his apartment)
a little. (E11)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touchei him

During the evening when he placed his rand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Stop that." Then she
ignored the event and started talking about something else.
(031 )

During the evening
intercourse (at his
qot to get to know
around. (32')

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: "! don't know. ! 've
you better. n Then she got up and walked

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "Excuse me." Then she
removed his hands and moved away from him. (E31)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (a~ his apartment) she said: "Stop that." Then she
ignored the evp.nt and started talking about something else.
rD3 1 )

Durinq the evening
intercourse (at his
got to qet to know
around. (B21)

when he suggested to her that they hnve
apartment) s he said: ": don't know. ! Ive
you better." Then she got np and walked
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* * * * *

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Please don't. Let's
i use kiss for now." (021)

During the evening .hen he suggested to her that they have
Ln t e rcour se (at his apartment) she said: ItNo. I don't want
to. tet f s listen to some music." (832)

* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agreed to do this. It Then she distanced herself. (E32)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "~ot now. 1t Then she
t nr ned away to get a dr i nk , (022)

* * * * *
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During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
br~asts (in his apartmen~ she said: "What are you doing?"
Then she waited to S~~ v ha t his response vould be. (E22)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Not now." Then she
turned away to get a drink. (D22)

>It * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What are you doing?"
rhen she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

During the evening when he placed his hand ~~ her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Please don't. Lei:'s
i us t kiss for now." (021)

During the evening
intercourse (at his
qat to get to know
around. (B21)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: "I don't know. I 1 ve
you better." Then she got up and walked

* * * * *

During the evening ~hen he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his aoartment) she said: "What are you doing?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Cool it honey." Then
she moved further av a v from him. (D32)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said nothing. Then s~e

started touching his body. (812)

* * >It * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What are you doing?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be , (E22)

Durinq the evening wh?n he sugqested to her
intercourse (at his apartment) she s a i d t "I
she waited for him to say somethinq. (E1'1)
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* * * * *

During the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "I'm not ready for
this. Just because I came to your apartment does not mean I
agree~l to do this." Then she dist anced herself. (E 32)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "Well, let's wait
for a while." Then she carried on with the previous
conversation and dropped the issue. (822)

'" * '" * *

During the evening when
breast.s (in his apartment)
a li ttl e • (E 1 1)

he kissed her and fondled her
she said nothing and touched him

During the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
-crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Please don't. Let's
i ust kiss for now." (021)

During the eveninq when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "Well, let's wait
for a while." Then she cal:"ried on with the previous
conversation and dropped the issue. (B22)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when he kissed her and fondled her
breasts (in his apartment) she said: "What are you doing?"
Then she waited to see what his response would be. (E22)

Durinq the evening when he placed his hand on hel:" covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "cool it honey." Then
s he movel further aliay from him. (D32)

* * * * *

Durinq the evening when
breasts (in his a pa r t ae n t )
a little. (E1l)

he kissed her and fonaled her
she said nothinq and touched him
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Durinq the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Not nov." Then she
turned away to get a drink. (D22)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "I guess so." Then
she waited for him to say somethinq. (B11)

* >I< * '" *

Durinq the evening when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartm~nt) she said: "Please don't. Let's
iust kiss for now." (D21)

During the evening
intercourse (at his
qot to get to know
around. (B21)

when he suggested to her that they have
apartment) she said: It! don't know. I've
you better." Then she got up and walked

* * * * *

During the evening when
breasts (in his apartment)
it. (E12l

he kissed
she said

her and fondled her
nothing and let him do

Durinq the evening ~hen he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (at his apartment) she said: "Not now." Then she
turned allay to get a drink. (D22)

During the evening when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (at his apartment) she said: "No. I don't want
to. Let's listen to some music." (832)
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How did vou make your judgments?

Please indicate (make a best guess) how important different
behaviors of the women were in determining your overall
ju1qments of implicit consent to intercoursew

30w she responded when he kissed her and fondled her breasts
( E)

~OT AT ALL
t MPOl?T ANT

.~ ••••••••••••••••••• EXTREMELY
o 5 10 15 20 IMPORTANT

How she responded when he placed his hand on her covered
crotch (D)

NOT AT ALL ••••••••••••••••••••• EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT 0 5 10 15 20 I~PORTANT

How she responded when he suggested to her that they have
intercourse (B

NOT AT ALL ••••••••••••••••••••• EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT 0 5 10 15 20 I~PORTANT
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